EMCUREAN

1617210  01/11/2007
EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
EMCURE HOUSE T-184, M.I.D.C., BHOSARI-411 026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PAPER & PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD & CARDBOARD ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTERS, BOOKS, PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPER & PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ARTISTS MATERIALS, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIALS, CATALOGUES, ENVELOPES, ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, KIOSKS, DISPLAY SYSTEMS, COMPUTER PRINT OUTS, PAPER BAS, LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS, DIARIES, CHARTS, PENS, PENCILS, DRAWING, ENGRAVING, ETCHING, CARD OF ALL KINDS &; DESCRIPTION, MEMO PADS, TABLE NAPKINS (PAPERS), PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, PROGRAM CHARTS.
SAKHANPARA DINESH LAVJIBHAI
trading as :M/S.SAKHANPARA PUBLICITY
SO. ORDI MAIN ROAD, MORBI 363642.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :10/09/2003
AHMEDABAD
COMPUTERIZED NUMBER PLATE, FOUR COLOUR VINYL LIGHT BOARD, FLEX BANNER, STEEL LETTER, HOARDING BOARD, RADIUM BOARD INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.

subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matters shown on the label.
ALLFAX

1910772  19/01/2010
VIVEKVIRMANNI
trading as ;A 2 Z PACKAGERS
B-2/69 VISHAL KHAND GOMTI NAGAR LUCKNOW
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :02/01/2009

DELHI
ALL TYPE OF PAPERS SUCH AS NAPKIN PAPER, TISSUES PAPERS AND ALL GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS 16.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
1915366 02/02/2010
BANAWI INDUSTRIAL GROUP
P.O. BOX 8281, JEDDAH 2148, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA,
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN SAUDI ARABIA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DOLA DHAR
3RD FLOOR H L ARCADE NEAR HDFC BANK PLOT NO.14 SEC-5 (MLU) DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, PAPER PRODUCTS, PAPER PACKAGING, CORRUGATED PAPER PACKAGING.
1929636  03/03/2010
MAHENDRA GHAMANDIRAM SHAH
trading as ;M/S.CLASSIC INDUSTRIES.
503 / D / 4 / 2, G.L.D.C., DIST PANCHAMAHAL, HALOL - 389 350, GUJARAT STATE INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJENDRA H. BHANSALI.
22, DHARAMNATH SOCIETY, NEAR C.L.HOSPITAL, OLD CAMP ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD - 380 004.
Used Since :31/07/2007
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC PICK-UP BAGS, HM HDPE POLY BAGS, HM PICK-UP BAGS, D AND CUT BAGS AND ALL KIND OF PLASTIC POLY BAGS AND CARRY BAGS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
SYNDROM HOLDINGS PTY LTD
LEVEL 1, 501, LATROBE STREET, MELBOURNE VICTORIA, 3000, AUSTRALIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF AUSTRALIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

BAGS, ENVELOPES AND POUCHES OF PAPER, PLASTICS, CELLULOSE, STARCH, CORNSTARCH OR CONSTARCH BASED POLYMER MATERIAL; BIO-DEGRADABLE BAGS; BAGS IN THIS CLASS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO BAGS FOR PACKAGING, BAGS FOR COOKING, BAGS FOR PACKING, BAGS FOR LINING REFUSE BINS, BAGS FOR USE IN THE FREEZER, BAGS FOR USE IN THE REFRIGERATOR, BAGS FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF ANIMAL DROPPINGS, BAGS FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF WASTES, BAGS FOR CLEANING APPARATUS, GARBAGE BAGS, ICE CUBE BAGS, PADDED BAGS FOR PACKAGING, BAGS FOR WRAPPING, POSTAL BAGS, REFUSE BAGS, SACKS, SHOPPING BAGS, CARRY BAGS, SOUVENIR BAGS AND TRASH BAGS; TIES FOR BAGS IN THIS CLASS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; OFFICE REQUISITES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (EXCEPT APPARATUS) INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2012873  23/08/2010

KORES (INDIA) LIMITED.
KORES HOUSE, PLOT NO.10, OFF DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI MUMBAI-400018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU.
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 31/12/2004

To be associated with:
1814356, 1814357, 1814358

MUMBAI
RUBBER ERASER INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..131912 AND 547141.
2013204    24/08/2010
DINYAR WORKINGBOXWALLA
BODE BUILDING, 18 GILDAR LANE, OPPOSITE NARGIVAN SOCIETY, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 008
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MAGAZINE, BOOK.
BEBANCO

2028477  24/09/2010

B. E. BILLIMORIA AND CO. LIMITED
1701, SHIV SAGAR ESTATE, A BLOCK, 2ND FLOOR, DR. A. B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MULLA & MULLA & CRAIGIE BLUNT & CAROE.
MULLA HOUSE, 51, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, FORMS, LEAFLETS, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSLETTERS, PERIODICALS,
CATALOGUES, PUBLICITY TEXTS, MENU CARDS, DIARIES, PRINTED TIMETABLES, SCHEDULES, MAPS, ENGRAVINGS,
POSTERS, STICKERS, CALENDARS, BANNERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, REFERENCE
MATERIALS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PICTURE, PHOTOGRAPHS, PENS, PENCILS, ENVELOPES, LETTER HEADS,
STATIONARY FOR CARRYING OUT ENGINEERING ANALYSES, CATALOGUES RELATING TO ENGINEERING
DOCUMENTATION; ARCHITECTS MODELS.
B. E. BILLIMORIA AND CO.

2028489  24/09/2010

B. E. BILLIMORIA AND CO. LIMITED
1701, SHIV SAGAR ESTATE, A BLOCK, 2ND FLOOR, DR. A. B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MULLA & MULLA & CRAIGIE BLUNT & CAROE.
MULLA HOUSE, 51, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

2068299  14/12/2010
ARTFIRST ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ARTFIRST ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-3, JAMNA LAL, BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Manufacturer & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :04/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, art book publication, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers type; printing blocks
2128759  12/04/2011
MOHANLAL RAJPUROHIT
trading as ;SHREE MARKETING
15 - 4 - 221, OSMAN SHAHI, GOWLIGUDA, HYDERABED-12, A.P.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :20/03/2003

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF SYNTHETIC GUM FOR STATIONERY PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
MEDEKA HEALTH
2133975  25/04/2011
MEDEKA HEALTH PVT. LTD.
trading as ;MEDEKA HEALTH PVT. LTD.
AT NO. 2 JYOTHI TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, 1ST CROSS, KUMARACOT LAYOUT, HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE - 560 001
MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :14/10/2010
CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER NAMELY PERIODICALS, DIRECTORIES AND PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO HEALTHCARE, MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
2149820  25/05/2011
EVERONN EDUCATION LIMITED
trading as ;EVERONN EDUCATION LIMITED
NO.82, IV AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 083, TAMIL NADU,INDIA.
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :01/08/2004

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, INCLUDING BOOKS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS,
NEWSLETTERS, STUDY MATERIALS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND CDS, MATERIALS FOR ACADEMIC COURSES,
ACADEMIC TESTS AND EXAMS, STUDY MATERIALS; PROVIDING THE ABOVE IN BOTH TRADITIONAL MANNER AND
ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR INTERNET, IN AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
ASSOCIATED WITH APPL.NO. 1991051 and 1991055.
2151366 30/05/2011
EXCEL NEEDLES (P) LTD,
trading as ;EXCEL NEEDLES (P) LTD,
BELL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TIRUCHENDUR ROAD, PALAYANKOTTAI-627002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LTD.COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. DEWAN AND COMPANY
DARE HOUSE ANNEXE, 4TH FLOOR, NO, 44, 2ND LINE BEACH CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :10/11/2004

CHENNAI

CLIPS, PAD CLIPS AND BINDER [OFFICE REQUISITES] INCLUDED IN CLASS 16 (SUBJECT TO VARIATION CONDITION)
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2192122  18/08/2011
GREEN GOLD ANIMATION PVT.LTD
trading as ;GREEN GOLD ANIMATION PVT.LTD
A1101, THE PLATINA, 11TH FLOOR, A BLOCK, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD - 500 032, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :10/04/2011

CHENNAI
ALBUMS, DISPOSABLE BABIES DIAPERS OF PAPER AND CELLULOSE, ENVELOPES, POUCHES OF PAPER OR PLASTICS FOR PACKAGING BAGS, BLACKBOARDS, BOOKBINDING'S, BOOKLETS, BOOKMARKERS, BOOKS, BOXES FOR PENS, CALCULATING TABLES, CALENDARS, CARBON PAPER, CARDBOARD, CARDS, MARKING CHALK, CHALK HOLDERS, CHARTS; CLIPBOARDS, CLIPS FOR OFFICES, PRINTING COMPOSING FRAMES, COMIC BOOKS, MAGAZINE, ATLAS, NOTEBOOKS, CALENDARS AND POSTERS, BOXES FOR PENS, PENCILS, PAINT BRUSH, COMPOSING STICKS, STATIONERY COPYING PAPER, STATIONERY COVERS, COVERS OF PAPER FOR FLOWER POTS, DIAGRAMS, DRAWING BOARDS, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, DRAWING MATERIALS, DRAWING PADS, DRAWING PENS, DRAWING PINS, DRAWING SETS, DRAWING SQUARES, ERASING PRODUCTS, OFFICE REQUISITES FILES, FLAGS OF PAPER, FLOWER-POT COVERS OF PAPER, STATIONERY FOLDERS, FOLDERS FOR PAPERS, FOUNTAIN PENS, GLUE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, GRAPHIC PRINTS, GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, GREETING CARDS, INK, INK STICKS, INKING PADS, LABELS, PERIODICALS MAGAZINES, MANUALS HANDBOOKS, GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS, MARKING CHALK, MATS FOR BEER GLASSES, MUSICAL GREETING CARDS, NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, NOTE BOOKS, NUMBERING APPARATUS, WRITING PADS, STATIONERY PADS, PAINTERS' BRUSHES, PAMPHLETS, PAPER, PAPER RIBBONS, ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENERS, ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENING MACHINES, PENCILS, OFFICE REQUISITES PENS, PERIODICALS, PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS, APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS, PICTURES, PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED TIMETABLES, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, SLATE PENCILS, SONG BOOKS, STAMP PADS, STATIONERY, STEEL PENS, TABLE CLOTHS OF PAPER, TEACHING MATERIALS, TERRESTRIAL GLOBES, TICKETS, TOILET PAPER, TOWELS OF PAPER, TRACING PAPER, WRITING CHALK, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, WRITING MATERIALS.
BUTTERGLIDE

2206090  15/09/2011

G.M.PENS INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;G.M.PENS INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.2, JANAKPURI, VELACHERY BYPASS ROAD, VELACHERY, POST BOX NO.8280 & 8289, CHENNAI - 600 042, STATE OF TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BALL PENS, GEL PENS, INK PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, PENS, PENCILS, SKETCH PENS, REFILLS, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF, WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND STATIONERY.
MOHAMED MOHIDEEN
M.BASHEERUDEEN
M.THAJUDEEN
M. JAMALUDEEN

trading as : KALANJIYAM CUT PIECE
OLD NO. 17/1, NEW NO. 41, RANGANATHAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600017, TN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Used Since : 01/06/1978

CHENNAI
STATIONERY, OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), PUBLICATIONS, PAPER BAGS, CATALOGUES, PAPER & PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED DIARIES, WRITING MATERIAL PAMPHLET COMPUTER STATIONARY & VOUCHERS, PRINTER MATTER, PRINTED FORMS, STICKERS, NEWS LETTERS AND NEWS BULLETINS, BOOK, LETTER HEADS, HANDBILLS, ADVERTISEMENT AND ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, PAPER OR PLASTICS COVERS AND FOLDERS.

Transliteration: KALANJIYAM
SMOOTHLINE INDUSTRIES
107, SHIVAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GOVANDI STATION ROAD, GOVANDI, MUMBAI 400 088, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGA SOLV
C-302 RNA Regency Park, M.G. Road, Kandivali (W), Mumbai - 400 067.
Used Since: 01/04/1978
MUMBAI
IN RESPECT OF INKS AND INK REFILLS FOR PADS, CARTRIDGES, RIBBONS, ALL TYPE OF PENS; APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR WRITING AND DRAWING; ALL TYPES OF PENS INCLUDING BALL-POINT PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, GEL INK PENS, POROUS-TIP PENS, FIBRE-TIP PENS, FINELINERS PENS, ROLLING BALL PENS, COLOUR PENS, SKETCH PENS, FELT AND PLASTIC NIB PENS, MARKER PENS, HIGHLIGHTERS; INK PAD; CARTRIDGES; RIBBONS; INKING SHEETS FOR Duplicators; COLOUR CRAYONS; COLOUR PASTELS; CORRECTION PRODUCTS IN LIQUID, SOLID, FILM, PAPER, TAPE, OR ANY OTHER FORM; THINNER FOR USE WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED CORRECTION PRODUCTS AND INK; ADHESIVES; GLUES IN LIQUID OR SOLID FORM FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; CASES AND BOXES OF ALL KINDS FOR WRITING IMPLEMENTS, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, ALL TYPES OF PENS, INK AND INK REFILLS, CARTRIDGES, PAD, RIBBONS AND COLOURS CRAYNS AND COLOUR PASTELS; PEN STANDS AND PEN HOLDERS; STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE)
2307215   28/03/2012
K-LEDGE EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
C-201 PRIYAMVADHA CHS, VAITHARA NAGAR, NAHUR, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NISHITH DESAI ASSOCIATES.
NISHITH DESAI ASSOCIATES, 93/B, MITTAL COURT, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :09/01/2012

MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE
MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PUBLISHED MATTER; NEWSPAPERS,
MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS AND BOOKS; BOOK-BINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, ADHESIVE
MATERIALS (STATIONERY); ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL
(OTHER THAN APPARATUS); TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS
FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2352527  22/06/2012

MIRCHI MART (INDIA) PVT. LTD
506 PRABHAT KIRAN 17 RAJENDRA PLACE NEW DELHI 8

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Used Since :21/03/2012

DELHI

PAPER AND ROLER ARTICLES, LITERATURES, BROCHURES, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, FOLDERS, PRINTED MATERIAL, PAMPHLETS, BAR SHAPED PRICE LABELS OF PAPER, BAR SHAPED PRICE LABELS OF PLASTIC, PRICE LABELS, PRICE LISTS, CATALOGUE, NEWSLETTERS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, ADVERTISEMENT, PAPERS, DOCUMENTS, NEWSLETTERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, PERIODIC, PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, NEWSPAPERS, STATIONERY, NOTEPADS. COMPUTER PAPER, PAPER TAPE AND CARDS;
2353340  25/06/2012
WILLIAM PENN
# 15, 17TH A MAIN, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE-560095, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since : 21/06/2012

CHENNAI
BAGS, BOOKS, PENS, BOXES FOR PENS, CARD, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIALS, STENCILS, WRITING INSTRUMENTS, WRITING MATERIALS
FRIENDSHIP

2382661    21/08/2012
SRM PUBLICATIONS PVT LTD
trading as ;SRM PUBLICATIONS PVT LTD
#211/2, EAST POTHERI VILLAGE STREET, KATTANKULATHUR 603 203 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/01/2007

CHENNAI
TEXT BOOKS, TEACHING MATERIAL, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKS, MAGAZINE, ATLASES, NOTEBOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, TEACHING AIDES AND MANUALS, JOURNALS, CALENDARS AND POSTERS, ARTISTS MATERIALS, BROCHURES, CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS, NEWSLETTERS AND STATIONERIES.
2392338    07/09/2012
P.MADHUSUDAN RAO
2-12-70, WEST MARREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD-500026.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK RAM KUMAR
PLOT NO.491, ROAD NO.10, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 033.
Used Since :15/09/2011
CHENNAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, TEST BOOKS, TEACHING MATERIAL, PRINTED
MATTER, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NOTEBOOKS, NEWSPAPERS, ATLASES, PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS,
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION, TEACHING AIDS, MANUALS, JOURNALS, POSTERS, ARTISTS MATERIAL , BROCHURES,
CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS AND NEWSLETTERS.
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-110035
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :13/04/2012

DELHI

COMPUTER MANUALS, PRINTED MATTER, PUBLICATIONS, STATIONERY, NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS LETTERS, PAMPHLETS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, ALL CARDS, FORMS, CERTIFICATES, CATALOGUES, PLASTIC NOVELTIES, FOLDERS, OFFICE FILES, MUSICAL NOTES & SCORES, ADHESIVE MATERIALS, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, DIARIES, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, DIRECT IMAGE OFFSET MASTERS, PAPERS FOR LITHOGRAPHY & PHOTOGRAPHY, LETTER HEADS, PACKING MATERIALS, BROCHURES, BULLETINS, LAYOUTS, ETCHINGS, BILLBOARDS, HOARDINGS, KIOSKS, VISITING CARDS, CALENDARS, ALBUMS, CARDBOARD & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, OFFICE REQUISITES, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIALS
2396565  14/09/2012
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :20/02/2012
DELHI
COMPUTER MANUALS, PRINTED MATTER, PUBLICATIONS, STATIONERY, NEWSPAPERS & PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS LETTERS, PAMPHLETS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, ALL CARDS, FORMS, CERTIFICATES, CATALOGUES, PLASTIC NOVELTIES, FOLDERS, OFFICE FILES, MUSICAL NOTES & SCORES, ADHESIVE MATERIALS, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS, DIARIES, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, DIRECT IMAGE OFFSET MASTERS, PAPERS FOR LITHOGRAPHY & PHOTOGRAPHY, LETTER HEADS, PACKING MATERIALS, BROCHURES, BULLETINS, LAYOUTS, ETCHINGS, BILLBOARDS, HOARDINGS, KIOSKS, VISITING CARDS, CALENDARS, ALBUMS, CARDBOARD & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, OFFICE REQUISITES, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016  Class 16

AAK KAMANI PRIVATE LIMITED
Chandivali Estate, Sakhi Vilkar Road, Chandivali, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400072
MANUFACTURERS, EXPORTERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED AND PUBLISHED MATTER AND TEACHING, EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKS, DAIRIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, STICKERS, LABELS, BANNERS, LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, GLOW SIGNS, SIGN BOARDS, LITERATURES, BROCHURES, CARDBOARDS AND CARDBOARDS ARTICLES, PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, WRITTEN ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, WRITING PAD, PUBLICATIONS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPER, PAMPHLETS, FOLDER, PRINTED MATTER AND ALL KINDS OF STATIONERY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
2404502    01/10/2012
SONICA MALHOTRA
trading as ;MALHOTRA BOOK DEPOT
GULABBHAWAN 6 BAHADUR SHAH ZAFARMARG NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV MIRG ADV.,
B-53 GUJRANWALA TOWN PART-I DELHI-09
Used Since :10/07/2012

DELHI
MENU CARD, TENT CARDS, TISSUE PAPERS, PAPER NAPKINS, CARDBOARD BOX, PACKING MATERIAL, BAGS MADE FROM CARDBOARD, PAPER BOX, PRINTING MATERIAL, BAGS FOR MICROWAVE COOKING, PEN, PENCILS, BUBLE PACKS FOR WRAPPING OR PACKING, COASTERS OF PAPER, FACE TOWELS OF PAPER, FLOWER POT COVERS, FOLDERS FOR PAPER, FLOWER POT COVERS, FOLDERS FOR PAPERS, GREETING CARDS, TABLE MATS OF PAPER, BOTTLE ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, GARBAGE BAGS OF PAPER OR OF PLASTIC, LETTER TRAYS, MATS FOR BEER GLASSES, MUSICAL GREETING CARDS, NEWSLETTER, PAPER WEIGHTS, PASSPORT HOLDER, CALENDARS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, NEWSPAPER, MAGAZINE, NOTE BOOK, GOODS MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARD.
COMMUNICARE

2422202  05/11/2012
COMMUNICARE EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
202/203, 58, WEST, OPP. ANDHERI SUBWAY, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400058.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; POSTERS; PAMPHLETS; BROCHURES; SCHOOL SUPPLIES; WRITING MATERIALS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AN OFFICE REQUISITES; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
2426830    12/11/2012
T.I VARGHESE
T.I SIMRI
VICTOR THEKKEKARA I
ANILA VICTOR

trading as ;H & C STORES
GURUVAYOOR ROAD, KUNNAMKULAM, THRISSUR DISTRICT, KERALA - 680523.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :01/09/1947

CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATIONS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; BOOKS INCLUDING
EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL, REFERENCE, COMIC, SONG; ALBUMS,MANUALS, REGISTERS, MAPS, GRAPHIC
PICTURES; MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, PERIODICALS, JOURNALS;CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS,
POSTERS; BOOK MARKS; DRAWINGS, PAINTINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS,PRINTS, PICTURES; CALENDARS; PAPER
ARTICLES; NOTE PADS, GREETINGS CARDS; PRINTED MATTERS FOR RESEARCH, STUDY, TRAINING AND
EDUCATION.
TOURISTER COSMO

2434685  29/11/2012

MAHINDRA AND MAHINDRA LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROMOTIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL IN RESPECT OF VEHICLES FALLING WITHIN CLASS 16
BABYOYE

2447296  22/12/2012

MAHINDRA RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
P K KURNE CHOWK, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400018
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Used Since: 22/03/2010

MUMBAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
DAYA PROCHU

2450311  27/12/2012

YASH RAJ FILMS PVT. LTD
#5, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053, INDIA

Manufacturer and Distributor
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062

Used Since : 25/07/2012

MUMBAI

LAGNASUTRA

2476366    11/02/2013

LAGNASUTRA SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.49,PACE CITI-I,SECTOR-37,GURGAON-122004
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027

Used Since: 04/01/2013

DELHI

PRINTING MATERIALS LIKE INVITATION CARDS, MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, ENVELOPS, BOXES OF CARDBOARD AND PAPER, PAPER RIBBONS, EMBROIDERY DESIGN PATTERNS, AND OTHER PRINTED MATERIALS USED IN FESTIVALS AND FUNCTIONS.
OPTILOCK

Priority claimed from 26/09/2012; Application No.: 85/738,597; India

2496793 15/03/2013

MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION
501 SOUTH 5TH STREET RICHMOND VIRGINIA 23219-0501 USA
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
A NEW YORK CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MERCHANDISE PACKAGING FOR DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS, NAMELY A PAPERBOARD OUTER WITH A BLISTER-CARD WITHIN.
CINESTAAN LIVE

2497964  18/03/2013
MUMBAI MANTRA MEDIA LIMITED
5th Floor, Mahindra Towers, P.K. Kurne Chowk, Dr. G.M. Bhosale Marg, Worli, Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400018
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers' type; printing blocks.
IREO GRACE REALTECH PVT LTD
304 KANCHAN HOUSE KARAMPURA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.

Used Since : 05/12/2012

To be associated with:
2212362, 2220305, 2441971, 2441985

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIAL; MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT
FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ MATERIAL; TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED UNDER
CLASS-16

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2212362, 2220305, 2441971 and
2441985.
2509334  08/04/2013
IREO PVT LTD
A-11 1ST FLOOR NEETI BAGH NEW DELHI 110049
MANUFACTURING & MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since :14/09/2012
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS"quot; MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT
FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS"quot; TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED UNDER
CLASS-16
AMARESH DESHPANDE  
61, NATIONAL SOCIETY, BANER ROAD, AUNDH, PUNE-411007  
MANUFACTURER, MARKETER AND TRADER  
INDIAN NATIONAL  

Address for service in India/Agents address:  
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR,  
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.  
Used Since :15/04/2013  

MUMBAI  
PLAYING CARDS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS AND BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MANUALS, CARDS, LEAFLETS, CATALOGUES, INSTRUCTIONAL, OPERATIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, PRINTED GUIDES, GRAPHIC MATERIAL AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER, (ALL THE FOREGOING GOODS INCLUDING THOSE FOR USE WITH COMPUTERS, COMPUTER PROGRAMS COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE PACKAGES, PARTS OF, AND FITTINGS THEREFORE) COMPUTER PRINT-OUTS, MANUALS, OPERATING INSTRUCTION BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
CANVAS MEGA

2527426    08/05/2013

MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
C-633, LGF, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-110065

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2527387, 2527423

DELHI

STATIONARY; LETTER HEADS; ENVELOPS; CARDS; SIGN BOARDS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARDS; BANNERS (PAPER); GRAPHIC PRINTS; GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS; POSTERS; CALENDARS; PLASTIC SHEETS, SACKS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; BOOKMARKERS; BOOKLETS; CATALOGUES; CHARTS, PADS; DOCUMENT FILES; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED FORMS; FOLDERS; LEDGERS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; BOOKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2527387 and 2527423.
2527429   08/05/2013
MICROMAX INFORMATICS LTD
21/14, A BLOCK NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-II DELHI 110028
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONDHI NARULA DALAL & ASSOCIATES
C-633, LGF, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-110065

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2527387

DELHI
STATIONARY; LETTER HEADS; ENVELOPS; CARDS; SIGN BOARDS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARDS; BANNERS (PAPER); GRAPHIC PRINTS; GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS; POSTERS; CALENDARS; PLASTIC SHEETS, SACKS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; BOOKMARKERS; BOOKLETS; CATALOGUES; CHARTS, PADS; DOCUMENT FILES; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED FORMS; FOLDERS; LEDGERS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; BOOKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2527387.
WANDA CULTURAL TOURISM CITY

2647673   23/12/2013

DALIAN WANDA GROUP CO. LTD
NO.539 CHANGJIANG ROAD, XIGANG DISTRICT DALIAN CHINA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANSH LAW ASSOCIATES
8 CENTRAL LANE BENGALI MARKET C.P NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used

DELI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; BOOKS; COMIC BOOKS; POSTERS; NEWSPAPERS; MAGAZINES; PAPER; POSTCARDS; PERIODICALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; ARCHITECTS" MODELS; PICTURES; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
The Political Times

2661221  17/01/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110103
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER INCLUDING NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, ADVERTISEMENTS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKLETS, CARDS, CATALOGUES, BOOKS, MANUALS, NEWSLETTERS, POSTERS, WRITING PADS, POSTERS, LEAFLETS, ALBUMS, BOARDS AND PLACARDS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, DOCUMENT FILES, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES, FILES, FOLDERS, FORMS, PENS, CARDBOARD ARTICLES, BOXES OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTING BLOCKS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL OR TEACHING MATERIAL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767 , 17/10/2016 Class 16

2674424 07/02/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LTD
7 BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG NEW DELHI 110103
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER INCLUDING NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, ADVERTISEMENTS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKLETS, CARDS, CATALOGUES, BOOKS, MANUALS, NEWSLETTERS, POSTERS, WRITING PADS, POSTERS, LEAFLETS, ALBUMS, BOARDS AND PLACARDS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, DOCUMENT FILES, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES, FILES, FOLDERS, FORMS, PENS, CARDBOARD ARTICLES, BOXES OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTING BLOCKS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL OR TEACHING MATERIAL.
timesdeal.com
2674427  07/02/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LTD
7 BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG NEW DELHI 110103
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since: 13/10/2006

DELHI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER INCLUDING NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, ADVERTISEMENTS,
PUBLICATIONS, BOOKLETS, CARDS, CATALOGUES, BOOKS, MANUALS, NEWSLETTERS, POSTERS, WRITING PADS,
POSTERS, LEAFLETS, ALBUMS, BOARDS AND PLACARDS OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD AND GOODS
MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, DOCUMENT FILES, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES, FILES, FOLDERS,
FORMS, PENS, CARDBOARD ARTICLES, BOXES OF CARDBOARD OR PAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTING
BLOCKS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL
OR TEACHING MATERIAL.
2912573  28/02/2015
MAHARSHI ARVIND FOUNDATION
122, Madhani Estate, Senapati Bapat Marg, Dadar (West) Mumbai - 400028
MERCHANT, TRADER, PUBLISHER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIAL, BOOKS, TEXTS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, LEAFLETS AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2982644  10/06/2015
VINOD SACHDEV
603, NATASHA TOWERS, SEVEN BUNGALOWS, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400061
Manufacturers and Merchants
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
writing instruments and materials, pens, pencils, ball point pens, markers, refills for pens, balls for ball point pens, boxes for pens, ink, inkstands and inkwells, nibs, pen cases, pen clips, pen wipers, pen holders and stands for pens.
3048560  07/09/2015
VESAJ MERCANTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
7/2U/1A JAMIR LANE,BALLYGUNGE,KOLKATA 700019,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
UMA BHAWAN,RECKJOANI,NAIPUKUR,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700 135,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :14/07/2015

KOLKATA
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PUVESTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES);PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCK.
3146417 01/01/2016
MUKHTIYAR ALI
trading as ;SAIYYAD TRADERS
16/10, REHMAT NAGAR, RATLAM-457001 M.P (INDIA).
MANUFACTURERS / REPACKED / MERCHANTS / TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :16/07/2000

MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTER, LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, WRITING PADS, CATALOGUES, LABELS, STICKERS, CALENDAR, ENVELOPS, GREETING CARDS, POSTER, PRINTED PUBLICATION
3152938    06/01/2016
DELTA SCHOLASTICS PVT. LTD
410, Modak Prasad building, Munjoba Lane, Narayan Peth, Pune 411 030 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
paper and paper articles, notebooks, registers, exercise books, cardboard articles, printed matter, newspapers and periodicals, books, book-binding material, photographs, stationery, adhesive materials (stationery) and household purposes, office requisites (except furniture), artists materials, paint brushes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), playing cards, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), calculators, sketch pens and all writing instruments, tapes, artist materials
SKYER

3156984 11/01/2016

PRABHAT KUMAR JODHANI
ABHISHEK GOURISARIA

trading as ;M/s TAG-IT POLYMERS LLP

F-79, Aravali Kunj Apartment, Plot No. 44, Sector-13, Rohini, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/ MARKETING
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI

TAGS OF PAPERS, TAGS OF CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD HANG TAGS, PAPER HANG TAGS ADHESIVE LABELS, ADDRESS LABELS, MAILING LABELS, PLASTIC LABELS SHIPPING LABELS, PAPER LABELS PAPER SHIPPING LABELS, LABELS OF CARDBOARD, PRINTED TAGS, PAPER IDENTIFICATION TAGS, LUGGAGE TAGS OF PAPER, FILING FOLDERS, PAPER LABELS AND PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR ORGANIZING PERSONAL FILES, PRINTED MATTER STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY , HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING
REAL WORLD ENTERTAINMENTS LTD.
H.NO. 16, GROUND FLOOR, BLOCK-C, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :28/01/2013

DELHI
NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS, NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS & ARTICLES, SUPPLEMENTS TO NEWSPAPERS; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIPBOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT & PUBLICITY LITERATURE; LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS & DIARIES; STATIONERY AND OTHER OFFICE REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS, PRINTED AWARDS & CERTIFICATES; PICTURES; GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION CARDS OF ALL TYPES & DESCRIPTION; SOUVENIR BOOKS; ALBUMS; WRITING INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING PENS AND PENCILS.
3188863    17/02/2016
THOMAS COOK (INDIA) LIMITED
UNIT NO. 1101 TO 1104 IN WING A, B & C, 11TH FLOOR, MARATHON FUTUREX, N.M. JOSHI MARG,LOWER PAREL,
MUMBAI-400 013.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/02/2016
MUMBAI
PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, NAMELY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, CATALOGUES, JOURNALS,
PAPERS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, NEWS LETTERS, LEAFLETS ALL RELATED TO THE TOURS AND TRAVEL
EDUCATION; OFFICE STATIONERY ITEMS NAMELY WRITING PAPER PADS, LETTER HEADS, COMPUTER STATIONERY,
BUSINESS CARDS, STICKERS, FOLDERS, DIARIES, CALENDARS, TABLE PLANNERS, ENVELOPES, PENS AND
PENCILS, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL USED IN RELATION TO THE TOURS AND TRAVELS.
3192698  23/02/2016
V.PALANIKUMAR
trading as :KANIYAN PATHIPPAGAM
156, KRISHNAPURAM COLONY 6TH STREET, KRISHNAPURAM COLONY, MADURAI - 625 014 ,TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANNAL.P
FLAT NO A3, RAJPARIS PEARL, NO-9, BAWA ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600 018.
Used Since :01/01/2012

CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTERS, BOOKS FOR COMPETITIVE EXAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS .

Transliteration : KANIYAN
SANTRA PUBLICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SANTRA PUBLICATION PRIVATE LIMITED
107/1A, Raja Ram Mohan Roy Sarani, Kolkata 700 009, West Bengal
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 05/08/2010
KOLKATA
BOOKS; TEXTBOOKS; EDUCATIONAL BOOKS; NOTE BOOKS; EXERCISE BOOKS; SCHOOL YEARBOOKS; ACTIVITY BOOKS; MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS); BOOKLETS; COMIC BOOKS; NEWSLETTERS; FORMS, PRINTED; PERIODICALS; MANUALS (HANDBOOKS); PRINTED MATTER; BLUEPRINTS; CARDS; CHART; POSTERS; PAMPHLETS; CATALOGUES; CALENDARS; PADS (STATIONERY); GRAPHIC PRINTS; GREETING CARDS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; INDEXES; STATIONERY; WRITING OR DRAWING BOOKS; PROSPECTUSES; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PRINTED PHOTOGRAPHS; GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS.
Transliteration: SANTRA.
RAGESH KUMAR
KALARIKKAL (H); PUZHAKKAL POST; THRISSUR; KERALA - 680553.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since: 23/10/2015

CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED
MATTER, BOOKS, BOOKLETS, HANDBOOKS, PERIODICALS, PRINTED MATTER AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, BOOK
BINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS)

Transliteration: MAYILPEELI ATHMIYA MASika
MONEY DIAL

3202306  04/03/2016
MONEY DIAL (DOT) COM (P) LTD.
UNIT NO. 1002-03, PEARLS BEST HEIGHTS-2, PLOT NO. C-9, NETAJI SUBHASH PALACE, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH Bhai, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :05/06/2015

DELHI
MAGAZINE, PERIODICAL MAGAZINE, MAGAZINE SUPPLEMENTS FOR NEWS PAPERS, NEWS PAPER, BOOKS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
VASAVI SIRI
3203338    07/03/2016
MAJETY SESHA GIRA RAO
trading as ;SRI VASAVI SILK HOUSE
DNO:4-13-20, RAMAKOTA STREET, AGRAHARAM, ELURU, (A.P), INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2000
CHENNAI
NAME BOARDS, HOARDINGS, VISITING CARDS, BROACHERS, QUOTATION, CARRY BAGS AND BILLS
3207568   10/03/2016

MANDRA USHA REDDY

trading as ;Manufacturers and Traders

Allur Village,Nandikotkur Mandal, Kurnool District, Andhra Pradesh,

MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ASHOK RAM KUMAR

Plot No 491, Road no 10, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad

Used Since :16/03/2002

CHENNAI

Paper and paper articles not included in other classes, packing material in paper, cardboard, hard board and plastic for groceries, drink and food, carry bags in paper and plastics, printed matter, informative pamphlets, brochures, cards, paper and paper articles and all such goods included in Class 16 (sixteen).
3211638    16/03/2016
GEMN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GEMN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW NO. 66/1, (OLD NO.337), DODDA ABBAIAH COLONY, 9TH CROSS, NAGAVARAPALYA, C.V. RAMAN NAGAR,
BANGLORE - 560093, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :05/03/2016
CHENNAI
PACKAGED KITS COMPRISING PRINTED INSTRUCTIONAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND TEACHING MATERIALS FOR
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINE
LAUGHTER GURU VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-704, 7TH FLOOR, WINSWAY COMPLEX, OLD POLICE LANE, ANDHERI EAST MUMBAI 400069
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since: 15/03/2016

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3214231  18/03/2016
ROYAL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
trading as ;ROYAL EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
NO. 1-1-191/A, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE KOTAK MAHENDRA BANK, CHIKKADPALLY, HYDERABAD-500020, AP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN SOCIETY ACT 1930
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/06/2011

CHENNAI
TEXT BOOKS, TEACHING MATERIAL, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKS, MAGAZINE, ATLASES, NOTEBOOKS, NEWSPAPERS,
PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, TEACHING AIDS AND MANUALS, JOURNALS,
CALENDARS AND POSTERS, ARTISTS MATERIALS, BROCHURES, CATALOGUES, PAM-PHLETS, NEWSLETTERS.
3217033 22/03/2016
MKCL KNOWLEDGE FOUNDATION
ICC TRADE TOWER, B WING, 5TH FLOOR, UNIT 501 TO 504, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE-411016.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER SECTION 8 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since : 27/11/2015

To be associated with:
1314485, 1495692, 1495693, 1689311, 2674091

MUMBAI
PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, CERTIFICATES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL,
ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, CALENDARS, CARDS, COVERS AND ENVELOPES, PAPER
FOLDERS, HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS, MAGAZINES, POSTERS, WRAPPERS, WRITING MATERIALS, OFFICE
STATIONERY INCLUDING LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS AND BOOKS, ALL BEING INCLUDED
UNDER CLASS-16
SHIVYOG TRISHAKTI

3217042  22/03/2016
ISHAN SHIVANANDA
D-170, SECTOR-8, DWARKA, NEW DELHI
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRINTED MATTER & PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MANUALS, HANDBOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPER, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, SONG BOOKS, SCRAP BOOKS, STATIONERY, CALENDARS, CARDS, CATALOGUES, ENGRAVINGS, ETCHING, OFFICE REQUISITES, PLASTIC PACKING MATERIAL, PAPER & PAPER PRODUCTS & PHOTOGRAPHS, PAMPHLETS.
3217583    21/03/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
225923, 260466, 283730, 367940, 400868, 801352, 801353
MUMBAI
Pens included in Class 16.
3217584   21/03/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
225923, 260466, 283730, 367940, 400868

MUMBAI
Pens included in Class 16.
3217585    21/03/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
225923, 260466, 283730, 367940, 400868, 801352, 801353, 801355, 812685
MUMBAI
Pens included in Class 16.
Apsara Smart Art
3217586  21/03/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
185906, 260323, 273319, 352236, 352238

MUMBAI
Drawing kit for students containing: Pencils, Erasers, Sharpeners, Scales (Foot Rulers), Leads, Mechanical Pencils, Leads for Mechanical Pencils, Colour Pencils, Water Soluble colour pencils, Dry Inks, Wax Crayons, Oil Pastels, Water Soluble Pastels, Poster colours, Water Colours, Water Colour Cakes, Water Colour Tubes, Water Soluble Pencils, Paints, Paint Brushes, Permanent Markers, Highlighters, White Board Markers, Black Board Chalks, Dustless Chalks, Gypsum Chalks, Glue Sticks, Pens of all kinds including Ball Point Pens, Ball Point Pen Refills, Ink for Ball Pen Refill, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artist's materials; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), Mathematical Instrument Set, Mathematical Instruments, Compass, Divider, Copying Pencils, Glass Marking Pencils, Checking Pencils and stationery of all types included in Class 16.
ITC GRAND
3218017    22/03/2016
ITC LIMITED
Virginia House, 37, J. L. Nehru Road, Kolkata - 700 071, India
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
672306, 2627889, 3218014
KOLKATA
Paper and paper articles, cardboard and cardboard articles; printed matter, newspapers and periodicals, books and magazines; stationery; photographs; card indexes, index cards, record cards, transfers (decalcomania); paper for computers; gift certificates; writing pens; labels; tags; cards; ribbons for computer printers; instructional and teaching material (other than apparatus); typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); Paper Coasters; Paper napkins;
3218655  23/03/2016

ADINATH SORTEX
PANKAJ SANCHETI
SHUBHAG MALCHHAJER
Prachi Canvassing E-22, APMC Market-2, Dana Bunder, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400706, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2014

MUMBAI
Printed promotional materials like visiting cards, magazine, brochures, stationery, pamphlets, carry bags of paper, catalogues, books, paper and paper materials, packaging material, plastic materials for packaging not included in other classes
3219199  28/03/2016
MANOJ KAKKAR
trading as EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND PUBLICATION
8A/67-G W.E.A, 3RD FLOOR, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AWNISH KUMAR
G-3/15, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI NEW DELHI
Used Since :05/10/1999
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS AND PUBLICATION
MERJELLA

3221189  29/03/2016

A.R.D. YUVARAJA
NO.43, GNANAGIRI ROAD, CORONATION COLONY, SIVAKASI - 626 189.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Used Since :22/12/2014

CHENNAI
GOODS MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARDS
NOIZ NETWORK

3221452 30/03/2016
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LTD.
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 01/03/2016

DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARDADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC
BAGS BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC
PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETINGCARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS MODELLING
MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER;
PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS,
PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY;
TEACHING MATERIALS
NOIZ FACTORY

3221456   30/03/2016
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LTD.
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETINGCARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY ; TEACHING MATERIALS
3224202   01/04/2016

TRAVEL AGENTS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
2D, 2ND FLOOR, LAWRENCE AND MAYO HOUSE, 276, DR. D. N ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE, INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF TOURS, TRAVELS, HOSPITALITY AND TECHNOLOGY; IN-FLIGHT MAGAZINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
3224413 01/04/2016

ASAPP INFO GLOBAL SERVICE PVT LTD.,
A-303, NAVBHARAT ESTATES, ZAKARIA BUNDER ROAD, SEWREE (WEST), MUMBAI - 400015
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/09/2015

To be associated with:
1562968, 2002622

MUMBAI
MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATION, BOOKS, STATIONERY, CARDS NEWSPAPERS, VISITING CARDS,
GREETING CARDS, LETTERHEADS, PAPERS, PERIODICALS, PHOTOGRAPHS, LABELS, PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR
PACKAGING.
3224817    01/04/2016
VIBHA SINGH
trading as ;NANHE KADAM TRUST
Line Tank Road (Behind Firayalal Chowk), Ranchi 834 001, Jharkhand
Manufacturer(s), Trader(s).
INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :02/02/2013

KOLKATA
School Supplies (Stationery); Teaching Materials (Except Apparatus); Books; Textbooks; Note Books; Writing & Drawing Books & Materials; Activity Books; Comic Books; Magazines (Periodicals); Prospectuses; Booklets; Newsletters; Forms, Printed; Periodicals; Manuals (Handbooks); Printed Matter; Cards; Chart; Pamphlets; Catalogues; Graphic Prints; Printed Publications; Indexes; Stationery; Bookbinding Material; Printed Photographs; Fountain Pens; Pencils; Writing Slates & Chalk; Geographical Maps.
3226542    04/04/2016
ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
9TH FLOOR, LOTUS BUSINESS PARK, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :30/03/2016

To be associated with:
2461496, 2517400, 2517402, 2517404

MUMBAI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NEWSLETTERS, ADVERTISEMENT MATERIAL RELATING TO AMUSEMENT PARKS, THEME PARK AND WATER PARKS; PHOTOS AND PICTURES, BOOKS, LITERATURES, STORY BOOKS, MAGAZINES, MANUALS, STATIONERY; TICKETS, TAGS, BANDS, VOUCHERS, THUMB TACKS VISITING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, STICKERS, LABELS, BANNERS, LETTER HEADS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
Faizal & Shabana Foundation

3227561    04/04/2016

FAIZAL AND SHABANA FOUNDATION
No.34, Ground Floor, Embassy Diamante, Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore-560001
Goods manufacturers
a non profit company registered under the provisions of Section 25 of the Indian Companies Act of 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/09/2014

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; photographs; stationery; office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks; brochures, pamphlets, letter heads, and visiting cards.
3227564   04/04/2016

FAIZAL AND SHABANA FOUNDATION
No.34, Ground Floor, Embassy Diamante, Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore-560001
Goods manufacturers
a non profit company registered under the provisions of Section 25 of the Indian Companies Act of 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/09/2014

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; photographs; stationery; office requisites ( except furniture ) ; instructional and teaching material ( except apparatus );plastic materials for packaging ( not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks; brochures, pamphlets, letter heads, and visiting cards.
3227921 05/04/2016
IANT EDUCOM PRIVATE LIMITED
201 A, Manki Plaza, Near Indrapuri Atithi Gruh, Waghodiya Road, Vadodara - 390019, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/04/2016

To be associated with:
2587808, 2699645
AHMEDABAD
PERIODICAL MAGAZINES.
3228555  05/04/2016
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
691341, 1571337
MUMBAI

Adhesives, glue, gum, gluten and paste for stationery or household purposes; adhesive bands and tapes for stationery or household purposes; self–adhesive tapes and starch paste(adhesive) for stationery or household purposes
RISHI HARISHKUMAR UPADHYAY
trading as; DAMSHI INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 935, MANKVA ROAD, KHATRAJ GAM, TAL. MAHEMDABAD, DIST. KHEDA 387 130 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since: 20/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
HM AND HDPE PLASTIC BAGS, WRITING INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING PENS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS.
3228963    06/04/2016
RISHI HARISHKUMAR UPADHYAY
trading as ;DAMSHI INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 935, MANKVA ROAD, KHAĐRAJ GAM, TAL. MAHEMDABAD, DIST. KHEDA 387 130 (GUJARAT) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANESHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
BOPP SELF ADHESIVE PACKING TAPE, WRITING INSTRUMENTS INCLUDING PENS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS
MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL,
PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS MATERIALS,
PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS.
3229095   06/04/2016
SIRDHAR BALDWA
NITIN BALDWA
trading as ;SRI RAM POLYMERS
16-B, I.E, KATTEDAN HYDERABAD-500 077, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIK PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/04/2010

CHENNAI
PACKAGING MATERIALS, PLASTIC BAGS FOR PACKING, PACKING CONTAINERS OF CARDBOARD, PACKAGING BAGS
OF PLASTICS, AND PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING.
3229420 06/04/2016
SRIPATHI PAPER AND BOARDS (P) LTD.
RAMANI’S REGENCY, 994, 2ND FLOOR, TRICHY ROAD, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/10/2010

CHENNAI
BOOKS; MAGAZINES; PERIODICALS; MANUALS; NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS; CATALOGUES; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
TETRA PAK
3229558  06/04/2016
TETRA LAVAL HOLDINGS & FINANCE S.A.
Avenue Général-Guisan 70 CH-1009 Pully, Switzerland
Manufacturers
a company incorporated under the laws of Switzerland
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH
Used Since :01/04/1986
To be associated with:
1735526, 1735528
DELHI
Paper, cardboard (carton), paperboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; wrapping-and packing material partly or wholly of paper, paperboard, cardboard or plastic; packaging containers and packaging material made of paper or made of paper coated with plastic material; bags, sacks, pouches, trays, bottles and sheets for packaging and storage of foodstuffs and liquid or semi-liquid products; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); plastic film for wrapping; laminated paper, paperboard or cardboard for packaging, distribution, wrapping and storage of food and liquid products; printed matter; stationery; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).
BOL AEROGEL
3229737   06/04/2016
VINOD SACHDEV
603, NATASHA TOWERS, SEVEN BUNGALOWS, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400061
Manufacturers and Merchants
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
writing instruments and materials, pens, pencils, ball point pens, markers, refills for pens, balls for ball point pens, boxes for pens, ink, inkstands and inkwells, nibs, pen cases, pen clips, pen wipers, pen holders and stands for pens
ATISHAY

3229832  06/04/2016

SHEEL CHAND JAIN AND ATISHAY JAIN
2740, ROSHAN PURA, NAI SARAK, DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
JOINT APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :09/11/2011

DELHI

STATIONERY, PAPER STATIONERY, FILES, COMPUTER STATIONARY, ENVELOPES, NOTE BOOKS, NOTE PAD & OFFICE STATIONERY, SCHOOL SUPPLIES (STATIONERY)
TECHNOSMART

3230095  08/04/2016
JYOTI BOOK DEPOT PVT. LTD.
295, IBRAHIM MANDI, KARNAL-132001 (HARYANA)
Manufacturer and Merchant & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES,
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING REFERENCE BOOKS, CHILDREN BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, GUIDES, HELP BOOKS, PERIODICALS & MAGAZINES.
BRAAVA

3230686 07/04/2016

IROBOT CORPORATION
8 Crosby Drive Bedford, Massachusetts 01730, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A corporation incorporated under the laws of the state of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :08/08/2015

CHENNAI

disposable cleaning pads made of paper not impregnated with cleaning preparations
ELEPHANT

3230742   07/04/2016

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021

Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1474060, 1474506, 1474507, 1474509

MUMBAI

Adhesives, glue, gum, gluten and paste for stationery or household purposes; adhesive bands and tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes and starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes
3231431 09/04/2016
TOUCHSTONE FOUNDATION VRINDAVAN NCR
815/B Second Floor, Dr. Mukherjee Nagar, New Delhi - 110 009
Manufacturers & Merchants
Public Trust

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Books, printed matter and publications, instructional and teaching materials, pamphlets, magazines, periodicals, manuals, catalogues, advertising & promotional material, book binding material, stationery, writing instruments.
3231432  09/04/2016
TOUCHSTONE FOUNDATION VRINDAVAN NCR
815/B Second Floor, Dr. Mukherjee Nagar, New Delhi - 110 009
Manufacturers & Merchants
Public Trust
Address for service in India/Angents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Books, printed matter and publications, instructional and teaching materials, pamphlets, magazines, periodicals, manuals, catalogues, advertising & promotional material, book binding material, stationery, writing instruments.
3231675   09/04/2016

P S SIRAJUDHEEN
Pallithottunkal, Indira Nagar, Kadavanthra S O, Ernakulam, Kerala, India- 682020
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIMMI JOSE
LAWWORDS 4TH FLOOR, EDASSERY BUILDING, BANERJI ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since :16/03/2016

CHENNAI
Printed publications and stationery
Multi Purpose Premium

3231894  09/04/2016
HARISH NAVALCHAND SHETH
trading as ;Kala Exports
401, Hari Kripa, L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai - 400092
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
Copier paper, Paper.
3232500  12/04/2016
KUNAL MANDAL
trading as ;CITYBYTES
J 91 2ND FLOOR, KALKAJI NEW DELHI 110019
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GHAZANFAR ALI KHAN ADV.,
CH.NO. 155, 1ST FLOOR, SAKET COURT COMPLEX, SAKET, NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since :12/10/2015
DELHI
STATIONERIES ITEM FALLING UNDER CLASS 16 IN RESPECT OF PRINTED MATERIALS SUCH AS MENU CARDS, VISITING CARDS, BILLBOARDS SIGNS, BROCHURES, SALES MATERIALS, PHOTOGRAPHS, NEWSLETTERS, PROMOTIONAL MAGAZINES, LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS.
MINUTE TO WIN IT

3232640    12/04/2016

ENDEMOL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
16TH FLOOR, LOTUS GRANDEUR, VEERA DESAI ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI – 400053, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A DULY INCORPORATED COMPANY UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DOYEL SENGUPTA
B-9, Choice Apartments, Ward no.8, Mehrauli, New Delhi-110030

Used Since :02/04/2016

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS
MATERIALS; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT
APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTING BLOCKS.
INDOSPACE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, STANDARD CHARTERED TOWER, BANK STREET, 19 CYBERCITY, EBENE 72201, MAURITIUS.
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF MAURITIUS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/10/2010

MUMBAI
ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPERS OR CARDBOARD, BOOKLETS, CALENDARS, HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS,
MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS), NEWSLETTERS, POSTERS, PUBLICATIONS (PRINTED), STATIONERY, TRANSPARENCIES
(STATIONERY), WRAPPERS, WRITING MATERIALS, OFFICE STATIONERY INCLUDING LETTERHEADS, VISITING CARDS,
PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, BROCHURE, CATALOGUES, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTERS AND
PHOTOGRAPHS, INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
 Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHICS PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETINGS CARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS; NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY; TEACHING MATERIALS
TIMES SMARTWALLET

3233009   11/04/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :15/03/2016

DELHI
Printed matters and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.
3233014  11/04/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :15/03/2016

DELHI
Printed matters and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.
BEESCHEESE

3233523    11/04/2016
SHRADHA KUNAL SHAH
trading as ;SHRADHA KUNAL SHAH
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :05/03/2013
To be associated with:
2964607
MUMBAI
DECORATION ITEMS AND DISPOSABLE PRODUCTS MADE FROM PAPER, PULP AND CARDBOARD INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; STENCILED, PRINTED, STAMPED, DRAWN AND PAINTED PATTERNS, DESIGNS AND ILLUSTRATIONS FOR TRANSFERRING THEM ONTO ANY SURFACES INCLUDING PAPER, CANVAS, TEXTILES, WOOD AND CLAY; ARTISTS' MATERIAL; CRAFT MATERIAL; PATTERNS FOR DRESSMAKING AND EMBROIDERY; WORKS OF ART AND FIGURINES MADE OF PAPER, PAPER MÂCHÉ; PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS; PACKAGING MATERIALS; STATIONERY; GIFT BOXES; ORIGAMI CRAFTS; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; PHOTOGRAPHS AND GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION; OFFICE AND HOME REQUISITES, OTHER THAN FURNITURE; CARDS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; INVITATION AND SPECIAL OCCASION CARDS.
3233639  12/04/2016
FLIPKART INTERNET PRIVATE LIMITED
I-2 / 16, 2nd Floor, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002. Also at: Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore 560 034, Karnataka
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :31/01/2016
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, visiting cards, envelopes, catalogues, letter heads, posters, stationery, stickers, paper weights, greeting cards, paper bags, artistic material as part of stationery; Paint Brushes; Erasers; Sharpeners; Water Bottles; Pen and Pencils; Cello Tapes & Tape Dispenses; Dusters/Erasing products; Pencil Boxes; Exam pads; Clipboards; Card Holders; Files and Folders; Correction Stationery; Markers & Highlighters; Rulers; address books, telephone diaries and directories, photographs, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) photo albums, writing instruments, passport holders, prospectus, postcards;
3233675  12/04/2016
NISHANT SONI S/O. SH. RAM KUMAR SONI
RITESH K SHARMA S/O. SH. SALIL KUMAR SHARMA
MOHIT SETHI S/O. SH. AJIT KUMAR SETHI
trading as ;ASCETIC EXPORTS (Indian Partnership firm)
E-91, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, MALVIYA NAGAR, Jaipur-Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/06/2007
AHMEDABAD
Paper goods made from these materials & Paper Handicraft in class 16.
3234215  15/04/2016
FAIRWINDS ASSET MANAGERS LIMITED
LEVEL 11, TOWER 1, ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE, 841, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, MUMBAI-400013, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MERCHANT / TRADER
INDIAN COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH MADHUKAR
604 NILGIRI APARTMENT 9 BARAKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI 110001
Used Since : 28/09/2014

MUMBAI
MAGAZINES AND PAPERS WITH REGARD TO BUSINESS CONSULTING, INSURANCES AND FINANCE, INVESTMENTS, COMMODITIES, MONEY MARKET, FOREIGN EXCHANGE, GOODS PENSIONS AND FINANCING, FINANCIAL RISK ANALYSES, ASSESSING INSURANCE CLAIMS, RESEARCH IN THE AREAS OF FINANCING AND INSURANCES, REINSURANCE, INVESTMENTS AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT WITH REGARD TO FUNDS, FINANCIAL ESTIMATES AND VALUATIONS
Y-LITTER

3234825 18/04/2016
RAJESH KUMAR GOYAL
C-143, N.D.M.C. SOCIETY H-3 VIKASPURI NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURE/MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Used Since : 10/04/2016

DELHI
TRASH BAGS, TRASH BAGS OF PAPER OR OF PLASTIC, GARBAGE BAGS OF PLASTIC FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, BAGS (GARBAGE) OF PAPER OR OF PLASTICS, GARBAGE BAGS OF VINYL, PAPER GARBAGE BAGS, PLASTIC GARBAGE BAGS.
SPEAK
Sun Patient Education and Awareness Kiosk

3235045   13/04/2016
SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, PLOT NO. 201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3235657

MUMBAI
Printed matter for Education, training, awareness to patients and general public relating to various diseases, ailments, medical conditions and about nutrition & exercises required to maintain good health

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Sun Patient Education and Awareness Kiosk EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3235657.
SPEAK
3235657   13/04/2016
SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, PLOT NO. 201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Printed matter for Education, training, awareness to Patients and general public relating to various diseases, ailments, medical conditions and about nutrition & exercises required to maintain good health
AMIDON N HVC

3235696  13/04/2016

ROQUETTE RIDDHI SIDDHI PVT LTD
12A & 14B Abhishree Corporate Park, Opp. Madhurya Restaurant, Ambli Bopal Road, Ambli, Ahmedabad 380058, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter

A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Starch paste (adhesive) for stationery or household purposes, Packaging Material made of Starches, Adhesive Bands, Tape, Tape Dispensers and glues for stationery or household purposes.
REALCARE HYGIENIC PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT A1, SUMER APARTMENT, DOOR NO. 6, VIJAYALAKSHMI STREET, MAHALINGAPURAM, CHENNAI - 600 034,
TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since: 01/08/2012

CHENNAI
PAPER NAPKINS; DISPOSABLE PAPER NAPKINS; HYGIENIC PAPER; HYGIENIC HAND TOWELS OF PAPER; FACIAL
TISSUES OF PAPER; PAPER TISSUES FOR COSMETIC USE; PAPER TISSUES FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP; TOILET
TISSUE
3236659 14/04/2016
ZIFFYPACK PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
209, Innovative Legend Heights, Sector-80, NH-8, Gurgaon 122004, Haryana.
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARVIK SINGHAI
D 326 LAXMINAGAR 110092
Used Since: 16/10/2015

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD & PLASTIC MATERIAL AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO BOXES, CORRUGATED BOXES, CARTONS, BAGS, COVERS, WRAPPERS, ROLLS, TAPES, STICKERS, CORRUGATED SHEETS.
3236833  18/04/2016
SANT NIRANKARI MANDAL (REGD.)
SANT NIRANKARI ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK, NIRANKARI COMPLEX, DELHI 110009
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
A SOCIETY DULY REGD. UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3171240
DELHI
PRINTED MATTERS, PUBLICATIONS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, BOOKS, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPERS.
9 SECRETS OF SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONALS

3238550    20/04/2016

NISCHAL PURI
571 3RD MAIN 16TH B CROSS SECTOR 6 HSR LAYOUT BANGALORE 560102.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BOOKS; PRINTED MATTER; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
3239030    21/04/2016
ROHIT SHELATKAR
301, MANAV CLASSIC, NEAR JANKAI MANDIR, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTING BLOCKS, BOOKS, BOOKS PUBLICATION, STATIONERY,
PHOTOS AND ALL OTHER HEADINGS INCLUDED IN THE SAME CLASS.
3239031    21/04/2016
ROHIT SHELATKAR
301, MANAV CLASSIC, NEAR JANKAI MANDIR, VAZIRA NAKA, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3239030

MUMBAI
MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTING BLOCKS, BOOKS, BOOKS PUBLICATION, STATIONERY, PHOTOS AND ALL OTHER HEADINGS INCLUDED IN THE SAME CLASS.
3239741  19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printed matter; stationery; office requisites; instructional and teaching material; School year books; calendars; time tables; curricula; periodicals; printed lessons and notes; printed research reports, answer sheets, charts; paper stationery; file folders; stencils; envelops; document portfolios; paper sheets; flash cards; paper badges; stickers; pocket books; index cards; writing materials; notebooks; activity cards; workbook; story books; puzzle books; posters; textbooks
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since :01/08/2012

To be associated with:
3239741

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printed matter; stationery; office requisites; instructional and teaching material; School year books; calendars; time tables; curricula; periodicals; printed lessons and notes; printed research reports, answer sheets, charts; paper stationery; file folders; stencils; envelops; document portfolios; paper sheets; flash cards; paper badges; stickers; pocket books; index cards; writing materials; notebooks; activity cards; workbook; story books; puzzle books; posters; textbooks
3239831  19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2012
CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials; printed matter; stationery; office requisites; instructional and teaching material; School year books; calendars; time tables; curricula; periodicals; printed lessons and notes; printed research reports, answer sheets, charts; paper stationery; file folders; stencils; envelops; document portfolios; paper sheets; flash cards; paper badges; stickers; pocket books; index cards; writing materials; notebooks; activity cards; workbook; story books; puzzle books; posters; textbooks
DEEPAK KUMAR
trading as ;AAP GRAPHIX
7-A R P DDA FLATS, MOTIA KHAN, SADAR THANA ROAD, DELHI-110055.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STATIONARY GOODS, PAPER AND PRINTED MATERIAL PRODUCTS, POSTERS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; DESIGNING POSTERS WHICH INVOLVES PHOTOSHOP.
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as ;LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY
(BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF CHINA
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Paper; Towels of paper; Printed matter; Printed publications; Plastic film for wrapping; Stationery; Pictures; Note books;
Newsletters; Photograph stands; Writing materials; Stamps [seals]; Printed coupons; Writing instruments; Architects'
models; Teaching materials [except apparatus]; Drawing boards; Drawing rulers; Gummed tape [stationery]; Cabinets for
stationery [office requisites]

Transliteration :  Le Shi
3241742   23/04/2016
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as ;LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper; Towels of paper; Printed matter; Printed publications; Plastic film for wrapping; Stationery; Pictures; Note books; Newsletters; Photograph stands; Writing materials; Stamps [seals]; Printed coupons; Writing instruments; Architects' models; Teaching materials [except apparatus]; Drawing boards; Drawing rulers; Gummed tape [stationery]; Cabinets for stationery [office requisites].

Transliteration : Le Shi
3241850  25/04/2016

VENU PILLAI

trading as ;MGMGV ASSOCIATES

KRAD-71A, JVC GARDEN, KURUVANKONAM, KOWADIAR P.O. THIRUVANANTHAPURAM,KERALA,INDIA-695 003

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETOR FORM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA

Used Since : 15/01/2016

CHENNAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES).

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3242254  25/04/2016
PRABHUDAS VACHHANI
DINESHBHAI KAVAR
RAJESH VACHHANI
trading as ;WINTECH AUTOMATION SYSTEM
45-47, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NH-8A, MORBI-363642
TRADING
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CARDBOARD AND STATIONERIES ITEMS MANUFACTURED FROM WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS, PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING.
3242407  23/04/2016

CONCEPTS KITCHEN & WARDROBE

trading as; CONCEPTS KITCHEN & WARDROBE

A-104, ROMAN COURT, SUSHANT CITY, ANSAL APL, KUNDLI, SONEPAT-131028, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Used Since: 12/02/2016

DELHI

STATIONERY
3242457    23/04/2016
HARINDER SINGH DHATT
trading as ;PROPRIETOR
H.NO 32, GREEN GARDEN AVENUE MAKHAN SHAH, LUBANA STREET, NEAR TARA HEALTH CLUB, JALANDHAR - 144003
Mobile Accessories, covers and other related goods.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CA RISHABH AGGARWAL
455/2 ADARSH NAGAR GURGAON HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; photographs; stationery; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); Mobile accessories and related goods
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
NiveshGuru

3243246  26/04/2016

NIVESH GURU ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED
421, COTTON EXCHANGE BUILDING, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 002.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND RETAILER
PRIVATE LIMITED
Used Since :15/05/2014

MUMBAI

BROCHURES, HO RDINGS, FLYERS AND INFORMATION BOOKLETS; VISITING CARDS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM TH E MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND PLASTICS; ADHESIVE PACKAGING TAPE S AND LABELS, DECORATIONS AND ART MATERIALS AND MEDIA; WORKS OF ART AND FIGURINES OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); TISSUES, TOWELS, NAPKIN' AND OTHER DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING;
3243259  26/04/2016
LALAJIBHAI JADAVBHAI DOBARIYA
24, VRUNDAVAN PARK NEAR - GOKUL PARK, UTRAN, SURAT - 394105
MANUFACTURING AND SELLING
Used Since :01/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING, SELLING AND PREPARATIONS OF ADHESIVES SUCH AS GLUE, GUM, PASTE, FABRIC GLUE, INSTANT ADHESIVE, SUPER GLUE, ARTISTIC GLUE, ADHESIVE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, AND CRAFTWORKS IN CLASS 16.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
RUSHABH KANTILAL GADA
107, KESHAVJI NAYAK ROAD, HINGWALA BUILDING, ROOM NO/42, 4TH FLOOR, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI- 400 009 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHar (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/03/2016

MUMBAI
PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, BROUCHERS, PAMPLILETS, LEAFLETS, BOOKS, CATALOGUES, PHOTOGRAPHS, ALBUMS, CARDBOARD PAPER, VISITING CARDS, PRINTED MATTER, PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES AND STATIONERIES ITEM IN CLASS 16
3244559  27/04/2016

PLANMAN MEDIA PVT. LTD.
48, LEVEL - II, COMMUNITY CENTRE, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - I, NEW DELHI - 110028
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH MADHUKAR
604 NILGIRI APARTMENT 9 BARAKHAMBA ROAD NEW DELHI 110001
Used Since :30/03/2016

DELHI
PRINTED MATTER, BOOKLETS, FOLDERS [STATIONERY], MANUALS [HANDBOOKS], CATALOGUES, CALENDARS,
MAGAZINES [PERIODICALS], NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, TEACHING MATERIALS [EXCEPT APPARATUS]
3244791  27/04/2016
GREYCELLS EDUCATION LIMITED
Forum Building, 1st Floor, 11/12, Raghuvanshi Mills Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai 400013.
manufacturer & traders.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Address Stamps, Advertisement Boards of paper & cardboard, Announcement cards (stationery), Bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper, Booklets, Books, Cards, Catalogues, Document files (stationery), Envelopes (stationery), Forms (printed), Handbooks (manuals), Letters (type), Magazines (periodicals), Newsletters, Office requisites except furniture, Periodicals, Pictures, Portraits, Posters, Printed matter, Printed publications, Prospectuses, Stationery Stickers (stationery), Teaching materials (except apparatus), Writing pads.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 16

3244956 27/04/2016
KARAN PREET SINGH
trading as ;DAILY MEDIA TIMES
3208/B, GANESH NAGAR, OPP TRANSPORT NAGAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :15/03/2016
DELHI
Newspapers; News bulletins; Printed news releases; Magazine supplements to newspapers
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER
MANDHANA RETAIL VENTURES LIMITED.
trading as ;Mandhana Retail Ventures Limited.

Plot No.E-132, M.I.D.C., Tarapur Industrial Area, Boisar, Dist.Palghar-401 506, and also at 006-008, Peninsula Centre, Dr. S.S.Road, Parel, Mumbai- 400 012.

Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI

Tags, labels, stickers, packaging & publicity materials, publications, literature, magazines, periodicals, picture postcards, calendars, envelopes, posters, brochures, hoardings, banners, educational, teaching & instructional materials; printed matters, stickers, labels, stationery; newspaper, advertising material, pamphlets, paper and paper articles being goods included in class 16.
MANDHANA RETAIL VENTURES LIMITED.

trading as ;Mandhana Retail Ventures Limited.

Plot No.E-132, M.I.D.C., Tarapur Industrial Area, Boisar, Dist.Palghar-401 506. and also at 006-008, Peninsula Centre, Dr. S.S.Road, Parel, Mumbai- 400 012.

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

MUMBAI

Used Since :01/04/2016

Tags, labels, stickers, packaging & publicity materials, publications, literature, magazines, periodicals, picture postcards, calendars, envelopes, posters, brochures, hoardings, banners, educational, teaching & instructional materials; printed matters, stickers, labels, stationery; newspaper, advertising material, pamphlets, paper and paper articles being goods included in class 16.
BOL TECHNO

3245958    28/04/2016
VINOD SACHDEV
603, NATASHA TOWERS, SEVEN BUNGALOWS, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400061
Manufacturers and Merchants
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2977322
MUMBAI
writing instruments and materials, pens, pencils, ball point pens, markers, refills for pens, balls for ball point pens, boxes for pens, ink, inkstands and inkwells, nibs, pen cases, pen clips, pen wipers, pen holders and stands for pens
BOL CLUB

3245959  28/04/2016

VINOD SACHDEV
603, NATASHA TOWERS, SEVEN BUNGALOWS, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400061
Manufacturers and Merchants
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
writing instruments and materials, pens, pencils, ball point pens, markers, refills for pens, balls for ball point pens, boxes for pens, ink, inkstands and inkwells, nibs, pen cases, pen clips, pen wipers, pen holders and stands for pens
BOL EDM
3245960 28/04/2016
VINOD SACHDEV
603, NATASHA TOWERS, SEVEN BUNGALOWS, VERSOVA LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400061
Manufacturers and Merchants
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2977322, 3229737, 3245958, 3245959

MUMBAI
writing instruments and materials, pens, pencils, ball point pens, markers, refills for pens, balls for ball point pens, boxes for pens, ink, inkstands and inkwells, nibs, pen cases, pen clips, pen wipers, pen holders and stands for pens
3246314  28/04/2016
TARUN CHANDER KARNANI (HUF)
A/62, Seema Apartments, Bullock Road, Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :25/04/2016

Mumbai
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.
3247137  29/04/2016
DIPEN R. HALVADIYA
HIMEN R. HALVADIYA
MEHUL R. HALVADIYA
CHANDUBHAI B. RANIPA
PANKAJBHAI H. DETROJA
JAYESHBHAI H. DETROJA
HARESHBHAI H. DHORIYANI
JIGNESH V. PATEL
trading as ;M/S. INEOS PACKAGING
PLOT NO-13, DHARTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, RAJPAR ROAD, MORBI - 363641. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :07/05/2009
To be associated with:
1983599
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, DUPLEX BOX, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BOOK BINDING MATERIAL, PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PACKING MATERIALS, PACKAGING BOX AND CARTONS FOR PACKING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 16.
ART APPS

3247257  30/04/2016

WRITEFINE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
221, Veena Industrial Estate, LBS Marg, Vikhroli (W), Mumbai - 400083, Maharashtra

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since : 02/04/2016

MUMBAI

Printed promotional materials like magazine, catalogue, stationery; pamphlets, visiting cards; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes)
PROFIT AND PEACE

3248360 03/05/2016

INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION LTD.

trading as INFINITHEISM SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION LTD.

NO. 3, 3RD CROSS ROAD, R. A. PURAM, CHENNAI - 600028, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.K.MYLSAMY & ASSOCIATES LLP
#61, TTK ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600 018, T.N.

Used Since: 02/04/2015

CHENNAI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED MATTER, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, BULLETINS, BOOKS, HAND BOOKS, COURSE BOOKS, BOOKLETS AND NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS FEATURING INSPIRATIONAL, PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL WELL BEING AND OTHER GOODS
3250204  04/05/2016
MRUDULA SANJAY BARVE
7/118, PARLESHWAR CHS LTD., SHAHAJI RAJE ROAD, VILE PARLE EAST, MUMBAI-400057
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Used Since :01/11/2015

MUMBAI
ALMANACS, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, ALBUMS/SCRAPBOOKS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS [STATIONERY] PAMPHLETS, PAPER, NEWSPAPERS, NEWSLETTERS, PAPER AND CARDBOARD FOR ADVERTISEMENT; PRINTED MATTER INCLUDING BOOKS, BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES, DIAGRAMS MAGAZINE, PERIODICALS, MANUALS, HANDBOOK, NEWSLETTERS, NOTEBOOKS, BROCHURES, VISITING CARDS; LETTER HEADS, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTISTS MATERIALS; INSTRUCTIONAL, TEACHING AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL [EXCEPT APPARATUS]; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3250870 04/05/2016
MUKETOSH UTILITIES PVT. LTD.
trading as : MUKETOSH UTILITIES PVT. LTD.
357-B, GALI NO.-1, FRIENDS COLONY INDUSTRIAL AREA, G.T. ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110095, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2016

DELHI
ADDRESS PLATES, ADDRESS STAMPS, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS, ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS, BAGS FOR
PACKAGING, BLUEPRINTS, BOOK BINDINGS, BOOKLETS, BOOKS, MARKERS, BOXES OF CARDBOARD/ PAPER,
CALENDARS, CARDS, CARDBOARD ARTICLES, CATALOGUES, CHARTS, COVERS, ENGRAVINGS, ENVELOPES,
FLYERS, GRAPHIC PRINTS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS/ REPRESENTATION, MANUALS, LABELS, PACKING PAPER,
PAMPHLETS, PAPER MACHE, PICTURES, PLACARDS, POSTERS, PRINTED MATTER, SEALS, STATIONERY, STICKERS,
WRAPPERS, ALL COMPRISED
GoSerwizz

3251342 05/05/2016

THRIVIKRAM TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as THRIVIKRAM TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.806, 1ST FLOOR, 22ND MAIN ROAD, 36TH 'A' CROSS, JAYANAGAR 4TH 'T' BLOCK, BENGALURU - 560 041, STATE OF KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJARAJ D. BAGWE
Ganga Vihar CHS, A II, 3rd Floor, 305-306, Podar Street, Santa Cruz (W), Mumbai 400054
Used Since: 11/06/2015

CHENNAI

ADDRESS STAMPS, BOOKLETS, BOOKS, CALENDARS, DOCUMENT FILES, ENVELOPES [STATIONERY], FILES [OFFICE REQUISITES], FOLDERS FOR PAPERS, FOLDERS [STATIONERY], FORMS (PRINTED), GREETING CARDS, LETTERS, MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS), MANUALS (HANDBOOKS), NEWSPAPER; NEWSLETTERS, PADS [STATIONERY], PAMPHLETS, PAPER KNIVES [CUTTERS] [OFFICE REQUISITES], PERIODICALS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, PROSPECTUSES, STATIONERY, WRITING PAD AND WRITING PAPER.
3251947    05/05/2016
SHAILEN德拉 KUMAR (HUF) MR. SHAILEN德拉 KUMAR (KARTA) AND MRS. SEEMA SINGH, MISS. SAKSHI SINGH, MISS. SHUBHEKSHA SINGH
B-XI/8183, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070.
Merchant
Hindu Undivided Family

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :29/01/2015

DELHI
Books, publications, magazines, newspapers, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets, hoardings, boards, stationery, instructional & teaching materials, manuals, operating instructions, ribbons, ink, pens, pencils, advertisement sheets, pictures, graphic reproductions, transparencies, written matters, paper and paper articles, cardboard and cardboard articles, printed matter, adhesives, artist materials.
Applied Research International

3252352    06/05/2016
APPLIED RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
B-1, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LAW OFFICES OF JAFAR & JAVALI
S-316, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since :02/12/1998

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTIST’S, MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTER’S TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
3253049  07/05/2016  
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED  
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001  
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers  
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES  
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
Note Books, Exercise Books, Spiral Binding Note Books, Writing Pads, Sketch Books, Scrap Books, Drawing Books,  
Account Books, Printed Books, Paper & Paper Articles, Printed Matters, Books & Publication Periodicals, Manuals,  
Pamphlets, News Papers, Catalogues, Letterheads, Printed Media of Publicity, Banners, Posters, Danglers, Pop Material,  
Shelf Stripe, Computer Stationery for Computers, Computer Periodicals, Journals, Computer Instructional & User  
Manuals, Book Binding Material, Paper Cardboard & goods made from these materials not included in other classes,  
Instructional & Teaching Materials, Artist Material (Except Apparatus), Copier Paper, Photographs.
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

3253051  07/05/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
3253052  07/05/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
3253053  07/05/2016
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
Manufacturers, Traders and Sellers
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as; V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
33/2905 F, VENNALA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682028, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPAY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since: 17/02/1977

CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING;
PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
3255379  10/05/2016  
RHITI SPORTS MANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED  
7514, SECTOR D, POCKET 7, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI 110070  
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SCRIBOARD (ADV)  
LEVEL 2 ELEGANCE MATHURA ROAD JASOLA NEW DELHI-110025  

Used Since: 20/12/2010  

DELHI  
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTISTS; MATERIALS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767 , 17/10/2016 Class 16

NOIZ DIGITAL

3260077  16/05/2016
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LTD.
trading as ;ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LTD.
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :10/03/2016
To be associated with:
3221452, 3221456, 3221460, 3260073
DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS: ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER; PLASTIC BAGS; BLUEPRINTS: CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES; CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETING CARDS; INDEX: MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS): NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL: PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS: PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS: PAPER SHEETS. PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS: PRINTED PUBLICATIONS: PUBLICATIONS: STATIONERY : TEACHING MATERIALS
TOOLS DUNIYA
3261986  17/05/2016
SHWETA GUPTA
trading as ;M/s. AARYA INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
TRANSIT -6, ZINC SMELTER COLONY, DEBARI, UDAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
PRINTER, PUBLISHER, MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :10/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
NEWSPAPER, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS, NEWS BULLETINS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS AND ARTICLES; SUPPLEMENTS TO NEWSPAPERS; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIP BOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY LITRATURE; LETTERHEADS, CALENDERS AND DIARIES; STATIONARY AND OTHER OFFICE REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; WRITING INSTRUMENTS INCUDING PEN AND PENCILS.
3262359    17/05/2016
KIRLOSKAR EBARA PUMPS LIMITED
Pride Kumar Senate Building, Senapati Bapat Road, Pune 411016 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

paper and paper articles, printed matter, cards, letterheads, advertising pamphlets and posters
3262691   18/05/2016
M/s. HT Media Limited
HINDUSTAN TIMES HOUSE, 18-20, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, N. DELHI - 110 001.
Manufacturing and Trading
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHI SAMHITA, ADVOCATES
408, Lawyers Chambers III, Delhi High Court, Sher Shah Road, N Delhi - 110003
Used Since :15/07/2014
DELHI
News Papers, Photographs Magazines, Periodicals, Business Papers Included in Class 16.
AQUA PLAST

1765257 18/12/2008
PAWAN KUMAR SINGLA
DINESH SINGLA
trading as: BHIWANI POLYMERS
B-25, INDUSTRIAL FOCAL POINT, SIRHIND ROAD, PATIALA
MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 09/06/2006

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF P.V.C. PIPES, P.V.C. BENDS, HDPE & ALL KINDS OF PLASTIC & P.V.C GOODS FALLING IN CLASS 17.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF PUNJAB ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 17

SANJAY GOEL
MONICA GOEL
trading as; GOEL POLY PLASTS
DELHI ROAD VILL RATLANGARH DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since: 01/01/2003

DELHI
PVC PIPES, PIPE FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES THEREOF, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
1917516    05/02/2010
AJAY JAIN
trading as ;HIMGIRI PLASTICS
5, NEW MARKET KATEHRA BAZAR ROAD, JWALAPUR, (HARDWAR). UTTARANCHAL.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.L.BANSAL & COMPANY
Used Since :01/10/2001

DELHI
PIPES & FITTINGS, RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL,
1917562  05/02/2010
MUKESH SHARMA
trading as ;WATERMATIC
KHSRA NO. 1122 RITHAIA THAKUR KIRTI SINGH COMPLEX DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA ADVOCATES
E-13, UPSIDC, SITE IV, BEHIND -GRAND VENICE, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA -201301, UP
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MANUFACTURING/TRADING OF PLASTIC CABINETS FOR RO SYSTEMS
CLEAR

1917931   05/02/2010

APOLLO PIPES LTD
37 HARGOIND ENCLAVE, VIKAS MARG ,DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPAN JAIN,
T-2475, 2ND FLOOR, SUBHASH NAGAR, OPP. GALI NO. 8, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI-110005.

Used Since: 01/01/2010

DELHI

PVC PIPES AND TUBES
1989013    05/07/2010
MODERN METAALICS PRIVATE LIMITED
346, 347, 348-A, Unity Industrial Estate, Batliboi, Pandesara, Bhestan Road, Surat – 394221.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since : 05/06/2009

AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC FILM OTHER THEN FOR WRAPPING ALUMINIUM METALLISED FILM, LACQUERED METALLISED COATED FILM,
CHEMICAL COATED FILM, PLASMA TREATED FILM, PET FILMAS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 17
1992750  13/07/2010
ARIIHANT EVERGREEN AGRO PLAST AND TEXTILE PVT. LTD.
KESAR BHAWAN, OPP. MAYANK CINEMA, STATION ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956).

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 23/12/1998

AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPE, P.V.C. PIPE IN CLASS 17.
2052544  12/11/2010

MOHD. IRSHAD,

trading as ;CRYSTAL INDUSTRIES

T.P. Nagar, Khandwa Road , Indore ( M.P. )
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

Used Since :21/07/2010

MUMBAI

LDPE, HDPE, SPRINKLERS, PVC AND GARDEN PIPES AND FITTINGS FOR SALE IN MADHYA PRADESH STATE ONLY.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF. For conducting in the state of M.P. Only.
AJRAMAR IMPEX PVT. LTD.
AJRAMAR IMPEX PVT. LTD, SHOP NO. 1, JAI SAKET CO-OP-HSG. SOCIETY, DADI SETH ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI - 400 064.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 25/08/2003

MUMBAI
RUBBER, GUTTA- PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FROM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPE, NOT OF METAL, ACRYLIC RESINS (SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS), CARBON FIBERS (FIBRES) OTHER THAN FOR TEXTILE USED, FIBERS (PLASTIC) NOT FOR USED IN TEXTILES, FILM (PLASTIC)-NOT FOR WRAPPING, PLASTIC SHEETING FOR AGRICULTURAL, PLASTIC SUBSTANCES SEMI-PROCESSED, RESINS (ARTIFICIAL) SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS, RUBBER RAW OR SEMI-WORKED, SYNTHETIC RESINS (SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS) AND SYNTHETIC RUBBER.
SUN POLYBLENDS PVT. LTD.
SUN POLYBLENDS PVT. LTD, SHOP NO.1, JAI SAKET CO-OP-HSG. SOCIETY, DADI SETH ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI - 400 064.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :09/08/2006

MUMBAI
RUBBER, GUTTA- PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FROM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPE, NOT OF METAL, ACRYLIC RESINS ( SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS), CARBON FIBERS (FIBRES) OTHER THAN FOR TEXTILE USED, FIBERS (PLASTIC) NOT FOR USED IN TEXTILES, FILM (PLASTIC)- NOT FOR WRAPPING, PLASTIC SHEETING FOR AGRICULTURAL, PLASTIC SUBSTANCES SEMI-PROCESSED, RESINS (ARTIFICIAL) SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS, RUBBER RAW OR SEMI-WORKED, SYNTHETIC RESINS (SEMFINISHED PRODUCTS) AND SYNTHETIC RUBBER.
NIKHIL KANTILAL DEDHIA
B-203, 2ND FLOOR, PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, BORIVALI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIAL AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FROM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULTING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL BEING INCLUDING IN CLASS-17
2336844  24/05/2012
MANOJ KUMAR
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as ;SARASWATI POLY TUBE INDUSTRIES
1513 SECTOR-7 KRUKSHETRA HARYANA
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53
Used Since :01/05/2012
DELHI
P.V.C. PIPES.
2396784  14/09/2012
RESINOVA CHEMIE LIMITED
54/38, NAYAGANJ, KANPUR - 208 001, (U.P.).
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
SELF ADHESIVE PVC ELECTRICAL INSULATION TAPE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
FECTOR
2502576  26/03/2013
PUNEET GOYAL
trading as ;PUNEET TRADING COMPANY
1888/10 KUMAR CINEMA COMPLEX BHAGIRATH PALACE , DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D-MARK REGISTRATION CO.
4675/21, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI - 110 002.
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
P.V.C. TAPE & TAPE (INSULATING)
2968208  20/05/2015

PRADEEP KUMAR AGRAHARI

trading as ;DNSP POLYMERS

PLOT NO-9(A) ANAND CHAURAHA, JHOTWARA INDUSTRIAL AREA JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :10/02/2009

AHMEDABAD
PET BOTTELE,PREFORM JAR CAP,& HOUSE HOLD PLASTIC ITEMS,ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL PLASTIC GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
FORT MODULAR
3152017   05/01/2016
OWENS CORNING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC
One Owens Corning Parkway, Toledo, Ohio 43659, United States of America
Manufacturers & Merchants
A Delaware Limited Liability Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insulation material.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
3158922    13/01/2016
SREE NANDISWARA POLYMERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Sree Nandiswara Polymers India Private Limited
30/726, Bommalasatram, Nandyal - 518 502, Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh
Manufacture and Supply of Pipes and Fittings
Incorporated
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIDHUN KUMAR ALLU
3-6-V/399, Plot No. 399, Vivekananda Nagar Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad - 50072
Used Since : 24/04/2015

CHENNAI
PVC Pipes & Fittings, CPVC Pipes & Fittings, HDPE Pipes & Fittings
3182277    11/02/2016
MEENABEN NARANBHAI PANARA
trading as ;DARSHAN INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO 2213/B, KRANTI GATE, LODHIKA G.I.D.C. METODA-360021, TAL-LODHIKA, DIST-RAJKOT, GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :13/01/2014

AHMEDABAD
HDPE PIPES, PVC PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS (NON METALLIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS-17.
3209093   14/03/2016

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10TH FLOOR, B WING, THE CAPITAL, BANDRA-KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI- 400 051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER SECTION 25 OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/09/2010

MUMBAI
LAMINATED SHEETS, PLASTIC SHEETS, GUTKA PERCHA, INDIA RUBBER, BALATA AND SUBSTITUTES, ARTICLES
MADE FROM THESE SUBSTANCES, MATERIALS FOR PACKING, STOPPING OF INSULATING; ASBESTOS, MICA AND
THEIR PRODUCTS; HOSE PIPES (NON-METALLIC), BLOCKS, RODS AND TUBES BEING FOR USE IN MANUFACTURES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
3212684  17/03/2016
ANUJ SAXENA
TILAK RAJ GARG
VISHAL BHATNAGAR
trading as; TAV POLYPLAST
A-2/239, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since: 24/11/2015
DELHI
POLYSTYRENE SHEETS, PLASTIC SHEETS IN CLASS 14.
3216170  22/03/2016

BS EXPANSION SYSTEMS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BS EXPANSION SYSTEMS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: A2/1, 3RD FLOOR, 1ST CROSS STREET, 1ST MAIN ROAD, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBATHUR, CHENNAI - 600058.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(INCORPORATED CIN: U45200TN2016PTC104535) TRADING AS INDIAN
Used Since :04/03/2016

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING ELASTOMERIC SEALS, PARKING GUARDS
3224250   31/03/2016

JAIRAM STRAP PVT.LTD.

trading as ; JAIRAM STRAP PVT.LTD.

PLOT NO. G-546, ROAD 1-D, KISHAN GATE, METODA GIDC, METODA-360021, DIST-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.

305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since: 01/01/2016

AHMEDABAD

PET STRAP, PP STRAP, CORD STRAP, PET PNEUMATIC, STRETCH FILM, PACKAGING STRAP AND ITS ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3225713 31/03/2016
HUBROOT TECHTEX LLP
trading as ;Hubroot Techtex LLP
A-4048, 2nd floor, Lift No 1, Raghukul Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Manufacturing and Trading
Limited Liability Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Rubber, Gutta Percha, Gum, Asbestos , Mic A And Goods Made From These Materials And Not Included In Other Classes, Plastics In Extruded Form For Use In Manufacture, Packing, Stopping And Insulating Material, Flexible Pipes, Not Of Metal
ORBITLED

3226059   03/04/2016
SH. AMIT AGARWAL
SH. DAULAT RAJ
SH. LOKESH TAYAL

trading as ;ADL ORBIT CABLE (INDIA).

PLOT NO-46, 47 & 48, SECTOR-11 DC, SIDCUL, HARIDWAR-249403, UTTARAKHAND. INDIA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :29/09/1990

DELHI

Hose pipes, Flexible pipes, PVC sleeings, PVC Conduit Pipes, Rigid PVC Pipes, PVC sleeings, PVC Sheet & Rubber Sheet, Laminated sheets Packaging, Stopping & Insulated material, PVC Casing and Caping, Rubber & plastics parts, Plastic in the form of Sheets, Adhesive, Tape (Adhesive), Re-Sealable Tape.
3226543  04/04/2016  
ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
9TH FLOOR, LOTUS BUSINESS PARK, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :30/03/2016

To be associated with:
2461497

MUMBAI
BAGS, ENVELOPES AND POUCHES MADE FROM RUBBER; PLASTIC SUBSTANCES, SEMI-PROCESSED; PLASTIC FILM OTHER THAN FOR WRAPPING; PLASTIC SHEETS, GUTTA PERCHA, RUBBER, BALATA AND SUBSTITUTES, ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE SUBSTANCES, MATERIALS FOR PACKING, STOPPING OF INSULATING; ASBESTOS, MICA AND THEIR PRODUCTS; HOSE PIPES (NON-METALLIC), BLOCKS, RODS AND TUBES BEING FOR USE IN MANUFACTURES INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016

3226984 02/04/2016

DHRUV SOMANI

trading as: Rubber Products

15, 5TH FLOOR, PODDAR HOUSE, A ROAD, MARINE DRIVE, MUMBAI- 400020

GOODS AND SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Rubber, gutta percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal being all goods included in class 17.
3227487   04/04/2016
RATHAMANI.G
trading as;M/s. RATHA PLASTICS
No: 36, Periakounder Nagar, Amman Kovil, Saravanampatti, Coimbatore - 641035, Tamil Nadu
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes;
plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal
INFIELD
3228292  04/04/2016
RISHI AGARWAL S/O SHRI RAJESH AGARWAL
B-76, KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA (U.P.)
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
PVC PIPES & PIPE FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES, SPRINGLER PIPE, COLUMN PIPE, CASING PIPE, LLDPE PIPE, SUCTION PIPE
HOSE PIPE, TUBING PIPE PLUMBING PIPE, PPR PIPE, RIGID PVC PIPE, PE-X PIPE, SWR PIPE & PIPE FITTINGS
PROMINENCE

3230270    08/04/2016

S.ENIYAN SHIVAM
T.NANDHA KUMAR
K.THANGAVELU
T.ELANGOVAN
T.GUNASUNDARI
S.PREMAKUMARI
N.HEMA YAZHINI

trading as ;CAPTIV FENESTRATION

S.F.NO. 207/1B AND 1C, SELAKARACHAL ROAD, APPANAICKENPATTI, SULUR, COIMBATORE - 6410 402, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :03/09/2009

CHENNAI

RUBBER, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
PROMINANCE

3230273  08/04/2016

S.ENIYAN SHIVAM
T.NANDHA KUMAR
K.THANGAVELOU
T.ELANGOVAN
T.GUNASUNDARI
S.PREMAKUMARI
N.HEMA YAZHINI

trading as ; CAPTIV FENESTRATION

S.F.NO. 207/1B AND 1C, SELAKARACHAL ROAD, APPANAICKENPATTI, SULUR, COIMBATORE - 6410 402, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since : 03/09/2009

To be associated with:
3230265

CHENNAI

RUBBER, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
3232223  11/04/2016
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL.
A Dharam Chand Creation

3233162  12/04/2016
PIYUSH JAIN
33A RAMESH MITRA ROAD, KOLKATA 700025
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TANMOY ROY, ADVOCATE
10 OLD POST OFFICE STREET, 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO. 97, KOLKATA 700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 08/02/2016

KOLKATA
plastic components for use in electrical fittings, pvc pipes & fittings, pvc casing, caping & it's fittings, conduit pipes & it's fittings, flexible pipes and hose pipes, hdpe pipes, ldpe pipes, lldpe pipes, adhesive tapes, pipes & pipe fittings made of pvc & plastics, and all included in class 17
3233830  13/04/2016
IMPERIAL COMMERCIAL CO.
207, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI - 400 003, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF SELF ADHESIVE TAPE(OTHER THAN FOR STATIONERY, HOUSEHOLD, MEDICAL OR STATIONERY PURPOSES), DOUBLE SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE(OTHER THAN FOR STATIONERY, HOUSEHOLD OR MEDICAL USE) RUBBER
3234142   13/04/2016
KESH BHAN PANDAY
SAURABH DEWAN
trading as ;G.P FLEX (INDIA)
3199/1, 2ND FLOOR, BALAJI MKT., GALI RAJU WALI, PEEPAL MAHADEV, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006.
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :18/03/2016
DELHI
P.V.C. PIPE AS PER CLASS-17.
3234710  16/04/2016
RAJNIKUMAR BHARATBHAI PATEL
JAYDIPBHAI MAHENDRABHAI PATEL
trading as; M/S. PREFLEX PACKAGING
16, RAJDHANI CITY, AT-POST : RAMOSANA, DIST : MEHSANA, GUJARAT – INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIAL, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FOR USE IN PRODUCTION, PACKING MATERIAL, STOPPING MATERIAL AND INSULATIONS OF MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 17.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3235125  13/04/2016
NAVEEN JAIN
trading as ;M/S. INDORE PUMPS
5, MEGNUM TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, 5/2 MAHARANI ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PVC pipes, HDP pipes, Flexible pipes, not of metal
3238430  20/04/2016
4FORPRE INVESTMENTS S.L.
trading as ;4FORPRE INVESTMENTS S.L.
C/ García Barbón 29, 1º-oficina C 36201 Vigo (Pontevedra), SPAIN
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of SPAIN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electric insulating tape and electric insulating materials
SUNSOLITE

3241863    25/04/2016

UTTAM JAIN
D.NO: 5-2-186/187, FLAT NO.305, MAHAVEER JAIN PLAZA (ADJ TO SBI BANK), GOWLIGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 095, (T.S), INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2013

CHENNAI
PVC TAPE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016

3242140    25/04/2016

SACHIN K. DHAKAD
NITIN D. KOKANE
BALASAHEB V. BHAVAR
HANUMANT KISAN GALGATE

trading as; TRIMURTI POLY PLAST INDIA PVT. LTD

GATE NO. 731/ PARGAON JOGESHWARI, TAL. ASHTI, DIST. - BEED 414203.

MANUFACTURING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since: 27/03/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING, DRIP, ALL PVC PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767 , 17/10/2016           Class 17

MR. RAJAT SINGLA
CHAURA ROAD SANOUR, PATIALA-147103, PUNJAB
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI
PVC PROFILE WITH HOLE INLUCED IN CLASS 17
3246149  28/04/2016
REX POLYEXTRUSION PVT. LTD.
Kumars Plaza, 1st Floor, 1077, North Shivajinagar, Opp. KWC Collage, Sangli, Dist-Sangli- 416416.
manufacturer & traders.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
HDPE Pipes & Fittings.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3247772  02/05/2016

VALENS TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
M-5-A, BAHUBALI, 1ST FLOOR, BLOCK 59, PLOT NO. 59/17, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/03/2015

DELHI
HDPE PIPES
3247789  02/05/2016
JAKAN IMPEX PVT. LTD.
D-200, SECOND FLOOR, MANSAROVER GARDEN, DELHI-110015.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJUL MANGLA, ADVOCATE
263-264, VARDHMAN PREMIUM MALL, DEEPALI, OUTER RING ROAD, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
Used Since : 26/02/2014

DELHI
ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17 COMPOSITE PANELS, COMPOSITE SHEETS, RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM,
ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOOD MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTIC IN
EXTRUDED FROM USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT
OF METAL DISPLAYING PANELS, INSULATING PANELS PLASTIC INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
3247803  30/04/2016
BAWA FLOAT GLASS LTD
84/54, G. T. ROAD, JARIB CHOWKI, KANPUR, 208003, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS
3248304   02/05/2016
RAJINDER KUMAR
MALAKPUR, KHIALA-MANSA KHURD ROAD, MANSA (PB.-)151505
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S VERMA & CO.
# 1563 ST NO-14 JANAKPURI LUDHIANA-3 PB
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
PVC DOOR, MICA BOARD, PVC BOARD, PVC SHEET, ABESTOS SHEET, ASBESTOS PIPE
3254002  09/05/2016
V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
33/2905 F, VENNALA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682028, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421, THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :17/02/1977

CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL; INSULATING MATERIALS; CANVAS HOSEPIPES; CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR REPAIRING LEAKS; DIELECTRICS [INSULATORS]; PAPER FOR ELECTRICAL CAPACITORS; SYNTHETIC RUBBER; WATERING HOSE
V.M.S

3254828    09/05/2016

AMANDEEP SINGH SIKKA.
B-370 B, GALI NO.-4, MAJLIS PARK, ADARSH NAGAR, DELHI-110033, INDIA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI

HOSE PIPES, PPR PIPES/PEX PIPES, PVC & PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLE PIPES, PVC BANDS, PVC PIPES, PVC FITTINGS, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL AND RUBBER PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3257877    12/05/2016

SH. SATPAL GUPTA,

trading as ;M/S AMBEY PLASTIC UDYOG.

AL-38, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO

BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com

Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Used Since: 01/04/1990

DELHI

PVC PIPES, RIGID PIPES & FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, ALBO, CASING & CAPPING IN CLASS-17.
SH. SATPAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S AMBEY PLASTIC UDYOG.
AL-38, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSING VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
PVC PIPES, RIGID PIPES & FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES, ALBO, CASING & CAPPING IN CLASS-17.
NAINA GOLD

3264620  19/05/2016

M/S S. N. PLASTICS
Vikas Mittal
Smt. Ruchi Mittal
Smt. Meena Mittal

trading as : M/S S. N. Plastics
120, Varandavan Garden, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, U.P., (India)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P.,M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Used Since : 10/08/2011

DELHI
M/S.PAVERS ENGLAND LIMITED

trading as ;M/S.PAVERS ENGLAND LIMITED

NO-45, STOCKTON LANE YORK, YO311BP, UNITED KINGDOM

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALMT LEGAL

EXPRESS TOWERS, 4TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Used Since :17/10/2008

CHENNAI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OR LEATHER AND ARTICLE MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SKINS; HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS HARNESS AND SADDLERY
1910770  19/01/2010
SHANTI LAL JAIN
trading as ;M/S SHANTI LAL JAIN
4664 GALI MOHAR SINGH PAHARI DHEERAJ SADAR BAZAR DELHI
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :02/01/2009

DELHI
SCHOOL BAGS, CAR, SCOOTER BODY COVER, LUGGAGE BAGS IN CLASS 18.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2000102 28/07/2010

PARESH AJITKUMAR KAPOOR
KAPOOR S BUILDING ASHAPURA ROAD, JAMNAGAR 361 001 GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K. L RAVAL & CO.
D-322, B.G. TOWER BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, O/S.DELHI GATE,AHEMEDABAD -380 004.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
UMBRELLAS AND WALKING NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
GILLVO

2076958  29/12/2010

CHAU LAI CHING.

trading as : CHAU LAI CHING.

FLAT E, 4/F, BLOCK 15, PARC OASIS, TAT CHEE AVENUE, KOWLOON TONG, KOWLOON, HONG KONG

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

A CHINESE NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DASWANI & DASWANI.

DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Animal skins; Purses; Handbags; Briefcases; Travelling sets [leatherware]; Leather mats; Leather straps; Umbrellas;

Canes; Clothing for pets; Gut for making sausages.
2286844  22/02/2012
NIKHIL KANTILAL DEDHIA
B-203, 2ND FLOOR, PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, BORIVALI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS,
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER BEING INCLUDING IN CLASS-18
SALONI ZUTSHI
trading as ;BEEZOO
D-979 NEW FRIENDS COLONY NEW DELHI 110025
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELI
BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, FANCY BAGS, PITHU BAGS, KIT BAGS, BABY BAGS, BABY CARRIER, HAND
BAGS, POUCHES, SLING FOR CARRYING INFANTS IN CLASS 18
2393984  11/09/2012
STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
NO.134, HAL OLD AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE-560017, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
NAUGHTY WALK

2472980  06/02/2013
QAZI BASHIR-UL HAQUE
QAZI NIYAZ-UL HAQUE

trading as ;QAZI INTERNATIONAL
123/796, FACTORY AREA FAZALGANJ KANPUR (U.P)
MANUFACTURER, EXPORTERSS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
LEATHER & IMITATIONS OF LEATHER ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, WHIPS, HARNES & SADDLERY, WALLETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
WANDA CULTURAL TOURISM CITY

2647674  23/12/2013
DALIAN WANDA GROUP CO. LTD
NO.539 CHANGJIANG ROAD, XIGANG DISTRICT DALIAN CHINA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANSH LAW ASSOCIATES
8 CENTRAL LANE BENGALI MARKET C.P NEW DELHI 110001

Proposed to be Used
DEHLI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLEB; LEATHER, UNWORKED OR SCMI-WORKED; FUR; FUR-SKINS; PURSES; SCHOOL SATCHELS; TRAVELLING TRUNKS; BACKPACKS; POCKET WALLETS; BAGS; PASSPORT HOLDERS; LEATHER TRIMMINGS FOR FURNITURE; LEATHER MAT; LEATHER LACES; PARASOLS; UMBRELLAS; CANES; COLLARS FOR ANIMALS; COVERS FOR ANIMALS; HANIELS FITTINGS; GUT FOR MAKING SAUSAGES; PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
3128979  17/12/2015
GAURAV DUA
ASHISH DUA
trading as; JMD FOOTWEAR
E-33 UPSIDC SELAQUI, DEHRADUN 248197
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS CHHABRA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :16/12/2015

DELHI
LEATHER ITEMS LIKE FOOTWEAR, PURSES, BAGS INCLUDING TRAVELLING BAGS, WALLETS ETC. AND ALL THE
AFORESAID GOOD MADE OF IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND OTHER SIMILAR PRODUCTS FALLING IN THE SAME
CLASS AND PURPOSES
3190835   22/02/2016
ALLAMA IQBAL ANJUM
trading as ;ZOSTER STORE
F-128, VIJAY VIHAR, PHASE-2, SEC-4, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :27/08/2015
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS
3192612    23/02/2016

MOHAMMED ISHAQ ISMAIL BADRA
1908, 19TH FLOOR, MURGA GIRAN CO-OP HSG SOCIETY LTD; 81/83 PATTHE BAPURAO MARG GRANT ROAD, EAST MUMBIA 400 008
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAHOTRE PRITI ARVIND BHARATI
A 502, YASHODA KUNJ MANGESHI SAHARA CO-OP HSG SOCIETY, CHICKEN GHAR, KALYAN WEST, DIST - THANE, PIN - 421301, MAHARASHTRA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE UP OF THESE MATERIAL NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OTHER CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, LADIES PURSES, UMBRELLA, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS AND HARNESS AND SADDLERY BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
Assashion
3194930 24/02/2016
MOHD SAJID
trading as ;Assashion
1118/1 Gali Jamun Wali Punjabi Phatak Ballimaran, Delhi - 110006, Delhi NCR.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLETS AND OTHER CARRIERS, PURSES, POCKET WALLETs, CHAIN MESH PURSES, ATTACHE CASES, BRIEFCASE.
3197133    29/02/2016
RASHI ARYA
ROHIT CHHABRA
trading as :EOSS IMPEX
J-7/51, 2ND FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-27.
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2015
DEHLI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES ANIMALS SKINS, HIDES , TRUNKS AND TREVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARSOLS WALKINGS STICKS ;
WHIPS, HAMESS AND SADDLERY IN CLASS 18
3197146  29/02/2016
ANSARI MOHAMMED AHMED ALLI
trading as ;SYEDNA LEATHER
50-2/8, SAIBABA NAGAR, 90 FEET ROAD, DHARAVI, NEAR NEW SANSAR BAKERY, MUMBAI-400017, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :01/12/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF LEATHER PRODUCT.
3201971  03/03/2016
MR.JAYANTILAL AMBALAL PATEL
trading as ;M/S. R J SYNTETICS
1,2,3 Angadiya east, Hari Ichha Industrial Society, Opp.B.R.C. Colony, Udhana, Surat, Gujarat
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAJAKTA P. SAWANT
A / 103, GOKUL, B. P. ROAD, KANDARPADA, DAHISAR (W), MUMBAI-400 068
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LADIES SLING BAGS, LADIES HAND BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, PORTFOLIOS, COIN PURSE AND WALLETS FOR LADIES AND GENTS, ALL BEING GOODS
AKASPREET KAUR
trading as :FRIENDS TRADING CO.
B 14, FIRST FLOOR, SHASHI GARDEN, GALI NO-7, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI
ALL PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS, ALL PURPOSE SPORT BAGS, BABY CARRYING BAGS, BACKPACKS, BAGS, BAGS FOR SCHOOL, BOOK BAGS, BRIEFCASES AND ATTACHE CASES, CANVAS BAGS, CLUTCH PURSES, COSMETIC CASES SOLD EMPTY, CREDIT CARD CASES (WALLETS), DUFFEL BAGS FOR TRAVEL, GYM BAGS, HIKING BAGS, HIKING RUCKSACKS, HIP BAGS, KEY BAGS, LEATHER BRIEFCASES, LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLETS AND OTHER CARRIERS, POCKET WALLET, PURSES, SHOULDER BAGS, SCHOOL BACKPACKS, SCHOOL BAGS, SUITCASES, TOILETRY BAGS, TOOL BAGS, EMPTY; TRAVEL BAGS, WAIST BAGS, WHEELED BAGS
ABHIJIT PRASAD  
DIVYANK YADAV  
trading as ;ABHINIDI  
SASTRINAGAR,KONNAGAR, P.O- BARO BAHERA, NEAR RATION SHOP , P.S - UTTARPARA, DIST-HOOGHLY, PIN-712246  
MANUFACTURE & MARCHANT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE  
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL,INDIA.  
Used Since :01/03/2016  
KOLKATA  
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER COVER FOR GARMENTS COVER, TRAVELLING BAG, UTILITY BOX, TRUNKS
3216209    22/03/2016
SOURCE ASIA WORLDWIDE PRIVATE LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHOPRA & CO. ADVOCATES
F-127, SUDERSHAN PARK , NEW DELHI-110015.
Used Since :25/03/2013

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMA; SKINS, HIDE, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER.
3216906    21/03/2016
ABDUL SAWAD T A
trading as ;DONNY DARK
T M A HOUSE, TAGORE COLLEGE ROAD, VIDYANAGAR P.O., KASARAGOD, KERALA - 671 123
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - 1, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since :24/02/2016

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; KNITTED BAGS, TEXTILE BAGS, GARMENT BAGS, CANVAS BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS,
ATHLETICS BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, WEEKEND BAGS, TOOL BAGS, TOILETRY BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, OVERNIGHT
BAGS, DUFFLE BAGS, COSMETIC BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, BEACH BAGS, BOOK BAGS, TOTE BAGS, LEATHER BAGS,
GYM BAGS, KEY BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, MUSIC BAGS, CAMPING BAGS, CLIMBING BAGS, CARRY-ON BAGS;
BACKPACKS, BRIEFCASES, ATTACHE CASES, VANITY CASES, KEYCASES, CATALOG CASES, WALLETS & PURSES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
3218826  24/03/2016
MR. SYED MUZAMIL
trading as : M/S. GLOBAL ENTERPRISES
NO.744/2, OPP SALT MANDI MASJIT, NEXT TO DIAMOND TRADERS, TANNERY ROAD, BANGALORE – 560045, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since : 15/03/2016

CHENNAI
LEATHER BAGS, HANDBAGS MADE OF LEATHER, LEATHER PURSES, LEATHER Wallets, LEATHER BETLS (SHOULDER), TRAVELLING BAGS, TOOL BAGS OF LEATHER, BAGS FOR CLIMBERS AND CAMPERS, SHOPPING BAGS, BAGS FOR SPORTS, BAGS, ENVELOPES, POUCHES OF LEATHER, SCHOOL BAGS, LEATHER FIBRE MATERIAL, LEATHER LACES, LEATHER STRAPS MOLESKIN (IMITATION OF LEATHER), POUCHES OF LEATHER AND ITS LEATHER ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
REBORN

3219182    28/03/2016
MR.RAJESHBHAI R PATEL
trading as ;RAJ BAG HOUSE
8, SHYAM CORNER, NR. BARODA EXPRESS HIGHWAY, CTM, AHMEDABAD 380 026, GUJARAT,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/05/2012

AHMEDABAD
BAGS IN CLASS 18.
3221112  29/03/2016
SHRIKANT AGGARWAL
M-141, JAGATRAM PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, JACKETS, BAGS AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS.
3223815  31/03/2016
CROSSWORD BOOKSTORES LIMITED
EUREKA TOWERS, 9TH FLOOR, B-WING, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since :01/02/2016
To be associated with:
2918984
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-18
3224466  31/03/2016
KAMINI JAIN
trading as ;GLOBAL BUSINESS SOLUTION
62/106, HEERA PATH, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :05/11/2014

AHMEDABAD
BAGS FOR SPORTS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS.
MR. VIJAY TANEJA
trading as; VIJAY PURSE HOUSE
6437, FACTORY ROAD, NABI KARIM, NEW DELHI 110055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAIZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAIZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 15/02/2016

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, BELTS, WALLET, SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BEGS, FANCY LADIES PURSE, HAND BAG & ACCESSORIES AS PER CLASS 18
Venito
3227632  04/04/2016
PATH LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.
Plot No 1123/2422, Bishnu Nagar, Tankapani Road, Bhubaneswar - 751018, Odisha
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :04/04/2016

KOLKATA

Leather and imitations of leather, Handbags for ladies, Handbags for men, Travelling bags, Backpacks, Rucksacks, Wheeled bags, Leather shopping bags, School bags, Beach bags, Garment bags for travel, Pouches of leather, Pouches of textile, Wallets, Purses, Clutch bags, Cosmetic bags sold empty, Luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes, Credit card cases and holders, Umbrellas, Walking sticks, Saddle belts, Duffle bags, Suitcases.
3228377  05/04/2016
SH. AJAY CHUGH.
trading as ;DASS ENTERPRISES.
A-1, G.F., SOUTH ANARKALI, NEAR MAIN SOM BAZAR CHOWK, DELHI-110051, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
Leather and Imitations of Leather and goods made of these Materials and not included in Other Classes, Ladies and Gents Purses, Ladies and Gents Belts, Pocket Wallets, Ladies and Gents Hand Bags, School Bags, Gym Bags, Sports Bags, Brief Cases, Suitcases, Traveling Bags, Traveling Sets (Leather Wear), Traveling Trunks, Watch Straps (Leather) Mobile Covers (Leather) and Vanity Cases, Umbrella and Umbrella Accessories.
URBANOLOGEE

3228440   05/04/2016

JITESH LAKHWANI
A57/3 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-2 NEW DELHI- 110020
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

UMBRELLA, LEATHER BELTS, TRUNKS, BAGS, BRIEFCASE, TRUNKS, PURSES, TRAVELLING BAGS, WALKING STICKS, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER.
**Vibe**

3229188  05/04/2016

WAVE TEK
Nalini Kamra
Veena Kamra

trading as Vibe

NO 13, 20TH CROSS, AVVAI NAGAR, LAWSPET, PUDUCHERRY - 605008
Manufacturer and Merchants
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 23/03/2012

CHENNAI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND Saddlery, Luggage, bags, wallets and other Carriers, Shoulder belts [straps] of leather / Bandoliers / Leather Shoulder belts / Leather Shoulder straps, purses, handbags, garment bags for travel, beach bags, sling bags for carrying infants, bags for sports
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 18

3229527 06/04/2016

M/S FOREVER AUTHENTIC
Ritu Rustagi
Renu Rastogi
37 NDSE APARTMENT, 24, 2ND FLOOR, VASUNDHARA ENCLAVE, DELHI-110096
Trading and Goods
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.A. & ASSOCIATES
H-63 VIJAY CHOWK LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since: 30/10/2015

DELHI
BAGS, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, PURSES, POUCHES, WALLETS, CARRY ONS, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-18
3231101  07/04/2016
HUSSAIN GURANA
trading as ;M/S HUSSAIN GURANA
110,CHETAK CIRCLE,UDAIPUR,RAJASTHAN,313001
MANUFACTURER,EXPORTER AND IMPORTER OF LATHER ITEMS
PROPRITEOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT JAIN
1ST FLOOR, 4TH ARHANT MARKET, PALI
Used Since :10/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF LATHER REALTED WORK INCLUDING ALL IN CLASS 18
3231209    08/04/2016
NR VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. F-125, PHASE VIII-B, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MOHALI (PUNJAB).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :08/11/2013

To be associated with:
2654816

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather and other materials and goods made of these materials like bags, handbags, all
purposes carrying bags, tote bags, traveling bags, purses, shoulder bags, clutch purses all purposes athletic bags,
backpacks, wallets coin purses & cosmetic bags, animal skins, hides, trunks, belts and traveling bags, umbrellas,
parasols & walking sticks, whips, harness and saddler.
3232224  11/04/2016
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS, WALKING STICKS,
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER.
UPOLON
3233278  13/04/2016

JASCH INDUSTRIES LTD
43/5 Bahalgarh Road, Sonipat, Haryana, Pin- 131021
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
LEATHER, IMITATION OF LEATHER AND SUBSTITUTE OF LEATHER IN CLASS 18
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 18

ULDOR
3233279 13/04/2016
JASCH INDUSTRIES LTD
43/5 Bahalgarh Road, Sonipat, Haryana, Pin- 131021
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since: 01/04/2015
DELHI
LEATHER, IMITATION OF LEATHER AND SUBSTITUTE OF LEATHER IN CLASS 18
CHAMRA

3235313  13/04/2016

DEEPAK BHARDWAJ S/O. SH. GYARSI LAL BHARDWAJ
A-1, ASHOK VIHAR, GUJAR KI THADI, GOPALPURA BY PASS, JAIPUR- Rajasthan

Manufacturer and merchants trading as

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES,
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :11/04/2016

AHMEDABAD

Bags & Travel bags, Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.
ADIMANI
3237185  19/04/2016
GIRIJESH KUMAR
trading as: ADIMANI ENTERPRISES
78D, 3RD FLOOR, BLOCK-PD, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS.
STYLECRAFT
3238136  18/04/2016
HANISH MALHOTRA
trading as ;STYLE PLUS LEATHER CRAFT
ST. NO-7, OPP. APPOLO TYRES, HIRA BAGH, RAJPURA ROAD, PATIALA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/05/2012

DELHI
Wallets, Backpacks, School Bags, Travelling Bags, Sports Bags, Exclusive Bags, Laptop Bags & other Leather Bags.
3238485  21/04/2016
GHANSHYAM BATRA
trading as ;S.L.B. CREATIONS
G-16, 2ND FLOOR PRATAP NAGAR, DELHI-110007.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :05/04/2016
DELHI
BAGS TRADING
PARAMVIR SINGH trading as ;M/S. STUDIOLOVE
403, PANCHRATNA, PANCHMARG, OFF YARI ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400061, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :02/03/2016
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery
THE OUTBURST

3239180    19/04/2016
UJJAWAL GUPTA
HOUSE NO. 234, BALAI OUL, KANNAUJ, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER & MARKETING
NATURAL PERSON

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER GOODS; LEATHER ACCESSORIES
3239749  19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2012
To be associated with:  
3239742, 3239832, 3239839, 3239863
CHENNAI
Travel bags; luggage tags; backpacks, bags for sports, school bags/school satchels, haversacks, umbrellas
3241630   25/04/2016
SHREEPAL RAMCHARAN KURIL
trading as :SHREE PAL LETHERS
PURANDAS CHAWL, NO.3, ROOM NO.4, KALA KILLA DHARAVI, MUMBAI-400 017
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/01/2011
MUMBAI
WALLET, BRIEFCASES, POUCH, KEY CHAIN, LADIES HAND BAGS, FOLDER INCLUDING CLASSES 18
3241729    23/04/2016
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as ; LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAII RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Backpacks; Bags for sports; Pocket wallets; Umbrellas; Canes; Pelts; Bags; Tool bags of leather, empty; Trimmings of leather for furniture; Harness fittings
Transliteration : Le Shi
3241743    23/04/2016
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as ;LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO. 68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Backpacks; Bags for sports; Pocket wallets; Umbrellas; Canes; Pelts; Bags; Tool bags of leather, empty; Trimmings of leather for furniture; Harness fittings.

Transliteration : Le Shi
AVB
3241994 22/04/2016
ALEXVYAN BROTHERS
Saurabh Singhal
Yogesh Mohan
Subi Sangal
A-1308, First Floor, G.D. Colony, Mayur Vihar Phase 3, Delhi - 110096
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Leather and imitation leather products, travel bags, wallets, straps, purses
ABHINAV KUMAR trading as : ABHI CARTS 
A-304, RG CITY CENTRE, D.B. GUPTA ROAD, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI 110055
TRADING & MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH KUMAR MISHRA
11-D (SUPER MIG) EXPRESS VIEW APARTMENT SECTOR-93, NOIDA 201301
Used Since : 21/04/2016

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3245118   27/04/2016
NITIN KALRA
trading as ;LEATHER BARSET,LADIES PURSE,MENS WALLET, WOMENS WALLET, OFFICE BAGS.
283, SECTOR 14, URBAN ESTATE,KARNAL-132001
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER BARSET,LADIES PURSE,MENS WALLET, WOMENS WALLET, OFFICE BAGS.
3246088  28/04/2016
AMIT SUKHJIA
trading as ;M/s NAMOH TRADERS
13/1, ASHOK NAGAR, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :27/04/2016
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF LADIES BAG, GENTS WALLET, LADIES WALLET, BELTS, LEATHER SHOES AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
Baggabond

3246315  28/04/2016
TARUN CHANDER KARNANI (HUF)
A/62, Seema Apartments, Bullock Road, Bandstand, Bandra (West), Mumbai - 400050
Manufacturer AND Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :25/04/2016

MUMBAI
Leather and imitation leather products, travel bags, envelopes, briefcases, garment bags, boxes, horse tack, wallets, straps, covers, key-cases, folders, sport bags, trolley bags, suitcases, binders, key chains, packaging containers, Leather for shoes, purses, pouches, leashes, leads, laces, belts, thread, card holders, hides, shopping bags, polyurethane leather, travelling cases, Unwrought and semi wrought leather, leather trimmings for furniture, leather for furniture, Messenger bags, Canvas shopping bags.
ALESSO

3246605    28/04/2016

FUR JADEN
SAHIL RAJESH BANSAL
Kavita Bansal
1st Floor, 3-C Jai Hind Building, Atmaram Merchant Road, Bhuleshwar, Mumbai-400002.
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :22/03/2016

MUMBAI

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, as included in class 18.
LE REE

3247388  29/04/2016
LE HOLDINGS LTD.
trading as ;LE HOLDINGS LTD.
SERTUS CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 2547, CASSIA COURT, CAMANA BAY, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS.
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Backpacks; Bags for sports; Pocket wallets; Umbrellas; Canes; Pelts; Bags; Tool bags of leather, empty; Trimmings of leather for furniture; Harness fittings
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767 , 17/10/2016    Class 18

3252325    06/05/2016
MAHESH MOTIRAM TAWARE
trading as ; INDI GO SKIN
ROOM NO.475, BASWESHAWAR NAGAR, SANT KAKAYYA MARG, BEHIND DAGADI BUILDING, DHARAVI, MUMBAI-400017, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER PURSES, LEATHER BAGS, TOURIST BAGS, HAND BAGS, BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS/SCHOOL SATCHELS; LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; CLUTCHES BAG, TOTE BAG, BARREL BAG, BARREL BAG, MINI BACK PACK, TRAVELLING BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, BRIEFCASES, WAIST BELTS; HAND GLOVES; JACKETS; SHOPPING BAGS; WALLETS; ARTICLES MADE FROM LEATHER; SKINS, HIDES, UMBRELLAS, BELTS (LEATHER), LEATHER ACCESSORIES BEING GOODS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
3252381 06/05/2016
MRS. ARCHANA GUPTA
trading as PLG INTERNATIONAL
A-4/2, 2ND FLOOR, MAIN WALI NAGAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110087
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since: 07/03/2009

DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER
3253069  06/05/2016
NAFISA NAJMUDDIN BAGWALA
trading as ;M/S. VISHAH
21/1, SIKH MOHALLA, NEAR M.G. ROAD, GURUDWARA, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI
Resins use for bags, leather and imitations of leather and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery
3254003  09/05/2016
V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
33/2905 F, VENNALA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682028, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING, ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :17/02/1977

To be associated with:
1148411

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
3254529  06/05/2016
MD. FIROZ
trading as ;M/s MUNTHEA ENTERPRISES
3/6, GALI NO-1, DHARAM COLONY, OPPOSITE-NANGLOI METRO STATION, NANGLOI, DELHI-110041
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :19/02/2016
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
3255438  10/05/2016
COLORFUL CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
B-1/20, YAMUNA Vihar, DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :11/03/2016
DELHI
ALL TYPES OF LEATHER PRODUCTS
3255925  11/05/2016
MR. MANU DANG
E-54, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR -54, SUNCITY, GURGAON-122003.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEETAL PRAKASH & CO.
116-A, TOP FLOOR, VIKAS MARG, SHAKAR PUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :12/04/2013

DELHI
LEATHER AND GOODS OF LEATHER, IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS -18
3256053  10/05/2016
SONA BEVERAGES PVT. LTD
SONA HOUSE, 35/75, PUNJABI COLONY, NEAR SBI ZONAL OFFICE, RAIPUR (CHHATISGARH)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather and goods made of these materials and animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery.
SPUNWEB
3259072 16/05/2016
KARAM MULTIPACK PVT. LTD.,
SURVEY NO. 281 / 1, PLOT NO. 7/8, SHAPAR MAIN ROAD, B.H. 8 - B, SHAPAR (VERAVAL), DIST. RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
SCHOOL BAG, AIR BAG, COLLEGE BAG, GENTS POUCH, FANCY BAG, SHOPPING BAG, TRACKING BAG, TRAVELING BAG, OFFICE BAG AND SOFT LUGGAGE BAG.
3262137  17/05/2016
SONIA
trading as ;D7D
D 48D Jain Nagar Ext.,Karala ,Delhi -110081
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY. BAGS FOR CLIMBERS, BAGS FOR CAMPERS, BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING / ENVELOPES, OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING / POUCHES, OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING
JHAKASS
3262279  17/05/2016
DEVI SINGH B
trading as :JHAKASS
10/1, Guru Complex, BBT Street, 1st Cross, Mamulpet, Bangalore -560053,Karnataka
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLETES AND OTHER CARRIERS, BAGS FOR CLIMBERS, BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING / ENVELOPES, OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING / POUCHES, OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING, BAGS FOR SPORTS*, BAGS*, GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL, HANDBAGS, SHOULDER BELTS [STRAPS] OF LEATHER / BANDOLIERS / LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS / LEATHER SHOULDER STRAPS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, PELTS AND HIDES, AND GOODS MADE THEREOF, UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS, UMBRELLAS, POCKET WALLETES, CREDIT CARD CASES [WALLETS]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 18

3264315  20/05/2016
AKHTAR HUSAIN SHAIKH
trading as ;MOTLEY PRODUCTS WORLDWIDE
88, GROUND FLOOR, ASHOKA SHOPPING CENTRE, L. T. MARG, MUMBAI-400 001, MHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
LEATHER PRODUCT - BELT, WALLET, LADIES HAND BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS AND JACKETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
1953038  18/04/2010
E SARASWATHI, M MANGATHAI, V VEDAVATHI, M JHANSI RANI
trading as ;NAGARJUNA POLYMERS
Plot No. 206/8&9, IDA, Phase-II, Cherlapally, Hyderabad, Andhara Pradesh-500051.
Manufacturing And Trading
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. BALAJANAKI.
"PANDU KLIX PLAZA", SUITE NO 27 C & D, III FL., NEW NO 330 (OLD NO. 168), THAMBU CHETTY ST.CHENNAI
Used Since :10/11/1998
CHENNAI
HDPE Pipes.
1980152   15/06/2010
SUNWORLD VITRIFIED PRIVATE LIMITED
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT 1956
Used Since :22/05/2010
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES AND VITRIFIED TILES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
PANKAJBHAI H. MARVANIYA
Bharatbhai M. Rangpariya
Hirjibhai G. Marvaniya
Ashishbhai H. Marvaniya
Bharatbhai M. Pachotiya
Jitendra P. Kaila
Kiranben J. Padaliya
Keshavjibhai M. Pachotiya.
Manishaben P. Marvaniya

trading as ;M/S. BIG TILES.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AND INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

AHMEDABAD

FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZE TILES, LUSTER TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC TILES CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILE CEMENT PIPES AND ARTICLES THEREOF, WHITE CEMENT BASE PUTTY, BUILDING MATERIALS, PLASTER OF PARIS, LIME, CHALK AND MARINE BLUE, BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME PLASTER AND GRAVEL PIPES OF EARTHENWARE CEMENT, ROAD-MAKING MATERIAL ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, PORTABLE BUILDING, STONE MONUMENTS CHIMNEY POTS, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, LAMINATES, MOULDED PANEL DOOR, VENEERS, DECORATIVE LAMINATES INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
2141918  10/05/2011  
RITESH PATEL
trading as ;RITESH PATEL
PLOT #48, 7-1-619/A/43, GAYTRI NAGAR COLONY, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500 038, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI. 
409, PRAJAY CORPORATE HOUSE, 1-10-63 & 64, CHIKOTI GARDENS, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016. INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2004

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2142945  12/05/2011
C.ABOOBACKAR
trading as ; AFRA PLYWOODS
AFRA PLYWOODS, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PLOT, ANDOOR, PARASSINIKADAVU, PIN-670563, KANNUR DIST, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since : 10/11/2007

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL BOARD (FINGER JOINED), MARINE PLYWOOD.
Subject to restricting the area to Kerala.
NIKHIL KANTILAL DEDHIA
B-203, 2ND FLOOR, PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, BORIVALI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON METALLIC) NON METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL INCLUDING IN CLASS-19
BECKER

2289689    27/02/2012

MOTI RAM
SH. BALBIR CHAND GUPTA

trading as ; SARASWATI WOOD PRODUCTS
VILLAGE PEEDAL KAITHAL ROAD DISTT KAITHAL HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R.SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHRI- 135 003 YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA

Used Since : 14/07/2005

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, MR GRADE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE WOOD VENEER, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE
PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING AND FILM COATED PLYWOOD WATERPROOF PLY AND CHEQURED PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN
CLASS-19
2393985    11/09/2012
STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
NO.134, HAL OLD AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE-560017, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
2396139  14/09/2012
SUSHIL BANSAL
NARESH KUMAR
SMT. KAMLESH
trading as : GUPTA INDUSTRIES
KAITHAL ROAD VILLAGE PEEDAL CHEEKA DISTT JAITHAL -136034 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
APEX
AMRITSAR ROAD (OPP. SALES TAX OFFICE), BATALA-143 505, PB.
Used Since : 01/04/1995
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & SHEETS, LAMINATED PLYWOOD & SHEETS, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATION BOARD, SUNMICA, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, TEAK PLY WOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19 FOR SALE IN THE STATES & U.T. OF NORTHERN REGION
2404876  03/10/2012
SHAMEER.KM
SHAMSUDHEEN.K.M
trading as ;KANAMPURAM VENEERS.
KANAMPURAM VENEERS., VATTAKKATTUPADY, IRINGOLE.P.O, PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
COLLEGEUM KUNSULTANTS
T-10, EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP CENTRAL POLICE STATION, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI 18
Used Since :24/04/2012

CHENNAI
PLY WOODS, HARD WOODS AND BLOCK BOARDS.
ALOKIK

2445606  20/12/2012
MR GAURAV KUMAR AGGARWAL
MR YOGESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
trading as ;JINDAL AGRO INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE JAMOUR SHAHJAHANPUR UP 242001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAPIL KUMAR MALIK
FLAT NO 395 2ND FLOOR BLOCK H POCKET -C-8, SECTOR 8 ROHINI DELHI 85
Used Since :01/07/2011

DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, PLY BOARD AND FLUSH DOOR. CLASS-19
DIAMOND

2449088  26/12/2012

S.K. MEETHIAN

trading as ;SKM PLYWOODS

SKM PLYWOOD, OKKAL. P.O. PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM DIST, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since :01/01/2007

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL BOARD (FINGER JOINTED), PANEL DOOR, MARINE PLYWOOD AND
BUILDING MATERIALS.
SCP

2450798  28/12/2012

SANJAY

trading as ;M/S SANJAY CONCRETE PRODUCTS
VILL LAHLANA P O GOLAGARH BHIWANI
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since :01/10/2012

DELHI

TILES
PEPS PLY

2451383  31/12/2012

SIYAD. K.P

trading as ;TEAM PLY AND BOARDS

NEDUNGAPRA. P.O, PANICHAYAM, ODACKALI, PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM DIST, KERALA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since :19/09/2012

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL BOARD (FINGER JOINTED), PANEL DOOR AND MARINE PLYWOOD,

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PLY.
WOODPEARL

2452866    01/01/2013

AMRIK SINGH

trading as ;ISHWAR INDUSTRIES

VILLAGE DAULATPUR, NEAR DOCTOR KANDA, YAMUNANAGAR (HR)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LEGAL SOLUTIONS
1333/19, 2ND FLOOR, CHAMBER NO. 203 DURGA CHAMBER, DESH BANDHU GUPTA ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since :01/01/2009

DELHI

COR-BAT

2452867    01/01/2013

VIMAL MALIK
NARESH AGGARWAL
ANKUR GARG
SANDEEP SINGLA
DEEPAK SINGLA

trading as ;LAMBA ENTERPRISES

TIRATH NAGAR, BADI MAJRA, YAMUNA NAGAR 135001 (HR.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LEGAL SOLUTIONS
1333/19, 2ND FLOOR, CHAMBER NO. 203 DURGA CHAMBER, DESH BANDHU GUPTA ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since :01/06/2008

DELHI

LACKY PLY
2455835  07/01/2013
SHASHIKANT SHARMA
trading as ;SRI ANU AGENCY
NO.1, BAYAMMA LAYOUT, NAGARBHAVI 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560072, KARNATAKA.
DEALERS AND TRADERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLYWOOD
VNOXE

2480883  19/02/2013

RAJ KUMAR GUPTA

trading as ;STAR PLYWOODS

VILLAGE RAOWALI P.O NURPUR PATHANKOT ROAD JALANDHAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. HANDE & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :01/04/2005

DELHI

PLYWOOD OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING LIOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, PRELAMINATED PARTICLE, MDF, HDF, BAGGASE BOARD, VENEERED PLYWOOD, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
FANCY

2492878    11/03/2013

NITIN KHANNA

trading as ;VENUS PLYWOODS PVT. LTD.

VILLAGE RAOVALI, PATHANKOT ROAD, JALANDHAR, (PB).

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

D. K. HANDA & CO.

B - XVIII 17-18, PURIAN MOHALLA, BATALA - 143 505 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :10/04/2004

DELHI

PLYWOOD OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, PRELAMINATED PARTICLE, MDF, HDF, BAGGASE BOARD, VENEERED PLYWOOD, INCLUDED IN CLASS- 19.
LILLIPUT
2494384  13/03/2013
NITIN KHANNA
trading as ;VENUS PLYWOODS PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE RAOWALI, PATHANKOT ROAD, JALANDHAR, (PB).
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. K. HANDA & CO.
B - XVIII 17-18, PURIAN MOHALLA, BATALA - 143 505 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :10/04/2004

DELHI
PLYWOOD OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, PRELAMINATED PARTICLE, MDF, HDF, BAGGASE BOARD, VENEERED PLYWOOD,
BENTOGROUT

2501286    22/03/2013
AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
trading as ;AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
2870 FORBS AVENUE, HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60192, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZB & PARTNERS.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bentonite-based grout composition
BENTOSEAL
2501288  22/03/2013
AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
trading as ;AMCOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
2870 FORBS AVENUE, HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS 60192, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZB & PARTNERS.
EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Used Since :17/05/2008
MUMBAI
Mastic compound waterproofing agent for use in sealing building joints
FORT MODULAR
3152018  05/01/2016
OWENS CORNING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC
One Owens Corning Parkway, Toledo, Ohio 43659, United States of America
Manufacturers & Merchants
A Delaware Limited Liability Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Roofing tiles and roofing material (not of metal).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 19

CLAVECON (INDIA) PVT. LTD
trading as ; CLAVECON (INDIA) PVT. LTD
H-401, JAIPURIA SUNRISE GREENS, NEAR C.I.S.F INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD, UP 202012
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since : 25/03/2013

DELHI

BUILDING MATERIAL INCLUDING AUTOCLAVE AERATED CONCRETE (AAC) BLOCKS.
3160206  15/01/2016
SAPNA KEJRIWAL
20C/73, PUNJABI BAGH WEST, NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
DECORATIVE VENEERS, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF, LAMINATES, FLOORINGS ETC INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3192804    23/02/2016
DEEPANSHU AGARWAL
trading as ;DEEPANSHU AGARWAL
BITHRI CHAINPUR ROAD, UDLA ZAGIR, NEAR JYOTI BHATTA, NARIYAWAL, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
FLUSH, DOORS, VENEERS, AND OTHER PLYWOODS BLOCK BOARD & PLY.
HYDROFLEX T-LOCK

3195930  25/02/2016

NINA WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-901 & 902, Floor -9, Plot 1/268, B Wing, Raheja Atlantis, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013

Merchants and Manufacturers

a Private Limited Company incorporated under the Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India

Used Since: 01/02/2016

MUMBAI

BUILDING MATERIALS, WATERPROOFING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OR CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS, ASPHALT, PITCH, AND BITUMEN, PORTABLE BUILDING; STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS, ALL BEING RELATED TO RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS AND CIVIL WORKS
3202174    04/03/2016
RAMESH GOKAL RITA
603, PARAG, OPP. WADIA SCHOOL, J. P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA PIN–400053
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAYS AND LAWS
B-104/105, SHUBHAM Center- II, Cardinal Gracias Road, Chakala, Opp. Holy Family Church, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400099
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
LAMINATES, WOOD AND TIMBER, NON METALLIC LAMINATES FOR USE IN BUILDINGS, LAMINATED FLOORING, HARDBOARD, PLYWOOD, NON METAL DOOR, BOARD MATERIAL USED AS WOOD SUBSTITUTE, FLOOR BOARD FOR BUILDING, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, MINE, SHAPED AND STRUCTURAL TIMBER, VENEERS, WOODEN, VENEERS, VENEERS FOR FLOOR, STAINED GLASS WINDOW, FLOOR COVERINGS
3202175  04/03/2016
RAMESH GOKAL RITA
603, PARAG, OPP. WADIA SCHOOL, J. P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA PIN-400053
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAYS AND LAWS
B-104/105, SHUBHAM Center- II, Cardinal Gracias Road, Chakala, Opp. Holy Family Church, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400099
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
LAMINATES, WOOD AND TIMBER, NON METALLIC LAMINATES FOR USE IN BUILDINGS, LAMINATED FLOORING, HARDBOARD, PLYWOOD, NON METAL DOOR, BOARD MATERIAL USED AS WOOD SUBSTITUTE, FLOOR BOARD FOR BUILDING, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, MINE, SHAPED AND STRUCTURAL TIMBER, VENEERS, WOODEN, VENEERS, VENEERS FOR FLOOR, STAINED GLASS WINDOW, FLOOR COVERINGS
AVISHI

3212000  16/03/2016
MUKUND PRABHAKAR KULKARNI TRADING AS ARYA BIOTECHNOLOGIES
trading as ;ARYA BIOTECHNOLOGIES
315, Labh Chambers, Opp. MTDC, Station Road, Aurangabad 431005 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
A sole proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building materials (non-metallic); concrete, concrete building elements; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal
LUFTHONZA

3216195  21/03/2016
PRAVINBHAI GOVINDBHAI ANGOLA
PRAVINBHAI GOVINDBHAI ANGOLA
KIRITBHAI SHAMJIBHAI RANGPADIA
RASIKBHAI RAMESHBHAI DETROJA
MANJULABEN PRAVINBHAI AGOLA
SANJAYBHAI VAGHJIBHAI THORIYA

trading as :LIVON CERAMIC

8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT. DHUVA, TAL. WANKANER-363622, DIST.: RAJKOT. GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :01/03/2016

AHMEDABAD

FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES AND TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3216196  21/03/2016
EMBOZA GRANITO PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EMBOZA GRANITO PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 242, SULTANPUR ROAD, WANKANER-363621, DIS-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 01/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC
TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES AND TILES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 19.
3216226  22/03/2016
CERA CON CERAMICX INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;CERA CON CERAMICX INDIA PVT. LTD.
NO. 148-13, 1ST STAGE, INDUSTRIAL SUBURB YESHWANTH PUR, BANGALORE - 560 022.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :25/06/2013
CHENNAI
CERAMIC TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, PORCELENE TILES, BUILDING MATHERIALS AND PLYWOODS.
LIVE TECK

3219463   22/03/2016
RAJENDRA GLASS AND PLYWOOD
AMIT KUMAR JAIN
MAHAVEER KUMAR
#27-4-14, Beside Raj Jewellers Temple Street, Kakinada-533001, Andhra Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Semi-worked wood; building glass
3220441   29/03/2016
ANUJ JINDAL
trading as ;HINDUSTAN PIPE INDUSTRIES
H.NO.153, NEW HOUSING BOARD COLONY, BARNALA ROAD, SIRSA, TEHSIL & DISTRICT SIRSA PIN-125055 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELI
BUILDING MATERIAL, PVC PIPE, NON METALLIC RIGID PIPES AND ALL TYPES OF PIPES ALL IN CLASS 19
3221849   29/03/2016
MR. TARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S. LUMBER LIFE
12-13/5, CHOWK QUTUB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
Manufacturer and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :16/03/2013

To be associated with:
2140123

DELHI
Wooden floors; parquet flooring and parquet flooring boards, including laminated parquet flooring and parquet flooring boards; parquet flooring veneered with wood; sheet material comprising layers of wood veneer pressed and glued together
3223662    30/03/2016

PRORIGO SOFTWARE PVT.LTD.
trading as ;Prorigo Software Pvt.Ltd.

Sr.No.140/2,Orange Life,1st Fl,Opp.Datta Mandir,Pashan-Sus Road,Pashan,Pune-411021.
Manufacture & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :04/01/2014

MUMBAI

BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT , PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 19

3223761 31/03/2016
AMIR NABI SHAIKH trading as ;SHAIKH AMIR VIT UDYOG
PENSHAN PURA, AMBEJOGAI, BEED, MAHARASHTRA-431517
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH,
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since :01/06/2015
Mumbai
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF, BRICKS MANUFACTURER
HAV
3224050 01/04/2016
VIJAY TEHALYANI
trading as : OM ENTEPRISES
126/2, B-2 GNT MARKET, INDORE (MP)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.R.SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHRI - 135 003, DIST. YAMUNANAGAR (HARYANA)
Used Since: 28/03/2010
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, LAMINATES, VENEERS, MR GRADE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE WOOD VENEER, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING AND FILM COATED PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY AND CHEQURED PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3225564  31/03/2016

R. RANJITHAM
trading as; BALAJI PIPES
TINY PLOT NO. T-249, SIDCO WOMEN INDUSTRIAL PARK, THIRUMULLAIVOYAL, KATTUR VILLAGE, VELANUR POST, CHENNAI-600 062, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RIGID PIPES, NOT OF METAL [BUILDING]; PENSTOCK PIPES, NOT OF METAL; DRAIN PIPES, NOT OF METAL;
BRANCHING PIPES, NOT OF METAL; GUTTER PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPE
VALVES, NOT OF METAL OR PLASTIC
3225565    31/03/2016
R. RANJITHAM
trading as ;BALAJI PIPES
TINY PLOT NO. T-249, SIDCO WOMEN INDUSTRIAL PARK, THIRUMULLAIVOYAL, KATTUR VILLAGE, VELLANUR POST, CHENNAI-600 062, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3225564
CHENNAI
RIGID PIPES, NOT OF METAL [BUILDING]; PENSTOCK PIPES, NOT OF METAL; DRAIN PIPES, NOT OF METAL; BRANCHING PIPES, NOT OF METAL; GUTTER PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPE VALVES, NOT OF METAL OR PLASTIC
BIGBLOC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
Manufacturer, Merchant, Importer and Exporter
a company registered and incorporated under the Indian Company Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :17/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
CONCRETE BLOCK AND BRICK; CONCRETE BUILDING ELEMENTS; BUILDING MATERIALS (NON – METALLIC); CEMENT AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; STONE; RIGID PIPES OF BUILDING; CLAY, PLASTER; AS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 19.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 19

3226319 02/04/2016
JET GRANITO PVT.LTD.
trading as; JET GRANITO PVT.LTD.
8 - A NATIONAL HIGHWAY, MATEL CHAR RASTA, AT: DHUVA, TAL: WANKANER, DIST: RAJKOT - 363 621, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, PARKING TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, DIGITAL TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, FUTURE TILES AND BUILDING MATERIALS.
3226523    01/04/2016
M/S. NANEESH IMPEX PVT LTD
NO: 7, SUBBAAMAL SALAI, SWAMYNATHAN ESTATE, VANAGARAM, CHENNAI – 600095, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since : 27/02/2016
CHENNAI
TILES SUCH AS CERAMIC TILES, MARBLE TILES, SLATE AND PROCELIN TILES, TILES FOR BUILDING, NON METALLIC TILES, FLOOR AND WALL TILES, NON-METALLIC BATHROOM TILES, MOSAIC TILES, DECORATIVE CERAMIC TILES FOR WALLS.
EDITION

3227132 04/04/2016

DILIP KUMAR AGARWAL

trading as ;PASHUPATI TRADING AGENCY

S-18/2, A 52, GURU KRIPA COLONY, NADESAR, VARANASI (U.P.), INDIA

MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU

SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Used Since: 23/07/2012

To be associated with:

2561528

DELHI

WOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR INCLUDED IN CLASS-19. SALE IN THE STATE OF UTTARPRADESH AND BIHAR ONLY.
SIDDARTH SURANA
trading as : PINE EXPORTERS
A-1/10, WHS, KIRTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015, INDIA.
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 01/03/2007
DELHI
TRADINGS MANUFACTURING OF PLYWOOD, AND RELATED PRODUCTS
3228352  05/04/2016
NITESH SHARMA.
trading as ;HARYANA PLYWOOD.
14, DEVI LAL MARKET, JIND CHOWK, HANSI-125033, DISTT.-HISAR, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATION BOARD, SUNMICA, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, TEAK PLY WOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3228649    06/04/2016
GREENLAM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as :GREENLAM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAKUM ROAD, TINSUKIA, ASSAM-786125
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since : 22/11/2015

KOLKATA
Veneered Board, Veneer, Decorative Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Veneer Sheet, Veneered Ply, Veneer Panel, Natural Veneer, Laminates of all kinds High Pressure Laminate, Low Pressure Laminate, Continuous Pressed Laminate, Decorative Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Postforming Laminates, Compact Laminates, Exterior Grade Compact Laminates Laminated Sheet, Laminated Panel, Sheets to Decorate Surface Area all included in Class 19.
3229542  06/04/2016
ONKAR NATH SUNIL KUMAR
ONKAR NATH MALHOTRA
SUNIL KUMAR MALHOTRA
PLOT NO 61, N.E. RAILWAY, COOPERGANJ, KANPUR 208001, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :06/02/2005

DELHI
PLY AND PLY BOARD, M D F BOARD (MEDIUM DENSITY FIBER BOARD),DOORS, BUILDING GLASS
3229871 07/04/2016
JUBAIRIA AZIZ
153, THOPPILVEEDU, KANNANKARA, PATHANAMTHITTA DIST - 689 645, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since: 17/05/2013

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, CERAMIC AND VITRIFIED TILES, WOODEN AND FIBRE DOORS, WOODEN FLOORING, NATURAL
AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL, PIPES OF EARTTHENWARE OR CEMENT,
ROAD MAKING MATERIALS, PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS, CHIMNEY POTS
PROMINANCE

3230272  08/04/2016

S.ENIYAN SHIVAM
T.NANDHA KUMAR
K.THANGAELU
T.ELANGOVAN
T.GUNASUNDARI
S.PREMAKUMARI
N.HEMA YAZHINI

trading as ;CAPTIV FENESTRATION

S.F.NO. 207/1B AND 1C, SELAKARACHAL ROAD, APPANAICKENPATTI, SULUR, COIMBATORE - 6410 402, TAMIL NADU, INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :03/09/2009

To be associated with:

3230268

CHENNAI

BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
PROMINANZ

3230275  08/04/2016

S.ENIYAN SHIVAM
T.NANDHA KUMAR
K.THANGAVELU
T.ELANGOVAN
T.GUNASUNDARI
S.PREMAKUMARI
N.HEMA YAZHINI

trading as ;CAPTIV FENESTRATION

S.F.NO. 207/1B AND 1C, SELAKARACHAL ROAD, APPANAICKENPATTI, SULUR, COIMBATORE - 6410 402, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :03/09/2009

CHENNAI

BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
AIR
3230304 08/04/2016
MAYA APPLIANCES PVT LTD
trading as ;MAYA APPLIANCES PVT LTD
#3/140, I.T. HIGH WAY, OGGIAM THORAIPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600097 TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :11/10/2014

CHENNAI
CHIMNEY POTS, NOT OF METAL; CHIMNEYS, NOT OF METAL; NON-METAL CHIMNEY CAPS; NON-METAL CHIMNEY COWLS
FRAPPUCCINO

3230542    08/04/2016

STARBUCKS CORPORATION D/B/A STARBUCKS COFFEE COMPANY
2401 Utah Avenue South, Seattle, Washington 98134, USA
Manufacturer and Merchant
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the state of Washington, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Digital glazed vitrified tiles, wall and floor tiles (not of metal); building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
BHAGYALAXMI CEMENT INDUSTRIES
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA JAIN
H-2697, Sector-49, Sainik Colony, Faridabad, Haryana

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Manufacturer of OPC Cement
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON METALLIC), NON- METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN,
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
3232274    11/04/2016
ALKESH GOEL
trading as ;GOEL WOOD PRODUCTS
VILLAGE MANDOLI SAHARANPUR ROAD YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, PARTICLE BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATED SHEETS, PENAL DOORS & MARINE PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3232322  11/04/2016
PUNIT H. GANGANI
VIVEK H. GANGANI
trading as ;GANGANI CORPORATION
Plot No 76, Ruda Transport Nagar, Rakot Ahmadabad Highway, Rajkot-360 002. (GUJARAT)
Manufacture & Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :01/10/2015
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES, BLOCK-BOARDS, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, BOARDS AND PLYWOOD FOR MARINE USE AND TEAK PLY, FLUSH DOORS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
3232323  11/04/2016

PUNIT H. GANGANI
VIVEK H. GANGANI

trading as ;GANGANI CORPORATION

Plot No 76, Ruda Transport Nagar, Rakot Ahmadabad Highway, Rajkot-360 002, (GUJARAT)

Manufacture & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Used Since :01/10/2015

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LAMINATES, BLOCK-BOARDS, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, BOARDS AND PLYWOOD FOR MARINE USE AND TEAK PLY, FLUSH DOORS INCLUDED IN CLASS -19.
3233046   12/04/2016
ANKIT AGGARWAL
D-209, PUNDRIK VIHAR, SARASWATI VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 31/01/2016
DELHI
ARTIFICIAL TRANSLUCENT STONE, ARTIFICIAL ONYX, COMPOSITE STONE, DECORATIVE PANELS, ARTIFICIAL
ALBASTER STONE BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT,
PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
SDN
3233864    13/04/2016
SHREY MEHANDIRATTA
trading as ;OMKAR WOOD INDUSTRIES
JARODA GATE, NEAR BABA COLONY, JAGADHRI-135003, DISTT. YAMUNANAGAR (HARYANA)
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA.
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDs, LAMINATES, VENEERS, MR GRADE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE WOOD VENEER, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING & FILM COATED PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY & CHEQURED PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016

3234069  12/04/2016
SAJEED AHAMED BABA SAHAB DESAI
Flat No 2, Palmar Grove Housing Society, Tonce Taleigao, Carnzalem, Tiswadi, Goa- 403002
Processing, trading, import and export
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
Marbles and Granites
3234493    15/04/2016
T.P.NARAYANAN
trading as ;WELLPLY WOOD PRODUCTS
PADIKUNNU, MAYYIL ROAD, MULLAKODY P.O., KANNUR- 670 602 KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
'COMMERCIAL PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, CHEQUARD AND SHUTRING PLYWOOD AND ALL KINDS OF PLYWOODS'.
DHWANI
3234681  15/04/2016
HARISH KUMAR
trading as; SHREE GANGA VENEERS AND PLYBOARD PRIVATE LIMITED
S-10, PARSA KHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, ROAD NO.: 2, RAMPUR ROAD, BAREILLY, PIN - 243001 UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF PLYWOOD, PLYBOARD, LAMINATED BOARD, WOOD PARTICLE BOARD AS IN CLASS 19
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ KUMAR SRIVASTWA
TRADESAFE IP, P-3 / 78, First Floor, Deen Dayal Puram, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh, PIN - 243122
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING OF PLYWOOD, PLYBOARD, LAMINATED BOARD, WOOD PARTICLE BOARD AS IN CLASS 19
3235607   13/04/2016
GLOBENTIS INTERNATIONAL PVT.LTD
trading as ;GOLBENTIS INTERNATIONAL PVT.LTD (A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956)
9,10,11,NEELKANTH ESTATE, OPPOSITE JAIPUR GOLDEN TRANSPORT,SARKHEJ, UJALA CHOWKADIAHMEDABAD-382210 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARSHA H.BHATT
BHATT LEGAL SERVICES, L-102, GHANSHYAM COMPLEX, NEAR CHANDLODIYA OVER BRIDGE, AHMEDABAD -382481

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
K.D
3235842  14/04/2016
ISHITA AGARWAL 
trading as : KRISHNA DECORATIVES
BUNDKI NAGINA ROAD, VILLAGE KHIDRIPURA, NAJIBABAD, BIJNOR, U.P-246763
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since : 01/03/2016

DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, TIMBER PARTICLE BOARD, LAMINATES
KINDER
3235844  14/04/2016
DEVENDRA KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as : AMBIKA BOARD INDUSTRIES
BUNDKI NAGINA ROAD, VILLAGE KHIDRIPURA, NAJIBABAD, Bijnor, U.P-246763
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since: 05/02/2010

DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, TIMBER PARTICLE BOARD, LAMINATES
405

3237153    18/04/2016
SH. RAMGOPAL SINGHAL,
C-44, GANESH NAGAR, PANDAV NAGAR COMPLEX, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016

To be associated with:
3016231

DELHI
BUILDING MATERIAL (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGIDPIPES, TILES FOR FLOORING, CEMENT AND WATER
PROOFING PREPARATIONS, PLASTER OF PARIS AND GYPSUMMI, LIME, WALL PUTTI & CHOWK MITTI, BRICKS AND
TILES, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, SURUNICA AND DECORATIVE PLY, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS,
TEAK PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, FLUSH DOORS, PARTICLE BOARDS, LAMINATION BOARDS AND SUNMICA INCLUDED IN
CLASS 19.
3237337  18/04/2016
MR. VIKAS GUPTA, PROPRIETOR
B-302, ASHOK NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), CEMENT, PLASTIC OF PARIS (POP), WALL PUTTY, GYPSUM, NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN
3237338   18/04/2016
MR. VIKAS GUPTA, PROPRIETOR
B-302, ASHOK NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110093
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), CEMENT, PLASTIC OF PARIS (POP), WALL PUTTY, GYPSUM, NON-METALLIC RIGIDPIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN
3238309  20/04/2016
ISHAVARBHAI G. SAVADIYA
ISHAVARBHAI G. SAVADIYA
MAHadevbhai G. SAVADIYA
BALVANTBhai M. SAVADIYA
KAUSHIKBhai D. SAVADIYA
KOMALBEN D. SAVADIYA
KISHANbhai D. SAVADIYA
ANKITBhai C. DOSHI
MADHUBEN C. DOSHI
DEEPALIBEN A. DOSHI
DAKSHABEN A. DOSHI
ASHokbhai P. DOSHI

crafting as : ASIAAN CERAMIC
TARNETAR BY PASS ROAD, NEAR G.I.D.C., THANGADH-363530, DIS:- SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, SHivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since : 01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, WALL TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
DAAWAT
3238820  20/04/2016
VIJAY GUPTA, MRS. KAMINI GUPTA AND MAYANK BINDLISH
trading as ;VIJAY PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES.
DADUPUR ROAD, VILLAGE KHAMAN, JAGADHRI 135003, DISTRICT YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, PANEL DOORS, MICA, WOOD, TIMBER, PARTICLE BOARD, PARTITION BOARD, VENEERED BOARD, LAMINATED PLYWOOD, VENEER, VENEER SHEETS AND LAMINATED DOORS.
3239402    21/04/2016
NITINBHAI G. GHATODIYA
VIJAYKUMAR M. PATEL
MANISH K. NAGPARA
RAJESH M. FULTARIYA
NILESH M. FULTARIYA
GOKALBHAI K. GHATODIYA
RASHILABEN G. GHATODIYA
DHARMESHBHAI G. GHATODIYA
HITESH K. NAGPARA
JITENDRA M. PANCHOTIYA
DAYALJIBHAI J. SAVSANI
JOSHNABEN D. SAVSANI
MAKANBHAI M. PATEL
ATUL NARBHERAMBHAI VADSOLA
trading as ;SUNMARK CERAMIC
SURVEY NO. 404 P1/P1, AT. RANGPAR, BEHIND SATYAM WEIGHBRIDGE, OPP. FLECTO CERAMIC PVT.LTD JETPAR ROAD, MORBI, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON METALLIC), NON METALLIC RIGIDPIPES FOR BUILDINGS, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL. (MAIN OBJECT IS TO PROVIDE, AND MANUFACTURE ALL KIND OF CERAMIC VITRIFIED TILES FOR WALL, FLOOR, SANITARY AND EVERY OTHER PURPOSE, ETC).
PENCIL PLY

3239523    21/04/2016

AAKASH CHOUHDARY
304, BUSINESS RESIDENCY, OPPOSITE OLD BUS STAND, CIVIL LINES, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BOARD AND DOOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016

MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

trading as: MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

NO.1, THE PRESIDENCY, UNIT NO: 1/8, GROUND FLOOR, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Used Since: 31/03/2016

CHENNAI

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION: PLYWOOD, VENEER WOOD, VENEERS, WOOD LAMINATES, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Your happiness, Our guarantee

3239532    21/04/2016
MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
trading as :MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
NO.1, THE PRESIDENCY, UNIT NO: 1/8, GROUND FLOOR, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Used Since :31/03/2016

CHENNAI
BUSS DECRITION; PLYWOOD, VENEER WOOD, VENEERS, WOOD LAMINATES, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING.
aapki khushiyan, hamari guarantee

3239533 21/04/2016
MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

trading as ;MAK PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

NO.1, THE PRESIDENCY, UNIT NO: 1/8, GROUND FLOOR, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560001, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Used Since :31/03/2016

CHENNAI
BUSS DECRPIPTION; PLYWOOD, VENEER WOOD, VENEERS, WOOD LAMINATES, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING.
MUNDRA

3240061  21/04/2016

SH. DINESH GOEL

trading as ;M/S BHAWANI WOOD INDUSTRIES

TIRATH NAGAR, BADDI MAJRA, YAMUNA NAGAR-135001, HARYANA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI

COMMERCIAL & WATERPROOF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK PLY & BOARD, PLASTIC BOARDS, FLUSH DOOR, SUNMICA, LAMINATED BOARDS & DECORATIVE PLY IN CLASS-19.
3240340    21/04/2016
PERFECT PLY INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
trading as; PERFECT PLY INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
AT & POST : PARIYEJ , TA: MATAR, DIST : KHEDA, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-
METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3241315    22/04/2016
OM TIMBER
DEEPAK PATEL
HANSA PATEL
ISHWARLAL PATEL
No-40/1B, Sarjapura Main Road, Doddakannelli, Carmelaram Post, Bengaluru - 560035, Karnataka
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building materials, not of metal; non-metal doors (flush doors, membrane doors, commercial doors, not of metal); plywood (block boards, decorative ply, marine plywood, shuttering and film coated plywood, waterproof ply, mdf, sunmica and chequered plywood, teak plywood, commercial plywood, gurjan ply)
3241852   25/04/2016
MR. MOHAMMED AZAD ZUBAIR
MR. NOORUDHEEN
MUHAMMED ARSHAD ZUBAIR MANNAN
trading as ; METLEX
29/435A, UNICHIRA, THRIKKAKKARA, ERNAKULAM, KERALA, INDIA-682021.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since : 21/11/2015
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); PLYWOOD; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3243603  26/04/2016
RUSHABH KANTILAL GADA
107, KESHAVJI NAYAK ROAD, HINGWALA BUILDING, ROOM NO/42, 4TH FLOOR, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI- 400 009 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
CERAMIC WALL AND FLOOR TILES, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, LAMINATED AND DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, SUNMICA, VENEERS AND BUILDING MATERIALS IN CLASS 19
PERU

3243799    27/04/2016
RAMESH KUMAR
530, RAIPUR KHURD, CHANDIGARH, PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
DECORATIVE LAMINATES, PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS AND VINNEER
3245388   28/04/2016
NOUSHAD M.CHENNARA
trading as ;MURTHIS INTERIORS
DOOR NO.50/1165, R.S.ROAD, EDAPALLY, ERNAKULAM, KERALA-682024, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :19/01/2015

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS NON-METALLIC; PLYWOOD, MDF BOARDS, HDF BOARDS, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, PVC FOAM BOARDS, LAMINATED SHEETS, WOOD PANELING, PRE-LAMINATED BOARD, PARTICLE BOARDS.
NOUSHAD M.CHENNARA
trading as ;MURTHIS INTERIORS
DOOR NO.50/1165, R.S.ROAD, EDAPALLY, ERNAKULAM, KERALA-682024, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :19/01/2015
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS NON-METALLIC; PLYWOOD, MDF BOARDS, HDF BOARDS, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, PVC FOAM BOARDS, LAMINATED SHEETS, WOOD PANELING, PRE-LAMINATED BOARD, PARTICLE BOARDS.
3245390  28/04/2016

NOUSHAD M. CHENNARA

trading as ;MURTHIS INTERIORS

DOOR NO. 50/1165, R.S. ROAD, EDAPPALLY, ERNAKULAM, KERALA - 682024, INDIA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE

JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA

Used Since :19/01/2015

CHENNAI

BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); PLYWOOD, MDF BOARDS, HDF BOARDS, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, PVC FOAM BOARDS, LAMINATED SHEETS, WOOD PANELING, PRE-LAMINATED BOARD, PARTICLE BOARDS
3245392  28/04/2016
NOUSHAD M. CHENNARA
trading as ;MURTHIS INTERIORS
DOOR NO. 50/1165, R.S. ROAD, EDAPPALLY, ERNAKULAM, KERALA - 682024, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA
Used Since :19/01/2015
CHENNAI
BUILEDNG MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC): PLYWOOD, MDF BOARDS, HDF BOARDS, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, PVC FOAM BOARDS, LAMINATED SHEETS, WOOD PANELING, PRE-LAMINATED BOARD, PARTICLE BOARDS
RED STONE

3245541  28/04/2016

AMBALIKA PLYWOOD PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE UDHAMGARGH, CHHACHHRAULLI ROAD, JAGADHRI, DISTT. YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/04/2000

To be associated with:
1321794

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, SHUTTRING PLYWOOD, DENSIFIDE AND MARINE PLYWOOD, LAMINATES, MICA, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD.
ITALICA

3245544  28/04/2016
VED PRAKASH SAW MILLS - II
VILLAGE SABBAPUR, TEHSIL JAGADHRI, DISTT. YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
LAMINATES, MICA, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, SHUTTRING PLYWOOD,
DENSIFIDE AND MARINE PLYWOOD
DENAJEE

3245545  28/04/2016
VED PRAKASH SAW MILLS - II
VILLAGE SABBAPUR, TEHSIL JAGADHRI, DISTT. YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI
LAMINATES, MICA, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, SHUTTRING PLYWOOD, DENSIFIDE AND MARINE PLYWOOD
SH. SUBODH KUMAR
trading as; SHYAM SUNDER LAL SUBODH KUMAR
GOPALGANJ SARAI, LAVARIA, ALIGARH, UTTARPRADESH.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA

Used Since: 01/03/2016

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, SHUTTRING PLYWOOD, DENSIFIDE AND MARINE PLYWOOD, LAMINATES, MICA, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD.
GREYBULL
3246516  29/04/2016
BABA PLYWOOD PVT. LTD.
DELHI ROAD, VILLAGE DAMLA, YAMUNANAGAR-135001, DISTT. YAMUNANAGAR (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PVT. LTD. CO. REGD. UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.R. SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHRI – 135 003, DISTT. YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/03/2010
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING & FILM COATED PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY & CHEQURED PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3247761  02/05/2016
IGEP CONSULT PRIVATE LIMITED
C-3A/86-C, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI 110058
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
Used Since :16/12/2008

DELHI

NATURAL STONES, FINISHED & UNFINISHED STONES FOR USE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3247802  30/04/2016
BAWA FLOAT GLASS LTD
84/54, G. T. ROAD, JARIB CHOWKI, KANPUR, 208003, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
PLY AND PLY BOARD, M D F BOARD (MEDIUM DENSITY FIBER BOARD), DOORS, BUILDING GLASS, WINDOW GLASS
FOR BUILDINGS
3249440  03/05/2016
MOHAMMED IQBAL
trading as ;ADARSH PLY AND BOARDS
# 544/P2, NO.33, DOOR NO.270/1, KANAKA GIRI MAIN ROAD, BANJARA LAYOUT, KALKERE, HARAMAVU, BANGALORE - 560043
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NASHNIK IPR INNOVATIONS
#237/1,1ST FLOOR, 5TH MAIN ROAD, GANGANAGAR, BANGALORE-560032.
Used Since :02/11/2008

To be associated with:
3074274

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO ALL TYPES OF PLYWOODS, ALL INCLUDED
ROTATE
3249780 03/05/2016
PRAVINKUMAR V. PATEL
LALITA PARK 100FT. ROAD, MIYA NO KUWO, ANAND. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MARKETER / TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE VENEERS, MARINE PLY AND LAMINATES INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
3250326 03/05/2016
TRIBHOVANBHAI S. PATEL
TRIBHOVANBHAI S. PATEL
DAMODARBHAI K. PATEL
PRAKASHBHAI P. PATEL
DAXESH P. PATEL
PRABHABEN P. PATEL
HEMLATABEN T. PATEL
KALPANABEN Y. PATEL
KAUSHLYABEN R. PATEL
BHAVIN R. PATEL

trading as: CREATIVE WOOD INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO-1782-A/7/1, NR. BHAVIN CONSTRUCTION, Bamanvel Patia, Alipore, Chikli-396521, Dist-Navsari, Gujarat-India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, LAMINATION DOOR, FLUSH DOOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
TEJ GURU
3251644  05/05/2016
RITESHBHAI MANSUKHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;GURU CORPORATION
06, Amrish Park Society, Bavla, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABRAHAM JOSEPH PINGLE
BASEMENT 14, CENTER POINT, PANCHAVATI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006.
Used Since :16/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
REFACTORY MATERIAL, MORTARS, CONCRETES AND SIMILAR COMPOSITION INCLUDING READY MIX CONCRETE INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3253719   09/05/2016
GARGI DEEPAK SHETH
Shail D. Sheth (HUF)
Mr Rushabh Naresh Patel
Naresh S Patel (HUF)
trading as ;WATER COLOURS
1867/6, Dwarkadas Ni Chawl, Besides Dwarkesh Building, Near Royal Apartments, Khanpur, Ahmedabad
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIVERSAL LEGAL
505-506, Shivalik High Street, Nr. Keshavbaug Party Plot, Opp. HDFC Bank, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad-380015
Used Since :22/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
FLOOR TILES, WALL TILES AND BUILDING TILES, NOT OF METAL, MIRROR TILES.
3254004   09/05/2016
V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;V-GUARD INDUSTRIES LTD.
33/2905 F, VENNALA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, VENNALA, KOCHI - 682028, KERALA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :17/02/1977

To be associated with:
1148412
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL; RIGID PIPES, NOT OF METAL, FOR BUILDING; WATER-PIPE VALVES, NOT OF METAL OR PLASTIC; WATER-PIPES, NOT OF METALIN
3255009 09/05/2016
G J PLY MARKETING PVT LTD
PLOT NO 7 16 4TH FLOOR FP 473 BLDG B 3 SALISBURY PARK PUNE 411 037
MANUFACTURERS/DEALERS/TRADERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUSHAN SOHANLAL KOTECHA
10, D WING, SECOND FLOOR, KK MARKET, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043.
Used Since :22/11/2009

MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF PLYWOOD INCLUDING LAMINATED AND DECORATIVE PLWOOD, VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, FURNITURE MATERIAL, BLOCK BOARDS PARTICLE BOARDS, PRELAM M.D.F. AND PARTICLE BOARD, DOOR SKIN (LAMINATE), PENAL DOORS, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SOFT BOARD, DECORATIVE M.D.F. FLEXIPLY, P.V.C. SHEET.
3255010    09/05/2016
G J PLY MARKETING PVT LTD
PLOT NO 7 16 4TH FLOOR FP 473 BLDG B 3 SALISBURY PARK PUNE 411 037
MANUFACTURERS/DEALERS/TRADERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUSHAN SOHANLAL KOTECHA
10, D WING, SECOND FLOOR, KK MARKET, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043.
Used Since :22/11/2009

MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF PLYWOOD INCLUDING LAMINATED AND DECORATIVE PLWOOD, VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, FURNITURE MATERIAL, BLOCK BOARDS PARTICLE BOARDS, PRELAM M.D.F. AND PARTICLE BOARD, DOOR SKIN (LAMINATE), PENAL DOORS, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SOFT BOARD, DECORATIVE M.D.F. FLEXIPLY, P.V.C. SHEET.
BLACK MAPLE

3255927  11/05/2016
MR. PRATEEK GUPTA
MR. CHIRAG GUPTA
trading as ;G PLYWOODS
VILLAGE CHINTGARH, DISTT. ROPAR, PUNJAB, INDIA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA
NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLACK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATES, MARINE PLY , DENSIFIED PLYWOOD,DECORATIVE
PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD.
3255930  11/05/2016
MR. PRATEEK GUPTA
MR. CHIRAG GUPTA
trading as : G PLYWOODS
VILLAGE CHINTGARH, DISTT. ROPAR, PUNJAB, INDIA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLACK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATES, MARINE PLY, DENSIFIED PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD MARINE PLYWOOD.
MICRO PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
KHAJURI ROAD, NEAR SHADIPUR ASHRAM YAMUNA NAGAR (HARYANA)
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARD, PARTICLEBOARD, MDF BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED DECORATIVE LAMINATIVE SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATE SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLY, PENAL DOORS , VENEERS, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3258068   12/05/2016
DINESH JANGIR
trading as ;DINESH JANGIR
PLOT NO 2 SHOP NO 2 ROAD NO 2 MAIN SIKAR ROAD JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
TRADER
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD,BLOCK BOARDS,TIMBER DECORATIVE VENEER & LAMINATES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3258928    13/05/2016
RAJ KUMAR JALAN
SUKUMAR SARKAR
trading as ;APOLLO PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILL.NASIRHAT,P.O.DHANKOILHAT,P.S.KALIYAGANJ,DIST.UTTAR DINAJPUR,PIN-733129,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & EXPORTER.
ARE PARTNERS BEING INDIAN CITIZEN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2004
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR & VENEER
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
HANKOOK
3260537  14/05/2016

M/S.AGRAVAL PLYWOOD CORPORATION
BINOD KUMAR AGRAWAL S/o.SITARAM AGRAWAL
MAHESH SINGHANIA S/o.PURUSHOTTAM LAL SINGHANIA
ADITYA AGRAWAL S/o.B.K. AGRAWAL

trading as ;M/s.AGRAVAL PLYWOOD CORPORATION
#5-5-677, 678, 2nd Floor, Sana Plaza, Goshamahal Road, Hyderabad-500 012, Telangana State, India

Manufacturers, Marketers, Traders & Distributors
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India

Used Since :09/05/2011

CHENNAI

Plywood, Block Board, Veneers, Laminates, Decorative Plywood, Flush Doors, Medium-Density Fibre Boards, Panel Doors, Finger Joint Boards, Doors, All types of Plywood Products included in Class 19
1732539   16/09/2008
MS. AMARJIT BHAGWANT SINGH
trading as ;THE SHOP
10 REGAL BUILDING NEW DELHI-110001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SANTANAM SWAMINADHAN
G-10 NIZAMUDDIN WEST NEW DELHI-13
Used Since :01/01/1970

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
1910694  19/01/2010
SHALINI BANSAL
333, JAIPUR HOUSE AGRA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2009

DELHI
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS CUSHIONS, BOLSTERS, QUILTS, QUILTED COVERS MATS, QUILTED MATS AND UPHOLSTERY OF ALL KINDS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-20.
SHAPING CREATIVE IDEAS

1962891    10/05/2010

Sandeep A. Jain
No.658/99, 1st Floor, 5th Cross, Banashankari 1st Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore- 560 050, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. Venkatasubramaniam
S-3 and S-4, 2nd Floor, Rukmini Plaza, No. 84, D.V.G. Rd., Basavangudi, Bangalore-560 004.
Used Since : 05/05/2010

Chennai
Furniture

ABA subject to area restriction to south India..
2077083 29/12/2010
ALPESHKUMAR P.PATEL
VIPULKUMAR G. SEVAK
KUSHAL B. PATEL

trading as ;M/S.SHREEJI CRAFT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
AT: 42/489, SATYA NAGAR, UDHNA MAIN ROAD, UDHNA, SURAT - 394210 - GUJARAT
Used Since :27/09/2006

AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF WOODEN HANDICRAFT, TEMPLE IN CLASS-20.
Feather Line

2200613  06/09/2011
FEATHER LINE FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as : FEATHER LINE FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTOR OF OFFICE FURNITURES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since : 09/02/2011

CHENNAI
WOOD, PLASTIC AND STEEL OFFICE FURNITURES.
2260162 02/01/2012

MANNER AND SKILL INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
2102, EVITA, CENTRAL AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2286846    22/02/2012
NIKHIL KANTILAL DEDHIA
B-203, 2ND FLOOR, PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, BORIVALI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS OR OF PLASTICS INCLUDING IN CLASS-20
KOKUYO CAMLIN LIMITED
48/2, HILTON HOUSE, CENTRAL ROAD, M.I.D.C, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MURALIDHAR S. KHADILKAR & A. A. KIRPEKAR
52, DR. V. B.GANDHI MARG, NEAR RHYTHM HOUSE, FORT, MUMBAI-400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DESKS, MOBILE CABINETS, SCREENS (FURNITURE), PRINTER TABLES, FACSIMILE STANDS, CHAIRS (CONFERENCE), TABLES, LECTERNS COLLAPSIBLE/ TEMPORARY PLATFORMS, SMOKER’S SYSTEM (TABLES AND PANEL SCREENS WITH VENTILATING APPARATUS AS OFFICE EQUIPMENTS), CUPBOARDS, SIDEBOARDS, MIRRORS, STANDS FOR VIDEO EQUIPMENTS, CABINETS, BUILT-IN STATIONERY CABINETS, MAGAZINE DISPLAY CABINETS, KEYBOARDS FOR HANGING KEYS, MAP CABINETS, LOCKERS, BENCHES, SHOES BOXES, COUNTERS, TELEPHONE STANDS, BULLETIN BOARDS, UMBRELLA STANDS, COAT RACKS, COAT STANDS, PAMPHLET DISPLAY CABINETS, FILING CONTAINERS AND KITS OF PLASTIC, PALLETS (NOT OF METAL), STEP (LADDERS) NOT OF METAL, DISPLAY SHELVES, BEDS OF HOSPITAL USE, MATTRESSES, SHOW CASES OF MUSEUM USE, CHESTS OF DRAWERS, SOFAS, NAMEPLATES (NOT OF METAL), PICTURE FRAMES, DRAWING BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
2390229  05/09/2012
RAJESH KESARIMAL JAIN
374, GURUWAR PETH, OPP. BANK OF MAHARASHTRA, PUNE-42.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :29/08/2012
MUMBAI
WOODEN FURNITURE IN CLASS 20.
2390989   06/09/2012

V.SARAVANAKUMARI 

trading as ;ARR ENTERPRISES.

NO.14 C, KARTHIK BUILDING, SOWRIPALAYAM MAIN ROAD, NEAR PSG HOSPITAL, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641004.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address: 

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :07/04/2006

CHENNAI

FURNITURE, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, MATTRESSES.
2404700   01/10/2012

SLEEK INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
301/302, 3rd Floor, D & G Wing, Lotus Park, Graham Firth Compound, Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400063
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANYS ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/04/1998

MUMBAI
MODULAR KITCHEN COMPONENTS.
CROSSLEY
2437778  05/12/2012
ARVIND NAGPAL
trading as : YASH ENTERPRISES
E-50, 3rd FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since : 15/11/2012
DELHI
MANUFACTURING & TRADING OF MANUFACTURING & TRADING OF NON-METAL HINGES, CONNECTORS, CERAMIC KNOBS AND GLASS KNOBS, NON-METAL KNOBS, NON-METAL BRACKETS FOR GENERAL USE, NON-METAL LOCKS, NON-METAL SOLAR PANEL MOUNTS, NON-METAL CLIPS, NON-METAL DOOR HANDLES, NON-METAL DOOR FITTINGS
SURESH PIPES PVT.LTD
2448913   26/12/2012
SURESH PIPE PVT. LTD
VILLAGE CHAUDHARY WASS DISTT HISSAR HARYANA
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.
S.C.O.-12 GROUND FLOOR SEC-17 NEAR L.L.C. BUILDING KURUKSHETRA-136118
Used Since :04/02/2010
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
MILA
2459287  11/01/2013
HEYWOOD WILLIAMS COMPONENTS LIMITED
trading as : Heywood Williams Components Limited
Premier Way, Lowfields Business Park, Elland, West Yorkshire, HX5 9HT
Manufacturer & distributor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fixtures and fittings for doors or windows; locking mechanisms for doors or windows; closing mechanisms for doors or windows; locks; handles; hinges; bolts; shoot bolts; latches; espagnolettes; door or window furniture; door fittings; window fittings; all these goods not being of metal.
2629389  19/11/2013
P. UMARAJESHWARI
trading as ;VARSSHA POLY PRODUCTS
NO-421/1, DOOR NO-3/ 166J, CHINNIYAGOUNDAMPALAYAM VILLAGE, PALLADAM, TK, TIRUPUR-641664.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :25/05/2010

CHENNAI
ALL TYPE OF PLASTIC WATER STORAGE TANKS AND PLASTIC SEPTIC TANKS.
3060577    22/09/2015
SHALX FOAM PVT.LTD.
EA-1/5, INDERPURI, NEW DELHI-110012
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/1982
DELHI

FOAM MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, FOAM SHEETS, SPRING MATTRESSES, COIR MATTRESSES, FURNITURE, SPRING & RUBBER FOAM INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3152673  07/01/2016
MANOJ GURAV.
MRS. MANSI GURAV.
trading as ;GEM CASTEL INDUSTRIES
BUILDING NO.84, A/901, TILAK NAGAR, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932.
Used Since :01/11/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF CHAIRS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
DURACRAFT

3156282  11/01/2016

PRINCE GUPTA
HOUSE NO 1154 SEC-44/B, CHANDIGARH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/01/2014

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRROI-S, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
3192805  23/02/2016
MR. AMIT KUMAR NEMANI
trading as ; BHAGWATI UDYOG
26-27-28 & 41 BHOJIPURA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since : 01/01/2016
DELHI
FLUSH, DOORS, VENEERS AND OTHER PLYWOODS.
3197607  27/02/2016
PRAVIN DEVRAJ JAIN
trading as ;Express Marketing
Unit # 26, Hare Rama Hare Krishna Industrial Estate, I.B. Patel Road, Goregaon East – Mumbai - 400063
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :27/02/2016
MUMBAI
Pillows, Cushions, Bolsters, Mattresses, Mattress toppers, Sofas, Sofa beds.
3198949 01/03/2016
SUSMITHA REJEENDRAN
301 (3/334) THEKKAMALAYIL HOUSE3, PIRAVOM, PIRAVOM - 686 664, ERNAKULAM, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOFAS.
3209575  14/03/2016

DAXER TRADING PVT. LIMITED
trading as ;DAXER TRADING PVT. LIMITED
691, 4TH FLOOR, 21TH MAIN, 15TH CROSS, 2ND PHASE, J.P.NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS MARK
AKASH GANGA, E-3, 3RD FLOOR, NO.1, FIRST MAIN ROAD, GANGA NAGAR, KODAMBKAM, CHENNAI- 600 024.
Used Since :23/09/2015

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
MANTRA
3214227  18/03/2016
Y. DHANALAKSHMI
trading as ; TRISUL FOAMS
OPP: TAGORE LIBRARY, BUNDER ROAD, VIJAYAWADA, A.P
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since : 02/01/2003
To be associated with:
1659206
CHENNAI
RUBBERIZED COIR MATTRESS, BOLSTERS AND PILLOWS.
SIL VERSPRING
3220579   29/03/2016
CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
trading as :CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
IDEAL TOWERS, 1ST FLOOR, SY.NO.115, AKBAR ROAD, OPP:BHEL ENCLAVE, TADBUND, SECUNDERABAD, (AP).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INTEGRATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/03/2013
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES, BOLSTERS, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS
CBU+

3220581  29/03/2016
CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
trading as ;CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
IDEAL TOWERS, 1ST FLOOR, SY.NO.115, AKBAR ROAD, OPP:BHEL ENCLAVE, TADBUND, SECUNDERABAD - 500 009 (T.S)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since :02/03/2013

CHENNAI
MATTRESSES, BOLSTERS, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS
FLEXIPRO
3220582  29/03/2016
CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
trading as ;CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD.,
IDEAL TOWERS, 1ST FLOOR, SY.NO.115, AKBAR ROAD, OPP:BHEL ENCLAVE, TADBUND, SECUNDERABAD, (T.S).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLUGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/03/2013
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES, BOLSTERS, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS
3224047  30/03/2016
G XAVIER MERVIN DEV
St. Michael Street, Mela Asari Pallam, Asari Pallam P.O, KK. District - 629201
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wooden sculptures, Plastic sculptures, Sculptures of ivory, Sculptures of wax, Sculptures of bone, Sculptures of plastic, Sculptures made from plastic, Sculptures made from plaster, Sculptures made from wax
3225171    01/04/2016
NANDLAL VALLABHBHAI VACHHANI
trading as ;DIPAL POLYMERCE
13, NARNARAYAN ESTATE, B/H B.O.C GAS, PANNA ESTATE ROAD, NR. SONI'S CHAWL, RAKHIYAL, AHMEDABAD -
380023
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/301, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD -
380015
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF POLY PROPYLENE BALL VALVE AND RIGID PVC BALL VALVE, PVC BALL VALVE, UPVC BALL
VALVE, CPVC BALL VALVE, FOOT VALVE, VALVES MADE OF PLASTIC (WATER PIPES), VALVES (NOT OF METAL)
OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 20

3226900 02/04/2016
MAINETTI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC.
3RD FLOOR, FLORIDA TOWERS, 138/30, NELSON MANICKAM ROAD, CHENNAI-600029.
GOODS AND SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, INCLUDING CLIPS, SIZERS, SIZE DIVIDERS, PINCH GRIPS, ATTACHMENT CLIPS, CUSHION-PADDED GRIPS, HOOKS, COORDINATE HOOK TABS, INCH HOOKS, LOCK-DOWN TROUSER BARS, WIRE ATTACHMENTS WITH ADJUSTABLE PINCH CLIPS, ANTI-SLIP FOAM STRIPS, ANTI-SLIP RUBBER STRIPS AND ANTI-SLIP FOAM COVERS.
3226901  02/04/2016
MAINETTI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC.
3RD FLOOR, FLORIDA TOWERS, 138/30, NELSON MANICKAM ROAD, CHENNAI-600029.
GOODS AND SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, INCLUDING CLIPS, SIZERS, SIZE
DIVIDERS, PINCH GRIPS, ATTACHMENT CLIPS, CUSHION-PADDED GRIPS, HOOKS, COORDINATE HOOK TABS, INCH
HOOKS, LOCK-DOWN TROUSER BARS, WIRE ATTACHMENTS WITH ADJUSTABLE PINCH CLIPS, ANTI-SLIP FOAM
STRIPS, ANTI-SLIP RUBBER STRIPS AND ANTI-SLIP FOAM COVERS.
3226902  02/04/2016
MAINETTI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC.
3RD FLOOR, FLORIDA TOWERS, 138/30, NELSON MANICKAM ROAD, CHENNAI-600029.
GOODS AND SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
APPAREL HANGERS OF WOOD AND PLASTIC, AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR, INCLUDING CLIPS, SIZERS, SIZE DIVIDERS, PINCH GRIPS, ATTACHMENT CLIPS, CUSHION-PADDED GRIPS, HOOKS, COORDINATE HOOK TABS, INCH HOOKS, LOCK-DOWN TROUSER BARS, WIRE ATTACHMENTS WITH ADJUSTABLE PINCH CLIPS, ANTI-SLIP FOAM STRIPS, ANTI-SLIP RUBBER STRIPS AND ANTI-SLIP FOAM COVERS.
3227256   04/04/2016
PARWEEZ AZAM
C-319, BUDH NAGAR, J.J. COLONY, INDERPURI, NEW DELHI-110012
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
FRP DOOR & FRAME. SOLID PVC DOOR & MODULAR KITCHEN CABINET. PORTA CABIN IN CLASS 20.
EVIL

3228218  04/04/2016
NILESH JAWAHARLAL MEHTA
trading as : NILESH JAWAHARLAL MEHTA
NO.71, RADHA KRISHNA INDUSTRIES, NEAR NAVJIVAN CIRCLE, UDHNA MAGDALLA ROAD, SURAT, STATE: GUJARAT
TRADER
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
F.F.19-VIJAY COMPLEX,NEAR VASNA BUS STAND ,VASNA,AHMEDABAD,GUJARAT:380007
Used Since : 01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD

TRADING OF PLYWOOD, SUNMICA, HARDWEAR, BLOCK BOARD, DECORATIVE PLY, FLUSH DOOR, SHUTTERING PLY, ALL BEING GOODS MADE OF WOOD, WOOD MATERIALS AND FURNITURE
3229099    06/04/2016
LINGA SUNIL
LINGA SURENDER NATH
L. MAHESHWARI
L. SHEETHAL
trading as : FURNITURE WORLD
PLOT NO. 1, ROAD NO. 3, JOURNALIST COLONY, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIx PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since : 01/09/2015
CHENNAI
FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS
GURPREET SINGH
SEEGAT WOOD WORKS, VPO NATHOWAL, TEHSIL RAIKOT, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.

Used Since: 01/04/2016

DELHI
FURNITURE, CUPBOARD, SOFA AND WOODEN ITEMS, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
PAMPERO

3230444 06/04/2016

REPOSE MATTRESS PVT. LTD.
trading as : Repose Mattress Pvt. Ltd.
2/216A, Kula Thottam, Arasur, Coimbatore 641 407, Tamilnadu
Manufacturer and Distributor
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, No. 1542/A, 28th A Cross, Banashankari 2nd Stage, Bangalore 560070

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Air pillows, cushions and mattress; Bed fittings and casters; Bed bases; Beds and beddings; Bolsters; Cushions; Divans; Mattresses and mats; Straw, foam, spring and futon mattresses; Mattress cushions and Fire resistant mattresses.
3232226   11/04/2016
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
CENTURIS
3236045  14/04/2016
HILL-ROM SERVICES PTE LIMITED
1 Yishun Avenue 7, Singapore, 768923, Singapore
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company organized and existing under the laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since :28/02/2014

To be associated with:
2679103

DELHI
Hospital beds
3238573    20/04/2016
VIRAL R GANDHI
trading as ;G M GANDHI
1482, NAVA MADHPUIRA,OPP. DELHI DARWAJA AHMEDABAD 380004
MANUFACTURER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :16/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
HANDICRAFT MADE OF FURNITURE, HANDICRAFT MIRRORS, HANDICRAFT PICTURE FRAMES;HANDICRAFT OF WOODS IN CLASS 20.
ANWAR M.U
trading as : Zulekha's The Unique Wood House
Zulekhas, The Unique Wood House, No: 119, Ground Floor, KHB Main Road, 1st Cross, Kanaka Nagar, R.T Nagar (Post), Bengaluru - 560032, Karnataka
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 18/10/2015

CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, IVORY, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER, NON-METALLIC HARDWARE, FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS, FURNITURE FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL, FURNITURE OF METAL, FURNITURE PARTITIONS OF WOOD / PARTITIONS OF WOOD FOR FURNITURE, FURNITURE SHELVES
3239177 19/04/2016
PARAMVIR SINGH
trading as M/S. STUDIOLOVE
403, PANCHRATNA, PANCHMARG, OFF YARI ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400061, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 02/03/2016

MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother- of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
3239277  20/04/2016
MIDHUN MATHEW
KOTTODATHIL HOUSE, KOTHANALLOR, P.O KOTTAYAM (DIST), KERALA, PIN 686632
GOODS PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELIZABETH SUBASH
3-19,Santhome Estate,Ajri,Kundapura,udupi-576283,karnataka,india
Used Since :11/04/2015
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
TEMAZCO
3239538  19/04/2016
MATHEW GEORGE
trading as ;Proprietor
Kuruvtadam House, Perumbaloor P.O., Ernakulam, Kerala, India
Wholesaler, Retailer, Manufacturer, Exporter, Importer
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
All types of furniture made of metal, steel, wood and other materials
3240660  21/04/2016

JIANGSU SIKEXIN FURNITURE CO., LTD
trading as ;JIANGSU SIKEXIN FURNITURE CO., LTD
Tiantaishan Rd., Lingfeng Village, Beiqiao Sub-dist., Xiangcheng Dist., Suzhou, China
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture; Furniture of metal; Beds; Mattresses; Sofas; Office furniture; Tables; Dressing tables; Desks; Seats
WINTRON the Power of Plywood

3241594    25/04/2016
SHAKIR ALI
363-B-JULHAH MOHALLA, MUNIRKA VILLAGE, DELHI-110067.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :22/04/2016
DELHI

goods and services of furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trestles [furniture]; Television stands [furniture]; Display stands; Toy boxes [furniture]; Mirrors [looking glasses]; Plaited straw, except matting; Works of art, of wood; Pillows; Furniture; Resin craftwork; Curtain rings; Keyboards for hanging keys; Registration plates, not of metal; Nesting boxes for household pets; Identification bracelets, not of metal; Coffins; Towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; Carts for computers [furniture]; Work benches; Shelves for storage; Tool boxes, not of metal, empty; Door knockers, not of metal; Sleeping bags for camping; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs

Transliteration : Le Shi
LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
trading as ;LE SHI INTERNET INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CORPORATION
ROOM 6184, 6TH FLOOR, BUILDING 19, NO.68 XUEYUAN SOUTH RD, HAIDIAN DISTRICT, BEIJING, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trestles [furniture]; Television stands [furniture]; Display stands; Toy boxes [furniture]; Mirrors [looking glasses]; Plaited straw, except matting; Works of art, of wood; Pillows; Furniture; Resin craftwork; Curtain rings; Keyboards for hanging keys; Registration plates, not of metal; Nesting boxes for household pets; Identification bracelets, not of metal; Coffins; Towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; Carts for computers [furniture]; Work benches; Shelves for storage; Tool boxes, not of metal, empty; Door knockers, not of metal; Sleeping bags for camping; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs.

Transliteration : Le Shi
RUSHABH KANTILAL GADA
107, KESHAVJI NAYAK ROAD, HINGWALA BUILDING, ROOM NO/42, 4TH FLOOR, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI- 400 009 (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOT NO 498 24TH ROAD KHHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/03/2016

MUMBAI
FURNITURE AND FURNITURE FITTING, SHELVES, DOORS, CABINETS, CUPBORADS, MIRRORS AND MODULAR KITCHEN IN CLASS 20
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 20

3243798 26/04/2016
ASCENT ENGGCO PVT LTD
44C1 (PART), KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, HOSKO, BANGLORE - 562114
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE
ASHOKA PLAST

3244514  27/04/2016
ASHOK KUMAR GOEL
PLOT NO-5, POCKET-F, SECTOR-I, BAWANA INDUSTRY COMPLEX BAWANA, DELHI 110039
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PLASTIC CRATES USED FOR FRUITS, VEGETABLES, MILK ETC.
3245124    27/04/2016
SAMDISH NIRANKARI
trading as ;M/s. NIRANKARI FURNITURE
25, Civic Centre, Bhilai - 490001, Chhattisgarh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :16/12/2012
MUMBAI
Furniture
MRS. SUNITA JINDAL
trading as ;BALAJI FURNITURE HOUSE
915/14, OLD D.C. ROAD, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YOGENDER JINDAL
SHOP NO. 121, F. FLOOR, VARDHMAN FOURTUNE MALL OPP. HANS CINEMA, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI 110033
Used Since :01/05/2004
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE
Cen-Ergy
3245646  28/04/2016
CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD
trading as ;CENTUARY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD
IDEAL TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SURVEY NO:115, AKBAR ROAD, OPP: BHEL ENCLAVE, TADBUND, SECUDERABAD - 500 009, (T.S), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2014
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES, BOLSTERS, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS AND PU FOAM SHEETS
MEDICOIL

3245668    27/04/2016

SYED MUDASIR AHMED
# 70, 17th C Main , 11th Cross, 4th Sector, HSR Layout, Bangalore - 560102.
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :15/04/2016

CHENNAI
Mattresses, pillows, Furniture, Cushions.
DR. ANIL UPAGADE
trading as ;NISHA HERBAL PRODUCT
ECOVAIDIC, SANGAM TALKIES SQUARE, SAKKARDARA, NAGPUR-440009, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THAN (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PILLOW MATTRESS
3246999    30/04/2016
RAMA INDUSTRIES
trading as : Rama Industries
Plot No. D-84, MIDC, Cidco, Nanded - 431 603 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 01/10/2015
MUMBAI
Furniture
ABHISHEK PALLOD
trading as : HALF THE GRID
Apt B-14, Chaitrangan Society, Kanchan Galli, Off Law College Road, Pune-411004, Maharashtra.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 30/09/2014

MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, IVORY, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER
LeREE

3247389  29/04/2016
LE HOLDINGS LTD.
trading as; LE HOLDINGS LTD.
SERTUS CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 2547, CASSIA COURT, CAMANA BAY, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS.
Merchants & Manufacturers
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trestles [furniture]; Television stands [furniture]; Display stands; Toy boxes [furniture]; Mirrors [looking glasses]; Plaited straw, except matting; Works of art, of wood; Pillows; Furniture; Resin craftwork; Curtain rings; Keyboards for hanging keys; Registration plates, not of metal; Nesting boxes for household pets; Identification bracelets, not of metal; Coffins; Towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; Carts for computers [furniture]; Work benches; Shelves for storage; Tool boxes, not of metal, empty; Door knockers, not of metal; Sleeping bags for camping; Decorations of plastic for foodstuffs
ADMIRE

3247769   02/05/2016

AMAR NATH SETH
RAJ KUMAR SETH
trading as ; RAJ FOAM COMPANY
5140, Gali No.-3, Krishan Nagar, Dev Nagar, Near Khalsa College, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Mangla & Associates.
1961, Katra Shahn Shahi, Chandni Chowk, Delhi - 110 006.
Used Since : 22/04/2016

DELHI
PU FOAM SHEETS & CUSHIONS, RUBBER SHEETS, RUBBER CUSHIONS, FOAM MATTRESSES, EP FOAM, EP SHEETS,
PILLOWS COIR FOAM MATTRESSES, LATEX FOAM MATTRESSES & BOLSTERS.
3247787 02/05/2016
JAKAN IMPEX PVT. LTD.
D-200, SECOND FLOOR, MANSAROVER GARDEN, DELHI-110015.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA, ADVOCATE
263-264, VARDHMAN PREMIUM MALL, DEEPALI, OUTER RING ROAD, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
Used Since: 26/02/2014

DELHI
All GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20 DECORATIVE WOOD PANELS, FURNITURE PANELS, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES, FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3247804   30/04/2016
BAWA FLOAT GLASS LTD
84/54, G. T. ROAD, JARIB CHOWKI, KANPUR, 208003, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRROR, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD OR PLASTICS
3248305 02/05/2016
RAJINDER KUMAR
MALAKPUR, KHALA-MANSA KHURD ROAD, MANSA (PB.)-151505
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S VERMA & CO.
# 1563 ST NO-14 JANAKPURI LUDHIANA-3 PB
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRROR, PICTURE FRAMES
PLOREX
3249254    02/05/2016
USHA KIRAN
trading as : USHA POLYMERS
VPO KHERA GAJJU, TEHSIL RAJPURA, DISTT. PATIALA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/04/2015

DELHI
Water Storage Tanks.
VITTARA
3249256  02/05/2016
USHA KIRAN
trading as ;USHA POLYMERS
VPO KHERA GAJJU, TEHSIL RAJPURA, DISTT. PATIALA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
Water Storage Tanks.
3249654    03/05/2016
BOBIN PETER THOMAS
KOORUVELIL HOUSE, RIVER VIEW ROAD, THODUPUZHA - 685 584. KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
MODULAR KITCHEN, MODULAR FURNITURE, KITCHEN FURNITURE, WARDROBE, KITCHEN STANDS, OFFICE
FURNITURE, WOODEN FURNITURE, MIRROR AND ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE, PICTURE FRAMES, INTERIOR DESIGNING
PRODUCTS, HOME APPLINCES, ARTICLES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK REEDS, CANE,
WICKER, HORN, BONE IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, CHELLULOID, AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS
DIFFERNITURE

3250614 04/05/2016
DIFFERNITURE SPACES PVT. LTD.
B-225 W-4D/4 SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI 110062
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURIXIN
B-40, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI-110062
Used Since :08/10/2015

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARTICLES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) CONSISTING OF WOOD, CORK, REEDS, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, METAL, STONE, LEATHER, ARTIFICIAL LEATHER, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUMS, CELLULOID, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, ANIMAL CLAWS AND HORN, STUFFED ANIMALS, BEDS AND PILLOWS, WOOD BOXES AND CASES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, WOOD CARVINGS, FIGURES MADE OF WOOD PLASTER, INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
Differniture

3250615  04/05/2016
DIFFERNITURE SPACES PVT. LTD.
B-225 W-4D/4 SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI 110062
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURIXIN
B-40, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI-110062
Used Since: 08/10/2015
To be associated with:
3250614
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARTICLES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) CONSISTING OF WOOD, CORK, REEDS, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, METAL, STONE, LEATHER, ARTIFICIAL LEATHER, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUMS, CELLULOID, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, ANIMAL CLAWS AND HORN, STUFFED ANIMALS, BEDS AND PILLOWS, WOOD BOXES AND CASES NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, WOOD CARVINGS, FIGURES MADE OF WOOD PLASTER, INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
DHARMENDRA JATULAL SHETH
MAHESH JATULAL SHETH
NAIMISH MAHESHKUMAR SHETH
APARNABEN DEVANBHAI SHETH

trading as :LIVING WOODS

JETPAR BELA ROAD, VILLAGE BELA, NEAR AKSHAY CNG PUMP, MORBI - 363642 (GUJ) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Used Since :25/04/2016

AHMEDABAD

FURNITURE WOODEN FURNITURE.
3250960  04/05/2016
ABDUL RAHMAN S/O. GULAM RASHUL KHAN
trading as ;SUPHIYA INDUSTRIES
G1-23, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, MEDASAR BASS ROAD, P.O.: DIDWANA-341303, DISTRICT- NAGAUR (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
WATER STORAGE TANK.
RAHUL SARAF
503-A, JALDARSHAN, RUAI PARK, GHADIGRAM ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2008

MUMBAI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
INGLOSS

3253194   08/05/2016

MAHANADI DECORATIVE SHEETS PRIVATE LIMITED
GODREJ WATERSIDE, SUIT NO - 403, PLOT NO – 5, BLOCK – DP, SECTOR – V, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA - 700 097, DISTRICT- NORTH 24 PARGANA, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANERJEE LAW CHAMBERS
10,KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD,2ND FLOOR (MEZZANINE),ROOM NO.34M,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3100956

KOLKATA

INTERIOR AND DECORATIVE PRODUCTS, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
WINSTED
3254727    06/05/2016
THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave S., Bloomington, MN 55438, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
a Minnesota Corporation, USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Used Since :18/12/2007
DELHI
Furniture-Namely, Containers for Video Tapes, Consoles, Stands, Cabinets and Racks
SONA BEVERAGES PVT. LTD
SONA HOUSE, 35/75, PUNJABI COLONY, NEAR SBI ZONAL OFFICE, RAIPUR (CHHATISGARH)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials or of plastics.
HUG&NEST

3260979    16/05/2016

THE BOPPY COMPANY, LLC

trading as : The Boppy Company, LLC

560 Golden Ridge Road, Suite 150 Golden, Colorado 80401, United States of America

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company duly organized and existing under the laws of United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pillows; shaped pillows and cushions for use in cradling and supporting babies, children and adults (not being for therapeutic or medical purposes)
1860451  09/09/2009
SHRI BAJRANG INDUSTRIES
trading as ;SHRI BAJRANG INDUSTRIES
A-55 IIND FLOOR WAZIR PUR INDUSTRIAL AREA NEW DELHI-52

Used Since :02/02/2009
DELHI
MANUFACTURING TRADING STATINLESS STEEL KITCHEN SINK.
DZIRE
1959398    03/05/2010
NEETU KUSHAL SHANKHALA
trading as ;M/S. NAKODA STEELS
F-706, NEAR KRISHNA DHARM KANTA, ROAD NO. 6, BASNI, IIND PHASE, JODHPUR - RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJENDRA H. BHANSALI
22, DHARMNATH SOCIETY, NEAR C.L.HOSPITAL, OLD CAMP ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD - 380 004.
Used Since :01/06/2006
AHMEDABAD
S.S. UTENSILS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
BHoomi Bio Plates

2002589   02/08/2010

MRS. MADHU RAVINDRA
Flat No:B-2, Karthika Residency, 2707/03, E-Block, Sahakarnagar, Bangalore - 560092
BIO PRODUCTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAMRATHA P.JAIN
INTEPAT IP SERVICES, 176, Indra Complex, Sarakki Main Road, Sarakki, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore -560078

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Natural Leaf Bio Plates and Tableware, Earthenware, and Bio products included in Class 21

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
2286847  22/02/2012
NIKHIL KANTILAL DEDHIA
B-203, 2ND FLOOR, PRANAY NAGAR, RAM MANDIR ROAD, BORIVALI-400 092, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/04/2000
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS ALL TYPE OF NON-STICK COOKWARE SMALL HOUSEHOLD
DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS INCLUDED SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS PURPOSES,
STEEL WOOL GLASSWARE PORCELAIN (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH) COMBS AND SPONGES;
BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIAL; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL
WOOD UNCORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDING IN CLASS-21
2393987    11/09/2012
STERLING’S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;STERLING’S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
NO.134, HAL OLD AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE-560017, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHED (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
MOHD. AZEEM KHAN
trading as : GLASS POINT
SHOP NO.1/2, PLOT NO.06, VAISHNAVI TOWER, SECTOR 44, SEAWOODS, NERUL (WEST), NAVI MUMBAI, PIN-400706
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 17/10/2009
MUMBAI
SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (OTHER THAN PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
2404504  01/10/2012
SONICA MALHOTRA
trading as ;MALHOTRA BOOK DEPOT
GULABBHAWAN 6 BAHADUR SHAH ZAFARMARG NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV MIRG ADV.,
B-53 GUJRANWALA TOWN PART-I DELHI-09
Used Since :10/07/2012
DELHI
GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), BOTTLE OPENER, BOTTLES, CROCKERY, BEER MUGS, WINE GLASSES, COCKTAIL STIRRERS, COASTERS, CONFECTIONERS DECORATING BAGS (PASTRY BAGS), ICE-PAILS (COOLERS), MENU CARD HOLDERS, COCKTAIL SHAKERS, NAPKIN HOLDERS, NAPKIN RINGS, FLOWER POTS, BREAD BOARDS, BRUSHES FOR FOOTWEAR, BUCKETS, BUTTER DISH COVERS, CARPET SWEEPERS, CHOPSTICKS, DUSTBINS, FLASKS, JUGS, KETTLES, TOOTHPICKS, VEGETABLE DISHES
2405546   03/10/2012
SHANKARLAL OSTWAL
trading as ;ARIHANT ENTERPRISES
15-8-508 /1221/11, FEEL KHANA, HYDERABAD 500 012. AP. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kakanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai - 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since :07/09/2012
CHENNAI
SMALL HOUSEHOLD DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, NON-STICK COOKWARE, PRESSURE COOKERS, PROCEILAIN AND EARTHENWARE UTENSILS SET, GIFT, NOVELTIES.
MN GLOBAL

2441265    12/12/2012
MAHERA NADIM

trading as ; MN GLOBAL

106, NOOR NAGAR EXTN., JOHRI FARM, JAMIA NAGAR, OKHLA, NEW DELHI- 110025
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :11/10/2012

DELHI

KITCHEN DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND APPLIANCES INCLUDING PRESSURE COCKERS.
COLGATE 360

2450972  28/12/2012

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO
300 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 10022 U.S.A
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 16/03/2004

To be associated with:
134071, 220629, 289703, 432942, 745393, 923558, 923559, 923560, 1199061, 1321169, 1416653

DELHI
TOOTHBRUSHES
VAIBHAV
2461650  17/01/2013
MR. SUBHASH CHAND JAIN
178-179, POCKET D-16, SECTOR-3, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IMPERIAL LEGAL PVT. LTD
E-617 STREET NO 11 & 12, WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTEN. NEW DELHI 92
Used Since :01/08/2011
DELHI
TIFFINS, PURI DABBA, RICE KUNDA, SOAP PLATES, BOWLS, RING BOWLS, PETS UTENSILS, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS KITCHEN WARE, ALUMINUM UTENSILS, CONTAINER, COMBS SPONGES, BRUSHES, GLASS WARE, PORCELAIN EARTHWARE, WATER FILTERS, HARD COAT COOK WARE, STAINLESS STEEL CUTLERY SETS, KITCHEN WARE PRESSURE COOKER, THERMO WARE, TOOTH PICKS & TOOTH BRUSHES, STAINLESS STEEL, NON-STICK COOK WARES, CROCKERY & PLASTIC JARS, CONTAINERS HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS FOR USE IN KITCHEN, THERMOS FLASK, CUPS & TRAYS, WATER JUGS, BOTTLES, ICE BUCKETS, GLASSES, LEMON SETS & HOUSEHOLD STEEL & PLASTIC UTENSILS
SPHERE BASALT
2476803   12/02/2013
SARITA MISHRA
trading as; APPLIANCES CORPORATION OF INDIA
D-501, USHA GARDEN, AHIMSA MARG, CHINCHOLI, MALAD,( WEST) MUMBAI-400 064.MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Santosh Yashwant Sakpal Chandrakant & Co. Viceroy Bldg., B-Wing, 404, S.N. Dubey Road, Nr. Kokanipada Bus Stop, Rawalpada, Dahisar (E), Mumbai - 400 068, Maharashtra.
Used Since: 10/12/2012
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, SMALL HOUSEHOLD DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), HARD ANODIZE COOKWARE, COMBS AND SPONGES, NON-STICK COOKWARE, PRESSURE COOKERS, INCLUDING IN CLASS-21.
FLOREX
3148820   01/01/2016

SARTHAK GUPTA
F-3/21, MODEL TOWN PART-IL, NEAR NANI LAKE, NEW DELHI-09
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :20/12/2015

DELHI
TOOTH PICK AND DISPOSABLE ITEMS.
PIPESTRAND

3152016  05/01/2016

OCV INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL, LLC
ONE OWENS CORNING PARKWAY, TOLEDO, OHIO 46359, U.S.A.
Manufacturers & Merchants
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Glass fibers and glass fiber rovings for non-textile purposes; namely, to reinforce plastics and other composite articles; unworked or semi-worked glass, namely glass fibers and glass fiber rovings, for use as a reinforcement; all for use as materials in further manufacture.
3190393    22/02/2016
LAXMI CROCKERY (PUNE) PRIVATE LIMITED
2, GANESH PETH, BURDIPOD, PUNE-411002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. G. PALKAR & CO.
NNP, ZONE-2, 69-C-10 & 14 GIRIRAJ, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400065.
Used Since :01/04/2001

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSIL (NOT PRECIOUS METAL COATED THEREWITH) GLASSWARE AND CROCKERY
NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3190395  22/02/2016
LAXMI CROCKERY (PUNE) PRIVATE LIMITED
2, GANESH PETH, BURDIPOD, PUNE-411002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. G. PALKAR & CO.
NNP, ZONE-2, 69-C-10 & 14 GIRIRAJ, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400065.
Used Since :01/04/2001

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSIL (NOT PRECIOUS METAL COATED THEREWITH) GLASSWARE AND CROCKERY
NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3190398  22/02/2016
LAXMI CROCKERY (PUNE) PRIVATE LIMITED
2, GANESH PETH, BURDIPOD, PUNE-411002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. G. PALKAR & CO.
NNP, ZONE-2, 69-C-10 & 14 GIRIRAJ, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400065.
Used Since :01/04/2001

To be associated with:
1257081

MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSIL (NOT PRECIOUS METAL COATED THEREWITH) GLASSWARE AND CROCKERY
NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3192322  22/02/2016
RITU SINDHWANI
trading as ;ECOLOGIC HYGIENE SOLUTIONS
406, Sachdeva Tower, Building No.8, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi-110085.
Manufacturer & Merchant
Sole proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
Sponges; Cleaning Pads; Mops; Floor Cleaning Wiper; Boxes for Tissues; Articles for Cleaning Purposes; Brushes (except paint brushes); Abrasive Pads for Kitchen Purposes; Aerosol Dispensers not for Medical Purposes; Dustbins; Boxes of Metal, for Dispensing Paper Towels; Brooms; Brush Goods; Buckets; Cloth for Washing Floors; Perfumes Sprayers; Plungers for Cleaning Blocked Drains; Cloth for Cleaning; Steel Wool for Cleaning; Garbage Cans; Toilet Brushes; Toilet Paper Holders.
TMS

3197609 27/02/2016
THE MAHARASHTRA STORE
Dilip Anraj Mutha
Kiran Anraj Mutha
Sunil Madanraj Mutha
Parin Prakash Mutha
Sachin Champalal Mutha
74, M.G.Road, Opp. Bata Showroom, Camp, Pune - 411001
Manufacturers And Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since: 27/02/2016

MUMBAI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers.
SAVDI CARE

3201771  03/03/2016
SAVDI HIDAITULLA M. HUSEN
trading as ;FINE S.K. MARKETING CO
5/214, THAKORVAS,BHAGAL (Z)-2, BHAGAL (Z), TA : PALANPUR. DIST : B.K. GUAJRAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
ANUBHAV GARG
573/8, VIJAY PARK, STREET NO. 3, MAUJPUR, DELHI-110053.
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PLASTIC BOTTLES.
3203166  04/03/2016

WOWEARTH RETAILS LLP
B-401 Shri Balaji Residency, Motera, Sabarmati, Ahmedabad - 380005, Gujarat
Manufacturers And Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :04/03/2016

AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
3205771 10/03/2016

HAWKINS COOKERS LIMITED
F 101, MAKER TOWER, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400 005, INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
429058, 495375, 508260, 1387445, 1387446, 1711212, 1711213

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, COOKWARE, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
HAWKINS COOKERS LIMITED
F 101, MAKER TOWER, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400 005, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1387445, 1387446, 1711212, 1711213, 2111342, 3188277

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, COOKWARE, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS
(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES);
BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED
GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES
3205773    10/03/2016
HAWKINS COOKERS LIMITED
F 101, MAKER TOWER, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400 005, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1387445, 1387446, 1711212, 2111342, 3188275

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, COOKWARE, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS
( NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES( EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES);
BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED
GLASS ( EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES
3207366 11/03/2016
GURNEET SINGH CHHABRA
H-124 ASHOK VIHAR PHASE-I DELHI 52
MANUFACTURER & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL CR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PLASTIC JUG, MUGS AND PLASTIC BUCKET, BOTTLES, STEEL BOTTLES, LUNCH BOXES, KETTLES NON ELECTRIC INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
3212680 17/03/2016

GOPAL KHANAL
trading as ;RG RETAIL ENTERPRISES
77E/2, MUKESH NAGAR STREET NO.2, SHAHDARA DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094
Used Since :20/10/2015

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES IN CLASS 21.
3215099  19/03/2016
SUKUMAR M. PATEL
SUKUMAR M. PATEL
SUNIL R. PATEL
trading as; OM GLOBAL INC
301-302, MATRIX COMPLEX, OJUS PARK SOCIETY, VASANA BHAYALI ROAD, VADODARA-390015. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :15/09/2014

AHMEDABAD
HOUSE HOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSIL OF PORCELAIN CERAMIC AND EARTHWARE COOKING POTS, FLOWER POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
THE LIQUID WISDOM

3220292  29/03/2016

THE LIQUID WISDOM PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1231/1232, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 051

MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE FILTERS, HAND OPERATED COFFEE GRINDERS, NON-ELECTRIC COFFEE PERCOLATORS,
NON- ELECTRIC TEA AND COFFEE POTS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL), NON ELECTRIC KETTLE, COFFEE MUGS,
GLASSES, PLATES, MUGS, GLASS JARS, CUPS, SAUCERS ALL MADE OF PORCELAIN AND GLASS, TEA AND COFFEE
TABLEWARE (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL) INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3224164  31/03/2016
VARAD MULTIPLAST
Siddhivinayak Colony, Plot No.40, Agarbhag, Dist.-Kolhapur, Jaysiaipur-416 101.
manufacturer & traders.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :05/05/2015
MUMBAI
Brooms, Sanitary Brush, Ceiling Brush, Floor Scrubber, Mops, Cloth Clips, Instruments and material for cleaning purpose.
3225837  31/03/2016

MS. S.N. ANUSHA

trading as ;M/S. TIRANGA AND NAGASAI AGENCIES

NO. 180/4C, SYNERGY COMFORTS, 3RD CROSS, 8TH MAIN, PANTRA PALYA, PRAMOD LAYOUT, BANGALORE – 560039, KARNATAKA, INDIA

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LE INTELLIGENSIA

NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Used Since :01/02/2016

CHENNAI

MAKE UP BRUSHES, HAIR COMBS, BODY SCRAPPER
REALTOUCH

3226670   01/04/2016

KEVAL HITENDRA SHAH

trading as : ARBUDA HARDWARE

ROOM NO.4, 1ST FLOOR, 82/84, YUSUF MAHERALI ROAD, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI 400 003

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAM PARKASH KUMAR & C0.
Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SOAP DISHES, WALL MOUNTED SOAP DISHES, BATHROOM TUMBLER HOLDER, TOOTHBRUSH TUMBLER HOLDER, NAPKIN RINGS, TOWEL BARS, TOWEL RACKS, TOILET PAPER HOLDERS
3229957  06/04/2016
SAURABH KHATTAR
248, VIVEKANAND PURI, NEAR SARAI ROHILLA POLICE STATION, NEW DELHI-110007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :26/06/2015
DELHI
DOMESTIC UTENSILS, CONTAINERS, BOTTLES BARS AND PLASTIC WARES IN CLASS-21
BRAAVA
3230687  07/04/2016
IROBOT CORPORATION
8 Crosby Drive Bedford, Massachusetts 01730, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders
A corporation incorporated under the laws of the state of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :08/08/2015

CHENNAI
cleaning cloths; cleaning pads; wet, dry, damp, sweeping and/or mopping pads for cleaning floors and surfaces; fiber or cloth wet, dry, damp, sweeping and/or mopping pads for cleaning floors and surfaces
3230699  07/04/2016

PARTHVI ENTERPRISES
RAJESH DAMJI SAVLA
BHAVNA RAJESH SAVLA
trading as ;PARTHVI ENTERPRISES
401, SHANKAR NIWAS C.H.S PRABHAT COLONY, JUNCTION OF ROAD NO – 5 & 7, SANTACRUZ (E), MUM – 55
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS , TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NON-STICK COOKWARE; BAKING UTENSILS; HEAT-INSULATED CONTAINERS; HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, COOKING PANS; COOKING POTS; FRYING PANS; NON-ELECTRIC FRYING PANS; PRESSURE COOKER; PRESSURE PANS ; KITCHEN AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS ; BUCKETS, JARS, TUB, MUGS, GLASSES, TRAYS, ICE BOXES, TIFFIN CARRIERS, PICNIC SETS, CASSEROLES, SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS ; INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE , BASINS, STRAINERS; KITCHEN STANDS; LUNCH BOXES; DISHSTANDS ; CUTLERY ITEMS LIKE TABLE WARE, KNIFEK, FORK AND SPOON ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
MELHOR
3233151  12/04/2016
MANISH AGGARWAL
trading as ;ARYA PLASTIC
E-232, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI 110052
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/01/1991
DELHI
CONTAINERS INCLUDING PLASTIC CONTAINERS; JUGS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS( NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UN WORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
3233730  12/04/2016
RITEWAYS ENVIRO PVT LTD
trading as ;RITEWAYS ENVIRO PVT LTD
#305/5/B, SEETHARAM INDL ESTATE, MES ROAD, JALAHALLI, BANGALORE-560013
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FLOWER POTS, PLANT POTS
3234265  15/04/2016

SOHAM COLLECTION PVT. LTD.
362, A, MOHANLAL MANSION, BHANDARKAR ROAD, MATUNGA (C.R.), MUMBAI-400019
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A ;PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/01/2003

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); FOR
HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, PRESSURE COOKERS (NON-ELECTRIC), CROCKERY, FLASKS, COMBS AND SPONGES;
BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES;
STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN
AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
3234544    15/04/2016
PRAVEEN MURARKA
E-23, SAKET NAGAR, INDORE - [M.P.]
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, HOLLOWARES, THERMOWARES, VACCUMWARES AND PLASTIC CONTAINERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3235162 13/04/2016
NINGBO SHIJIA CLEANING TOOLS CO.,LTD.
trading as ;Ningbo Shijia Cleaning Tools Co.,Ltd.
108 Zhennan RD, XiWu, FengHua 315505, China.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
basins [receptacles]; basins [bowls]; cruets; containers for household or kitchen use; cups; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; jugs; kitchen containers; cutting boards for the kitchen; dustbins; waste paper baskets; Waste baskets; brushes; toilet brushes; brushes for footwear; combs for animals; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; dishwashing brushes; thermally insulated containers for food; steel wool for cleaning; carpet sweepers; saucepan scourers of metal; sponge holders; furniture dusters; sponges for household purposes; dusting cloths [rags]; barbecue mitts; kitchen mitts; oven mitts; car washing mitts; Bath sponges.
3235164    13/04/2016
NINGBO SHIJIA CLEANING TOOLS CO.,LTD.
trading as ;Ningbo Shijia Cleaning Tools Co.,Ltd.
108 Zhennan RD, XiWu, FengHua 315505, China.
Merchants & Manufacturers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CHINA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELI
basins [receptacles]; basins [bowls]; cruets; containers for household or kitchen use; cups; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; jugs; kitchen containers; cutting boards for the kitchen; dustbins; waste paper baskets; Waste baskets; brushes; toilet brushes; brushes for footwear; combs for animals; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; dishwashing brushes; thermally insulated containers for food; steel wool for cleaning; carpet sweepers; saucepan scourers of metal; sponge holders; furniture dusters; sponges for household purposes; dusting cloths [rags]; barbecue mitts; kitchen mitts; oven mitts; car washing mitts; Bath sponges
3235626   16/04/2016
MR. SYED KALEEMUDDIN GAFFARUDDIN
Mr. Syed Kaleemuddin Gaffaruddin
Mr. Irfan Ibrahimbhai Memon
trading as ;M/s. MCR Retail India
A-302, Zam Zam Flat, Opp. Classic Park, Juhapura-Sarkhej Road, Ahmedabad-380055 Gujarat India
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.S. ADVOCATES & COMPANY
688/A/17, 2ND FLOOR, S.NO. 1387/A/17, SHREYAS PLAZA, NEAR TRAN KHUNIYA GARDEN, MIRZAPUR ROAD,
AHMEDABAD - 380 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since :15/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
Non-Stick Kitchen Utensils, Pressure Cooker, Cutlery Stands, Egg-Beaters, House Hold Articles, Plastic Molded House
ware, Thermo ware, Blenders, Coffee Filters & Coffee Grinders Non-Electric, Cooking Pot Sets, Crockery, Dinner Set,
Storage Bins, Terra-Cotta of Glass, Crystal Glassware, Chopping Boards, Milk Boilers, Gas Tandoor, Disposable
Kitchenware, Floor Cleaning Wipers, Mops & Other Cleaning Instruments, Vacuum Flask, Carpet Sweepers Non-
Electric.
ERICA
3236311 14/04/2016
SUMITA SUSHIL SANCHETI
trading as Shower & Bath
Shop 5, Surhud Tower, Makhmali Talao, Opp: Risk Care Hospital, Thane (West) - 400601
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since : 14/04/2016
MUMBAI
Wash basins, glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 21

3237894 20/04/2016
MEHENDRA JAIN
SARASWATI HOUSE, 24/203-204, 2ND UNNAT NAGAR GOREGAON (WEST) MUMBAI-400062
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH)
INNOCHEF
3239620  19/04/2016
KISHCO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Kishco Private Limited
Plot No. 71, Govt. Ind. Estate, Behind Petrol Pump, Charkop, Kandivali (West), Mumbai. 400067
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
KITCHEN UTENSILS(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL); SMALL HARDWARE AND HOLLOWWARE ARTICLES(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NOR COATED THEREWITH); NON-STICK WARES; THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS, VACUUM FLASKS; COOKERS OF ALL TYPES (NON-ELECTRIC); DRINKING VESSELS; MILK BOILERS; TRAYS AND TROUGH; JARS, JUGS, PANS, POTS; KETTLES; ICE BOXES; BOTTLES AND BOWLS; KITCHEN STANDS; LUNCH BOXES; BRUSHES (OTHER THAN PAINT BRUSHES); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL); TEA AND COFFEE SERVICES(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL).
3239621 19/04/2016
KISHCO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; Kishco Private Limited
Plot No. 71, Govt. Ind. Estate, Behind Petrol Pump, Charkop, Kandivali (West), Mumbai. 400067
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
KITCHEN UTENSILS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL); SMALL HARDWARE AND HOLLOWWARE ARTICLES (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL, NOR COATED THEREWITH); NON-STICKWARES; THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS, VACUUM FLASKS; COOKERS OF ALL TYPES (NON-ELECTRIC); DRINKING VESSELS; MILK BOILERS; TRAYS AND TROUGHES; JARS, JUGS, PANS, POTS; KETTLES; ICE BOXES; BOTTLES AND BOWLS; KITCHEN STANDS; LUNCH BOXES; BRUSHES (OTHER THAN PAINT BRUSHES); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL); TEA AND COFFEE SERVICES (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL).
3239743   19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
Sports bottles, mugs, flasks, plates, saucers, coasters
3239840    19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/04/2016

To be associated with:
3239743

CHENNAI
Sports bottles, mugs, flasks, plates, saucers, coasters
3239849  19/04/2016
TRUEFITT & HILL (GENTLEMEN'S GROOMING) LIMITED
71 ST JAMES S STREET, LONDON, SW1A 1PH, UNITED KINGDOM
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since :01/11/2009

MUMBAI
Toiletry Articles Including Shaving Brushes, Mugs, Dishes, Pots, Bowls, Combs, Sponges, Spraying Devices For Shaving Use; Stands And Holders For Shaving Utensils; Toilet Bags; Other Articles And Utensils For Cosmetics And Toilet Purposes; Parts And Fittings Therefor
3239864   19/04/2016
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL-CHENNAI
100 Feet Road, Taramani, Chennai 600 113, Tamil Nadu
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Educational Institution set up based on an agreement between the US Ambassador and The Ministry of External Affairs

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
Sports bottles, mugs, flasks, plates, saucers, coasters
3240731  22/04/2016
TRISHA SAHA
trading as ;SHILPAKARIKA
FLAT NO. 601, LAXMI VISION CHS LTD, VIJAY PARK, NEAR AMBAR PLAZA, MIRA ROAD EAST, MIRABHAYANDER, THANE- 401107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAA INTERNATIONAL
201, 202, Govind Smruti, Opp. Mubarak Complex, Near Secondary School, Bhayander west, 401101, Thane, Maharashtra, India,
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HANDICRAFTS OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, UNWORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENVARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS.
3242108    25/04/2016
MRS RUCHI JAIN
trading as ;FAZER GROUP
F 150, B K DUTT COLONY, JORBAGH LANE , DELHI-110003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDE DIN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS -21
3242175  23/04/2016
INVOGUE RETAIL LLP
Prarthana, Eden Park, Mission Colony, Valsad, Gujarat - 396001.
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 22/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers. Small, hand-operated utensils and apparatus for household and kitchen use. Small hand-operated apparatus for mincing, grinding, pressing, blending, grating, mixing, shaking, whisking, etc. Cleaning, dusting and polishing articles and instruments (hand operated). Electric combs, Crockery, Crystal, Deodorising apparatus. Ceramic, Porcelain and Earthenware. Grills, Heat-insulated containers, Electric devices for attracting and killing insects
ABHISHEK PALLOD
trading as ;HALF THE GRID
Apt B-14, Chaitrangan Society, Kanchan Galli, Off Law College Road, Pune-411004, Maharashtra.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :30/09/2014
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
3247786  29/04/2016
MS. MEESHA BHASIN
trading as : AAREM INTERNATIONAL
608, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
MANUFACTURE, IMPOTER and TRADER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.
BUILDING NO. 945, GALI NO. 3, ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005
Used Since : 01/01/2016
DELHI
GLASSWARE & CRYSTAL ITEMS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
YETI BRICK

Priority claimed from 12/01/2016; Application No. : 86873477 ;United States of America

3248374   29/04/2016

YETI COOLERS, LLC
5301 Southwest Parkway, Suite 200, Austin, Texas 78735, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3077884, 3231873

DELHI
Bottle openers
HOPPER FLIP
Priority claimed from 12/01/2016; Application No. : 86873480 ;United States of America
3248375    29/04/2016
YETI COOLERS, LLC
5301 Southwest Parkway, Suite 200, Austin, Texas 78735, United States of America
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
a Delaware limited liability company, USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3242612
DELHI
Portable coolers
SUNIL KISHANCHAND AINANI
203, PLATINUM PLAZA, OPP. IOC PETROL PUMP, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/05/2016

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN UTENSILS OR GARDEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, SERVING TRAYS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWERE, BRUSHES, TOWEL HOLDERS, AND PLATE RACKS, TOILET AND COSMETIC UTENSILS AND CASES AND BAGS, ALL ADAPTED FOR USE WITH SUCH UTENSILS, TOILET BAGS, MATERIALS AND NON-ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS, ALL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, SOAP DISHES, CHOPPING BOARD OF WOOD OR PLASTICS FOR KITCHEN USE, ORNAMENTS (NOT FOR WEAR) MADE OF GLASS OR CERAMICS, RUBBER GLOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, BOWLS AND BASINS, ALL FOR WASHING UP, BABY BATHS, SPRAY GUNS, SPRAY HEADS, OSCILLATING SPRAYERS AND NOZZLES, ALL FOR WATERING HOSES, COOKWARE, BATHROOMS ACCESSORIES, PICNIC WARE, INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
3252800 04/05/2016
ABHISHEK AGARWAL
trading as; Retail Business
Radha Madhav Holdings Pvt. Ltd., 50/9A, Daman Industrial Estate, Kadaiya, Nani Daman - 396210, DAMAN (U.T.)
Retail Business through Retail Formats
Operative

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TAWA, KADAI, FRYING PAN, COOKING BOWL, SAUCE PAN, TADKA PAN, APPAM MAKER
INGLOSS
3253195  08/05/2016
MAHANADI DECORATIVE SHEETS PRIVATE LIMITED
GODREJ WATERSIDE, SUIT NO - 403, PLOT NO – 5, BLOCK – DP, SECTOR – V, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA - 700 097, DISTRICT- NORTH 24 PARGANA, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANERJEE LAW CHAMBERS
10,KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD,2ND FLOOR (MEZZANINE),ROOM NO.34M,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3100957
KOLKATA
THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD, WATER & BEVERAGES; PLASTIC HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED HEREWITH); CASSEROLES; BOTTLES; BUCKETS; COOKIE JARS; COOKING POT SETS; COOKING SKEWERS; COOKING UTENSILS NON ELECTRIC; CROCKERY; FLASKS; DRINKING FLASKS FOR TRAVELERS; DISHES; FOOD COOLING DEVICES; CONTAINING HEAT EXCHANGE FLUIDS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; HOT POTS NOT ELECTRICALLY HEATED; ICE BUCKETS; JUGS; KETTLES NON ELECTRIC; KITCHEN CONTAINERS; KITCHEN MIXER NON ELECTRIC; KNIFE RESTS FOR THE TABLE; LUNCH BOXES; MUGS, ABRASIVE PADS FOR KITCHEN PURPOSE, AUTOCLAVES(PRESSURE COOKERS) NON ELECTRIC, BASTING SPOONS FOR KITCHEN USE, BOTTLE GOURDS, CAGES FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS, COOKERY MOLDS(MOULDLS), CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE, CRUMB TRAYS, CUTTING BOARD FOR THE KITCHEN, FRYING PANS, GRATERS (HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS), GRIDIRON(COOKING UTENSILS), POTS, SPICES SET, SPOONS.
NU-ERA
3253208   08/05/2016
MAHANADI DECORATIVE SHEETS PRIVATE LIMITED
GODREJ WATERSIDE, SUIT NO - 403, PLOT NO – 5, BLOCK – DP, SECTOR – V, SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA - 700 097, DISTRICT- NORTH 24 PARGANA, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANERJEE LAW CHAMBERS
10,KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD,2ND FLOOR (MEZZANINE),ROOM NO.34M,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3089206
KOLKATA
THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD, WATER & BEVERAGES; PLASTIC HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN
UTENSILS & CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED HEREWITH); CASSEROLES; BOTTLES; BUCKETS;
COOKIE JARS; COOKING POT SETS; COOKING SKEWERS; COOKING UTENSILS NON ELECTRIC; CROCKERY; FLASKS;
DRINKING FLASKS FOR TRAVELERS; DISHES; FOOD COOLING DEVICES; CONTAINING HEAT EXCHANGE FLUIDS FOR
HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; HOT POTS NOT ELECTRICALLY HEATED; ICE BUCKETS; JUGS; KETTLES NON ELECTRIC;
KITCHEN CONTAINERS; KITCHEN MIXER NON ELECTRIC; KNIFE RESTS FOR THE TABLE; LUNCH BOXES; MUGS,
ABRASIVE PADS FOR KITCHEN PURPOSE, AUTOCLAVES(PRESSURE COOKERS) NON ELECTRIC, BASTING SPOONS
FOR KITCHEN USE, BOTTLE GOURDS, CAGES FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS, COOKERY MOLDS(MOULDs), CONTAINERS
FOR HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN USE, CRUMB TRAYS, CUTTING BOARD FOR THE KITCHEN, FRYING PANS, GRATERS
(HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS), GRIDIRON(COOKING UTENSILS), POTS, SPICES SET, SPOONS.
3254957  07/05/2016
SUNNY KUMAR GOPE
Ward No. 49, Jorar, Namkum Ranchi, Jharkhand - 834010
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since : 07/05/2016

KOLKATA
Household or kitchen utensils and containers.
3255120 09/05/2016

WHITE FEATHER INDUSTRIES

Seshadev Nilamber Deep
Vanita S. Deep
Gala No. B-11, Potmala Office, Bardan Galli, Odhavram Market, Nr. Jagleshwar Mahadeo Mandir, Aslapha Village, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai 400084

Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA

Used Since: 01/01/2010

MUMBAI

ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES INCLUDING ALL KINDS OF BROOMS (JHADU), STEEL WOOL, SPONGES, MOPS; ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
AAPTA

3255768    09/05/2016

ANIL KUMAR NAYAR
PRASITA ANIL

trading as :AAPTA SALES CORPORATION
220 B, KAIPUZHA, P.O. KOTTAYAM-686602 (KERALA)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :15/04/2016

CHENNAI

House- Hold & Kitchen Utensils, Domestic Utensils and Containers; Pressure Cookers & Non Stick Cook-wares; Steelwools & Earthwares.
3256055    10/05/2016
SONA BEVERAGES PVT. LTD
SONA HOUSE, 35/75, PUNJABI COLONY, NEAR SBI ZONAL OFFICE, RAIPUR (CHHATISGARH)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith), combs and sponges, brushes (except paints brushes) brush making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steelwool, unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building) glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
DELISA

3256703    11/05/2016

MRS. DEEPAI BRIJESH DESAI,
trading as ;BITA ENTERPRISE.

A/601, AARTI APARTMENT,AVISHKAR COMPLEX, NEAR GAURAV GARDEN, BUNDER PAKHADI ROAD, KANDIWALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE

CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since :20/02/2011

MUMBAI

NON-STICK COOK WARE SMALL HOUSEHOLD DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS AND OTHER ARTICLES OF KITCHENWARE INCLUDING PRESSURE COOKERS AND PRESSURE PANS, PAILS, APPARATUS (NON-ELECTRIC) FOR GRINDING, SHREDDING, MINCING, GRATING, PRESSING, CUTTING, SPONGES, BRUSHES, CLEANING MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN WARE AND EARTHENWARE, PARTS OF AND FITTINGS FOR ALL THE AFOREMENTioned GOODS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
3257881   12/05/2016
MR. HARIMANGAL
MR. RAKESH KUMAR
MR. HARIKESH YADAV

trading as ;M/S R.M.I. ENTERPRISES.

PLOT NO-41, GALI NO-4, RAJENDER NAGAR INDUSTRIAL REA, MOHAN NAGAR, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD (U.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Used Since :10/04/2013

DELHI

PRESSURE COOKERS (NON ELECTRICAL), STAINLESS STEEL, DOMESTIC UTENSILS, CONTAINERS IN CLASS-21
3261701  18/05/2016
WONDERKIDS METRICS PRIVATE LIMITED
303, GAURAV AKAR, GAURAV GARDEN, B.P. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.
DEALER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 28/04/2016
MUMBAI
BABY BATHS (PORTABLE), BRUSHES, COMBS, INCLUDED' IN CLASS 21
2269131   19/01/2012
CENTURY 21 TOWN PLANNERS PVT. LTD.
94-104 AND 300-303, PU-4, A. B. Road, Indore - 452 010 (M.P.)
TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA-NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, AND BAGS ( NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES )
PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS ( EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS ) ; RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS
RAIN FORT

2448475  26/12/2012

SUBHAM BANSAL
trading as: BAJAJ POLYFEB
SARAF A BAZAR, P ALI, RAJASTHAN 306401, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT

Used Since: 06/11/2012

AHMEDABAD
TARPAULINS, SACKS AND BAGS, BAGS FOR THE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS IN BULK (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS, TEXTILE FIBERS; FIBERS FOR PACKING, PACKING MATERIAL FOR GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
3059252  21/09/2015
VMARSH TEXTILE CONSULTANCY SERVICES (P) LTD
105, CRYSTAL CENTRE, RAHEJA VIHAR, POWAI, MUMBAI-400072, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANGEETA SANDEEP PAL
301/B, DEVENDRA SADAN, CHS LTD., NR. RANE HOSPITAL, MAJAS ROAD, JOGESHWARI(EAST), MUMBAI-400060.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Sails, Sacks and Bags (Not included in other Classes) Padding and Stuffing Materials (Except of Rubber or Plastics); Raw Fibrous Textile Materials in Class 22
3226430  01/04/2016
BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as ;M/s BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, 21/14A, PHASE-2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPALINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS(EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS
3232228   11/04/2016
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES), PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS), RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE
MATERIALS.
3234910  15/04/2016
RAYMOND LIMITED
Plot No. 156/H. No. 2, Village Zadgaon, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra – 415 612, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :01/06/2013
To be associated with:
2334318
MUMBAI
Fillings for pillows
ANAND SARAF
334, JESSORE ROAD, KALINDI MORE, SWASTIK APARTMENT, FLAT 1G, KOLKATA-700 089, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacture, Trader & Exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes) padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.
3243895   26/04/2016
KESHAV HICHEM PVT. LTD.
trading as ;KESHAV HICHEM PVT. LTD.
907, R.G. TRADE TOWER, B-7, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :25/03/2014
DELHI
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes) padding and stuffing materials(except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
FIDEN

3246630   29/04/2016

PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAISWAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA

trading as; SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES

VILLAGE: KOKJHAR, P.O. & P.S. PALASBARI, MIRZA, DIST. KAMRUP, GUWAHATI, ASSAM

MANUFACTURER & TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MRS. PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MANDOVI APPARTMENT, 1ST FLOOR, 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, OPP. RABINDRA BHAWAN, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781 003, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS) RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS FALLING UNDER CLASS 22.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016  Class 22

3248636  03/05/2016
FEATHERFEEL NON WOVEN PVT.LTD
PLOT NO. 3 ARJUN PARK, B/H GOPAL IND., SAYAN SUGAR ROAD, NEAR SEKHPUR RAILWAY CROSSING SAYAN, SURAT - 394130

Used Since: 01/09/2011

AHMEDABAD

ROPE, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAILNS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS), RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 22

3259176  16/05/2016
CKP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
1803-05, 18TH FLOOR, C-WING, ONE BKC, G-BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI-400 051, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3259132

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ROPES, STRINGS, NETS, TENTS, AWNING, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT FOR RUBBERS AND PLASTICS) AND RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIAL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
SHIV KUMAR
trading as ; KAVITA THREADS
C-44/127 GALI NO 12 SUDAMAPURI EXT GAMRI EXT DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHANPURNA DELHI-110053
Used Since : 21/01/2009
DELHI
YARNS & THREADS IN CLASS 23.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. SUPER.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
1993163  14/07/2010
SHRI CHERAN SYNTHETIC INDIA LTD
trading as ;SHRI CHERAN SYNTHETIC INDIA LTD
NO:24, SANKARI MAIN ROAD, PALLIPALAYAM, ERODE-638006, T.N
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. MUTHAMIZH & S. JAYASREE
NO. 189 - A, RATHNAM COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDARAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 023.
Used Since :07/11/2005

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF YARNS AND THREADS, COTTEN THREAD AND YARN, ELASTIC THREAD AND YARN FOR TEXTILE USE, EMBROIDERY THREAD AND YARN HEMP THREAD AND YARN, LINEN THREAD AND YARN RAYON THREAD AND YARN, THREAD, YARN FOR TEXTILE USE INCLUDED ALL IN CLASS NO-23.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2393938  11/09/2012
STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;STERLING'S MAC HOTELS PVT. LTD.
NO.134, HAL OLD AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE-560017, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
HYGIA

2903907  18/02/2015
ROSARIO COSMETICS PVT.LTD.
602, UNIVERSAL TRADE TOWER, SEC-49, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON 122001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATTICUS LAW PARTNERS
E-150, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
3059253    21/09/2015
VMARSH TEXTILE CONSULTANCY SERVICES (P) LTD
105, CRYSTAL CENTRE, RAHEJA VIHAR, POWAI, MUMBAI-400072, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANGEETA SANDEEP PAL
301/B, DEVENDRA SADAN, CHS LTD., NR. RANE HOSPITAL, MAJAS ROAD, JOGESHWARI(EAST), MUMBAI-400060.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE IN CLASS 23
3199667    01/03/2016
GRAVITY THREADNX PRIVATE LIMITED
G-123, HIRAWALA IND. AREA, ROAD NO. 01, KANOTA, JAIPUR - Rajasthan
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

AHMEDABAD
Yarns and threads, for textile use.
3222857   31/03/2016

GRASIM INDUSTRIES LTD
A-2, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI- 400030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956/2013
Used Since : 26/02/2016

To be associated with:
2515182

MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
RSWM LIMITED
trading as RSWM LIMITED
BHILWARA TOWERS, A-12, SECTOR - 1, NOIDA - 201301, U.P., INDIA
Manufacturer and Traders
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR KUMAR GAMBIHAR ADVOCATE
F-192-B,ROAD NO.2,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Yarns and threads, for textile use as included in class 23
BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED

trading as ;M/s BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED

4TH FLOOR, 21/14A, PHASE-2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI

YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
3227057   03/04/2016
M/S. EVERFLOW PETROFILS LTD
OFFICE NO. 50, 3RD FLOOR, 11, OVALWADI, VITHALWADI, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI 400 002
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
RAKESH BHAI PRATAP BAI RAJDEV AND RUPAL BAI RAKESH BHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHUR BHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE.
3232499   12/04/2016
NAJAM HAMRAZ
trading as ;HAMRAZ INTERNATIONAL
79/33, BANSMANDI, KANPUR 208001, UP
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GHAZANFAR ALI KHAN ADV.,
CH.NO. 155, 1ST FLOOR, SAKET COURT COMPLEX, SAKET, NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since :19/02/2003
DELHI
Yarn and Threads for textile use.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 23

3234000 13/04/2016
JOLLY SPINNING MILLS PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY No. - 23, BEHIND JOLLY GINNING, THANGADH ROAD, CHOTILA - 363520, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :10/11/2014

AHMEDABAD
COTTON YARNS AND THREADS.
ANAND SARAF
334, JESSORE ROAD, KALINDI MORE, SWASTIK APARTMENT, FLAT 1G, KOLKATA-700 089, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacture, Trader & Exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE.
3237761  19/04/2016
IRFAN NIZAMI
trading as ;ZIG ZAG
102C, UTKALMONI GOPA BANDHU SARANI, (COTTON STREET), GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700 007, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacture, Merchant, Trader & Exporter.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6 A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 23

3243896 26/04/2016
KESHAV HICHEM PVT. LTD.
trading as :KESHAV HICHEM PVT. LTD.
907, R.G. TRADE TOWER, B-7, METAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :25/03/2014

DELHI
Yarns and threads, for textile use
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3246561  29/04/2016
SANJAY SHAH S/O. LADULAL SHAH
trading as ;S.S. THREAD
64B, R.N. 600/2, 601, BLOCK NO. 678/B, PLOT NO. 16, AMBICA NIKETAN SOC. MAGOB ROAD, PUNA GAM, SURAT, GUJARAT

Used Since :21/06/2014

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE YARNS AND THREADS.
3247290   30/04/2016
ABHISHEK PALLOD
trading as :HALF THE GRID
Apt B-14, Chaitrangan Society, Kanchan Galli, Off Law College Road, Pune-411004, Maharashtra.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :30/09/2014
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
RAHUL SARAF
503-A, JALDARSHAN, RUAI PARK, GHADIGRAM ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/01/2008
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 23.
3253542   07/05/2016
HAKKIM
9 Ohm Sakthi Kovil Main Road Tirupur – 641607
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA
Used Since :13/10/2001
CHENNAI
Yarns and threads, for textile use.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767 , 17/10/2016 Class 23

3259177  16/05/2016
CKP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
1803-05, 18TH FLOOR, C-WING, ONE BKC, G-BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI-400 051,
MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013)

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3259133

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
1860444  09/09/2009
A.N.MOHAMED MOHIDEEN
MUMEENA BEEVI
RAFIYATHUL ATHAVIA
M.A.M. HAYATH
S.A.R. SHAHUL HAMEED
K.A. FACKEER MOHIDEEN

trading as : AARA SILKS

NO,38, RAJAJI SALAI, THRUVALLUR - 602 001. TAMIL NADU INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURY BRIAN LAW OFFICES
25, III FLOOR, SRINIVASA RAO ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Used Since : 01/10/2005

CHENNAI

TEXTILE

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
1953442  20/04/2010
OM PRAKASH JANGID
trading as ;M/S.JANGID ART & CRAFTS.
C-60, M.I.A, IIND PHASE BASANI, JODHPUR - 342 005 (RAJASTHAN).
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agenets address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :19/05/2000
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES HANDICRAFTS ITEMS.
1962892    10/05/2010
A.S.GANDHILAL
V.SENTHIL KUMAR
A.M.SARAVANAN
trading as ;SURYA TEXTILES
NO:11, NAVARATHINAPURAM, 2ND STREET, KAMARAJAR SALAI, MADURAI- 625 009, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :27/06/2008
CHENNAI
TEXTILES, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS AND HANDLOOM MATERIAL, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CL:24 FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF TAMILNADU AND PONDICHERY ONLY
FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF TAMILNADU AND PONDICHERY ONLY.
2002391  02/08/2010
COURTS ASIA PTE. LTD.
50 Tampines North Drive 2 Singapore 528766.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF REPUBLIC OF MAURITIUS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IN RESPECT OF TEXTILE ARTICLES, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, LINEN PRODUCTS, TEXTILES, LINEN AND UPHOLSTERY FABRICS, BED CLOTHES, BED COVERS, TABLE LINEN, CURTAINS, CURTAIN TIE BACKS AND BLINDS, BATH LINEN, TOWELS, TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS, PARTS, FITTINGS AND COMPONENTS FOR ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
2008421  13/08/2010
SUJAN L. DULHANI
SHEVAK L. DULHANI
SHANKAR L. DULHANI
MAHESH S. DULHANI
trading as ;SARASWATI SAREE Depot
SHRI K. K. BACHANI MARG, GANDHINAGAR, KOLHAPUR-416 119
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :10/07/2010
MUMBAI
SAREES, DRESS MATERIAL AND BLOUSE PIECE
2011629  20/08/2010
BULANI KHIYALDAS ROCHIRAM
trading as ;M/S. TERINA
2, SHREE RAMDOOT ROW HOUSE, BEHIND VIDHYAKUNJ SCHOOL, NEAR SAIRAM RESIDENCY, PALGAM, SURAT - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
AT: 42/489, SATYA NAGAR, UDHNA MAIN ROAD, UDHNA, SURAT - 394210 - GUJARAT
Used Since :17/08/2010
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE BLOUSE PIECE IN CLASS 24.
2011884   20/08/2010
LAHARILAL JODHRAJ JAIN
trading as ;ALKAY SAREES
H - 107 - 108, GROUND FLOOR, NEW T.T. MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ART SILK CLOTH INCLUDING SAREE AND DRESS MATERIAL, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
2077082  29/12/2010
RAJESH K. KEWALANI
trading as ;M/S. K. RAJESHKUMAR
626-627, Upper Ground, Jai Shree ram market, Ring Road, Surat-395002-Gujarat
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COPY HART
AT: 42/489, SATYA NAGAR, UDHNA MAIN ROAD, UDHNA, SURAT - 394210 - GUJARAT
Used Since : 18/08/2009

AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS IN CLASS-24.
2161035 16/06/2011
GREENLAND EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GREENLAND EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 14, SIR THYAGARAYA ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017 TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTUERS MARCHANTS
-
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LUNGIES
Subject to the mark is allowed as such as and no exclusive right to the descriptive words except substantially as shown on the form of representation.
2199023  02/09/2011
MAHASAKTHI DUPATTA
trading as ;MAHASAKTHI DUPATTA
117, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, MALESIYA COMPLEX, CHENNAI - 600 001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BISWAL AND BISWAL
NO.17, 2ND STREET GAJALAKSHMI COLONY SHENOY NAGAR CHENNAI-600 030
Used Since :01/04/2010

CHENNAI
TRADING OF DUPPTTA, SCARF, STOLL, DRESS MATERIAL
excluding North India and no exclusive right over the word DUPATTA.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 24

2260159 02/01/2012
MANNER AND SKILL INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
2102, EVITA, CENTRAL AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2323956  30/04/2012
MEHUL JITENDRA SHAH
701, DREAM HOUSE, CHANDAVARKAR ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400098.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Aagents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/06/2011

MUMBAI
KITCHEN TOWELS, TABLE CLOTHES, POT HOLDERS, TABLE MATS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 24
2354825  27/06/2012
EKRU ALLURING DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :EKRU ALLURING DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
1/4, ROWLAND ROAD, KOLKATA 700020, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER (S), MERCHANT (S), TRADER (S), EXPORTER (S), SERVICE PROVIDER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :19/09/2000
KOLKATA
Textile, Textile Piece Goods, Textile Fabrics, Textile Material; Suitings and Shirtings; Fabrics and Fabric Materials; Sarees;
Bed, Pillow & Table Covers; Blankets; Towels (textile); Curtains; Embroidered Fabric; Woollen Fabric; Printed Fabrics;
Silk Fabric; Non-Woven Cloth; Polyester Textiles; Velvet
RUMORS

2393534  10/09/2012

ASCENT DECOR PVT, LTD.
trading as :ASCENT DECOR PVT, LTD.
4TH FLOOR, NO:44/2, BERATENA AGRAHARA, BEGUR HOBLI, OFF- HOSUR MAIN ROAD, NEAR FLY OVER PILLAR 193, BANGALORE-560100.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :27/07/2012

CHENNAI

HOME FURNISHINGS INCLUDING CURTAINS, DRAPERIES, CUSHION COVERS, CUSHIONS, BED COVERS, BED LINENS, PLACEMENT MATS, WALL COVERINGS AND UPHOLSTERY, TEXTILE FABRICS OF ALL KINDS LIKE WOVEN, KNITTED, NON-WOVEN, NATURAL, MAN-MADE AND SYNTHETIC YARNS BOTH SPUN & FILAMENT TYPES, WALL PAPERS, COVERINGS, RUGS, CARPETs, LEATHER, ARTIFICIAL LEATHER, FLOORING SYSTEMS, FURNITURE’S, FIXTURES & FITTINGS OF ALL KINDS USED IN HOME FURNISHING, DECORATION AND FASHION.
2397570  17/09/2012
MAFATLAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAFATLAL HOUSE, H. T. PAREKH MARG, BACKBAY RECLAMATION, MUMBAI 400 020.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.
Used Since :01/07/2010
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; FABRICS OF ALL TYPES; SUITING; SHIRTING;
DENIM; DHOTI; BED AND TABLE COVERS; BLANKETS; MATTRESS COVERS; BED SPREADS; COVERS FOR CUSHIONS;
PILLOWCASES; CURTAINS; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS; TOWELS; QUILT AND
QUILT COVERS; BLANKETS AND DUVETS
2397571    17/09/2012
MAFATLAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAFATLAL HOUSE, H. T. PAREKH MARG, BACKBAY RECLAMATION, MUMBAI 400 020.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES,
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.
Used Since :01/07/2010
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; FABRICS OF ALL TYPES; SUITING; SHIRTING;
DENIM; DHOTI; BED AND TABLE COVERS; BLANKETS; MATTRESS COVERS; BED SPREADS; COVERS FOR CUSHIONS;
PILLOWCASES; CURTAINS; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS; TOWELS; QUILT AND
QUILT COVERS; BLANKETS AND DUVETS
MAFATLAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAFATLAL HOUSE, H. T. PAREKH MARG, BACKBAY RECLAMATION, MUMBAI 400 020.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES,
405, KAPADIA CHAMBER, 599, J.S.S.ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI-400 002.
Used Since :01/07/2010
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; FABRICS OF ALL TYPES; SUITING; SHIRTING;
DENIM; DHOTI; BED AND TABLE COVERS; BLANKETS; MATTRESS COVERS; BEDSPREADS; COVERS FOR CUSHIONS;
PILLOWCASES; CURTAINS; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS; TOWELS; QUILT AND
QUILT COVERS; BLANKETS AND DUVETS
2405221   03/10/2012
HOSHIYAR SINGH SURESH CHANDRA SAREES PVT.LTD.
1420/1421 GALI KISHAN DUTT MALIWARA NAI SARAK DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/07/1998
DELHI
LENGHAS [UN-STITCHED] TEXTILE FABRIC AND DRESS MATERIAL
PLEATED FELT

2436697    04/12/2012

IUTVA WONG

trading as ;IUTVA WONG

22ND FLOOR, 3 LOCKHART ROAD, WANCHAI, HONG KONG

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ABHISHEK SHARMA, SHARMA ABHYANKER LLP.
813 - 816, B. WING MITAL TOWER, M.G.ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, IN PARTICULAR FELTS AND NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS USED FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF FILTERS FOR FILTERING AIR, DUST, FUMES, GASES, OIL, WATER OR LIQUID.
Gold winner

2437909 05/12/2012

RAMASAMY RADHA
RAMASAMY MATHESWARAN
GURUSAMY SHANMUGAVEL

trading as; CIBI COTTON MILLS

NO.50, K.P.N. COLONY EXTENSION, TIRUPPUR-641601.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ALL KINDS OF TEXTILES PIECE GOODS (MADE UP OF COTTON, KHADI, POLYESTER, BLENDED WOOL, WOLLEN, ACRYLIC, CHIFFON AND SILK) INCLUDING COTTON CHECKED LUNGIES, COTTON PRINTED LUNGIES, POLYESTER LUNGIES, THAKKARS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, PILLOW COVERS, CURTAIN CLOTH, BLEACHED MULL, BLEACHED POPLIN, BLEACHED LONG CLOTH, TOWELS, CASEMENTS, DHOTIES, HAND KERCHEIVES, COTTON SAREES, SEIKO SAREES, GREY, POLYESTER SAREES, BLOUSE MATERIALS, CHUDHITHAR MATERIALS, BLEDHED AND DYED FABRIC CLOTHS, SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS AND WOVEN INTERLININGS.
Sweekar
2481463 19/02/2013
Rajkumar Gurmukhdas Chandwani
trading as; Siddant
C-23, 3rd Floor, Sumel Business Park-1, B/H New Cloth Market, O/S Raipur Gate, Ahmedabad 380001, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Mehta Legal
402-04, Shilp-2, Near Sales India, Income Tax Circle, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad - 380 009, Gujarat

Used Since: 01/04/2009

Ahmedabad
Fabric, Fabrics for textile use, textiles and textile goods, unstitched suits, unstitched salwar suits, unstitched dress materials
3097
2546346   10/06/2013
MICRO INTERLINING PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since: 01/05/2013
MUMBAI
INTERLINING CLOTHES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
WANDA CULTURAL TOURISM CITY

2647675    23/12/2013
Dalian Wanda Group Co. Ltd
No.539 Changjiang Road, Xigang District Dalian China
Merchants & Manufacturers
A Company Organized Under the Laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANSH Law Associates
8 Central Lane Bengali Market C.P New Delhi 110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; Bed covers; Table covers; fabric; brocades; cloth; velvet; cotton fabrics; gauze [cloth]; silk fabrics for printing patterns; rayon fabric; canvas; non-woven textile fabrics; filtration cloth; tapestry, of textile; wau hangings of textile; silk artwork; felt; paper making blanket (towel); towels of textile; table napkins of textile; bath towel; bed covers; sheets [textile]; towel quilt; place mats, not of paper; desk carpet; door curtains; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; Tibetan ceremonial suarf; banners; parts and fittings thereof included in class 24
2764259  27/06/2014

UJALADEEP TEXTILES (S.INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;UJALADEEP TEXTILES (S.INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

NO.6, PERUMPARAI ROAD, PALLIPALAYAM, ERODE-638 006, NAMAKKAL, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Used Since :01/01/1996

To be associated with:

2764256

CHENNAI

DTC ORIGINAL 989 GOLD BRAND DEVICE LABEL USED TEXTILE PRODUCTS OF LUNGIES USED FOR
SKYWALKER LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.
Sr. No. 45-1, Shree Chaitanya Apartment B, Office -6, Parvati, Pune - 411009
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :28/11/2015

MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods.
3197608    27/02/2016
PRAVIN DEVRAJ JAIN
trading as ;Express Marketing
Unit # 26, Hare Rama Hare Krishna Industrial Estate, I.B. Patel Road, Goregaon East – Mumbai - 400063
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :27/02/2016
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods.
3200487  03/03/2016
SAMMAAN FABRICS PRIVATE LIMITED
RAJLAXMI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, C-BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, KALHER, OLD THANE-BHIWANDI ROAD, DIST. THANE-421302
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN NIDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILE PIECEGOODS INCLUDING SUITINGS AND SHIRTINGS, FURNISHING FABRICS, CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BED COVERS, BLANKETS, BED, TABLE AND BATH LINEN, NAPKINS, TOWELS OF ALL SIZES INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
3200992 03/03/2016
RISHABH FIALOKE
trading as ;RISHABH FIALOKE
I-44, KIRTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HANDKERCHIEFS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
Shark Fin Suit

3205123  09/03/2016
KRISHNA SIYARAM TEXTILE INDIA PVT. LTD.
MELA MAIDAN, MANAWAR-454446, MADHYA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :30/12/2015

MUMBAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS, SUITINGS, FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE
3216218  22/03/2016
KANCHAN TEXTILES
83, KIDWAI NAGAR, GHARWALA, JAV, PALI - 306401 (RAJASTHAN)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHAN KUMAR
NEAR GOVT. GIRL SCHOOL BAWANI KHERA, BHIWANI HR 127032
Used Since :15/03/2016

AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS.
ABHISHEK GOEL
16/5, GEETA MANDIR ROAD, PANIPAT -132103 HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BED SHEETS AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
ARVIND KUMAR JAIN
trading as M.F. Group of Industries
Near Vardhman School, Regarpura, Rajapth, Main Road, Balotra, BARMER-344022 Rajasthan
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since: 01/01/2012

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
3219191 28/03/2016
DURGA MALL W/O. KAMAL KISHOR MALL
trading as : BHAWANI GROUP
F-290, MANDIA ROAD, PALI MARWAR - 306401 STATE RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRIPS MANAGEMENT
13, RELE BLDG, 1ST FLOOR, 43, FANASWADI, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :14/05/2011

AHMEDABAD
RUBIA BLOUSE PIECES, DYED CLOTHS, COTTON AND SYNTHETICS BLOUSE PIECES, DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS IN CLASS 24.
TEXPERTS INDIA PVT. LTD.
3, COMMERCE CENTRE, GUJARAT INDUSTRIES COMPOUND, VISHWESHWAR NAGAR, OFF, AAREY ROAD, GOREGOAN (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 04/03/2016

MUMBAI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
3220515    29/03/2016
TEXPERTS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
3, COMMERCE CENTRE, GUJARAT INDUSTRIES COMPOUND, VISHWESHWAR NAGAR, OFF, AAREY ROAD, GOREGOAN (EAST), MUMBAI-400063
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY,
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since : 08/03/2016

MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24
3220974  29/03/2016
BRIJESH PARNAMI
VIMPY PARNAMI
trading as ALTISSIMO PACKINGS LLP
B103, SHAGUN TOWER, A.K. VAIDYA MARG, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI – 400097
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
PE WOVEN FABRIC
3222858   31/03/2016
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LTD
A-2, ADITYA BIRLA CENTRE, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI- 400030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956/2013
Used Since :26/02/2016
To be associated with:
2205891
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
3224892    31/03/2016
MAHINDER KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;Kedarnath Dharamchand & Sons
27/1, Armenia Street, 2nd Floor, Kolkata - 700001
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :22/02/2016

KOLKATA
Bed sheets.
3225097 01/04/2016
OMPRAKASH TAKHATMAL KOTHARI
PRABHAVATI TAKHATMAL KOTHARI
SEEMA ASHOKKUMAR KOTHARI
MAYANK OMPRAKASH KOTHARI
trading as ;VAREENA CREATION
605, RAGHUVIR BUSINESS EMPIRE, NEAR AAIMATA CHOWK, PUNA KUMBARIA ROAD ,MAGOB , SURAT-395010,
GUJARAT STATE
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATIRIAL.
3226659    01/04/2016
WELSPUN GLOBAL BRANDS LIMITED
WELSPUN HOUSE, 6TH FLOOR, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bed clothes, bed covers, bedspreads coverlets [bedspreads], quilts, bed linen; covers for cushions, eiderdowns, mattress covers, sheets, sleeping bag liners, travelling rugs; Bath linen, towels, Bath towels, Hand Towels, Face towels, sanitary flannel, tissues / napkins of textile for removing make-up, Pillow Shams, Pillow Cases
3227058  03/04/2016
M/S. EVERFLOW PETROFILS LTD
OFFICE NO. 50, 3RD FLOOR, 11, OVALWADI, VITHALWADI, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI 400 002
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS, POLYESTER AND POLYESTER BLENDED DYED AND GRIEGE FABRICS, COTTON AND COTTON BLENDED DYED AND GREIGE FABRICS
3229131  05/04/2016
J.L. BAGHLA
551, SUBHASH ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI- 110051
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS WOOLEN CLOTH HANDKER CHIEF, TOWELS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
CAVANI

3230782    08/04/2016
GIOVANI CO., LTD
204 SOI LEUNRIT, BANGKOK 10100, THAILAND
Trader
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANINDER KAUR MANIKTALA
Z-29 Lower Ground, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110016
Used Since :23/03/2012

DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Fabrics including cotton & woollen fabrics; bed covers; table covers
3232018    11/04/2016
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MAKER CHAMBER-IV, 222, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2500527
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES, BED COVERS, TABLE COVERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016 Class 24

3232020  11/04/2016
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MAKER CHAMBER-IV, 222, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES, BED COVERS, TABLE COVERS
3232021  11/04/2016
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MAKER CHAMBER-IV, 222, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/08/2010
To be associated with:
1993811, 1993812
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES, BED COVERS, TABLE COVERS
3232230  11/04/2016
RAKESHBHAI PRATAPBHAI RAJDEV AND RUPALBEN RAKESHBHAI RAJDEV
"VIMAL", 3 - GUNDAVADI, MATHURBHAI CHOWK, GUNDAVADI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED COVERS, TABLE COVERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016

Class 24

3232913 11/04/2016

FAROOQUE
NO- 1088/1090, FIRST FLOOR, HOWKER PLAZA, SENAPTI BAPAT MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400028
TEXTILES & TEXTILES GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSSES, BED & TABLE COVERS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24

Address for service in India/Agents address:
T. BALASUBRAMANIAN
OLD NO.33, NEW NO.2, IIND CROSS, CIT NAGAR WEST, CHENNAI-600035

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers
3233048  12/04/2016
SHREE G PINGAKSH FINSOI PVT. LTD.
A-708, G.D. COLONY, NEAR NEW M K CELLULAR, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-3, DELHI-110096
MERCHANTABILITY, MANUFACTURERS
Used Since: 19/08/2015
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
3233326  13/04/2016
SMT. NIRMALA MANILAL GALA
SACHIN MANILAL GALA
AMIT MANILAL GALA
trading as ;ANULI.
SHOP NO.9 AND 10, YASHWANT NIWAS, N.C.KELKAR ROAD, OPP. TILAK BRIDGE, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI- 400 028.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/1997

To be associated with:
3157693

MUMBAI
TEXTILES PIECEGOODS INCLUDING SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS; FURNISHING FABRICS, CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, TOWELS OF ALL SIZES, BED COVERS, BLANKETS, BED, TABLE AND BATH LINEN, NAPKINS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
3234911  15/04/2016
RAYMOND LIMITED
Plot No. 156/H. No. 2, Village Zadgaon, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra – 415 612, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :01/06/2013
To be associated with:
193273, 356388, 407165
MUMBAI
Textile and Textile goods including suiting and shirting fabrics; polyester woolen blended fabrics, woolen cloth, Tissues (piecegoods); bed and table-covers; bed sheets, blankets, bed blankets, quilts, comforters; satin; shawls in piece; bed sheets; bed covers, table and pillow covers; flannel upholstery; towels; handkerchiefs; and textile articles included in Class 24.
AMIDON N HVC

3235697  13/04/2016

ROQUETTE RIDDHI SIDDHI PVT LTD
12A & 14B Abhishree Corporate Park, Opp. Madhurya Restaurant, Ambli Bopal Road, Ambli, Ahmedabad 380058, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Adhesive fabric for application by heat
3236103 14/04/2016
PRADEEP HARJIBHAI KALSARIYA
trading as ;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
B1, RANG DARSHAN SOC.2, B/H SHIV SHAKTI APTT,KATARGAM CHIKUWADI ROAD,SURAT395004
GOODS AND SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :22/12/2015
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
3237756    19/04/2016
ANAND SARAF
334, JESSORE ROAD, KALINDI MORE, SWASTIK APARTMENT, FLAT 1G, KOLKATA-700 089, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacture, Trader & Exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES,
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
3238039    20/04/2016
B. D. TEXTILE MILLS PVT. LTD.
7, DEVKARAN MANSION, 3RD FLOOR, 24 VITHALDAS ROAD, MUMBAI - 400002
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 01/04/2005
MUMBAI
TEXTILE PIECE GOODS
SIDHANT KESHWANI & SUNIL KESHWANI
B-491, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110065.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI

SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS, UNSTITCHED LADIES SUITS & DRESS MATERIALS.
3238575    20/04/2016
VIRAL R GANDHI
trading as ;G M GANDHI
1482, NAVA MADHPUIRA,OPP. DELHI DARWAJA AHMEDABAD 380004
MANUFACTURER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :16/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
UNSTITCHED FABRIC,HAND CRAFTED TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS IN CLASS 24.
3240237   21/04/2016
MAFATLAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAFATLAL HOUSE, H. T. PAREKH MARG, BACKBAY RECLAMATION, MUMBAI 400 020.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
TEXTILES & TEXTILES GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, FABRICS OF ALL TYPES, SUITING, SHIRTING, DENIM, DHOTI, BED & TABLE COVERS, BLANKETS, MATTRESS COVERS, BED SPREADS, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS, PILLOW CASES, CURTAINS, FURNITURE COVERINGS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, TOWELS, QUILT COVERS, BLANKETS & DUVETS.
3242143  25/04/2016
ROHIT BABUBHAI CHANCHAD
trading as ;VRAJ GARMENTS
189, SHOP NO. 4, 1ST FLOOR, NEW SHAKTI VIJAY SOCIETY, OPP GHANSHYAM NAGAR, SHERI NO 16, LH ROAD, SURAT-395006
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, SUITINGS AND SHIRTINGS AND ALL TYPE OF OTHER TEXTILE GOODS AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
3242177  23/04/2016
CHANDRA KUMAR MEHTA
trading as ;Kalpa Vraksha
4- LA- 7, Jawahar Nagar, Jaipur - 302004, Rajasthan
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/1976

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods.
3243674   27/04/2016
NITIN KISHANLAL TEKWANI
trading as ;K.NARAYAN CREATION
561/562, U/G NEW TEXTILE MARKET, NAWABWADI, BEGUMPURA, SURAT-395002, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :12/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILE GOODS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3244727  28/04/2016

PAVITHRA HALKATTI
SHIVAPRASAD SHIVALINGAIAH
NARESH NAGARAJ

trading as ;PSN INC

#6, DVG ROAD, GANDHI BAZAR, BASAVANAGUDI, BENGALURU, 560004, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BAJAJ & KUMAR LAW CHAMBERS
NO.18, CHITRAKOOT, 1ST CROSS KUMARACOT LAYOUT, HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :20/01/2016

CHENNAI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS, DRAPES, BLANKETS, BROCADES, DIFFERENT KINDS OF FABRIC, DUVETS, COVERLETS, TOWELS, TOILET SEAT COVERS, AND OTHER RELATED HOME FURNISHINGS AND GOODS BELONGING TO THIS CLASS
MANDHANA RETAIL VENTURES LIMITED.
trading as ; Mandhana Retail Ventures Limited.
Plot No.E-132, M.I.D.C., Tarapur Industrial Area, Boisar, Dist.Palghar-401 506. and also at 006-008, Peninsula Centre, Dr. S.S.Road, Parel, Mumbai- 400 012.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
Textiles piece goods including suitings, shirtings, furnishing fabrics, cotton fabrics, curtains, table & bed covers, bed sheets, pillowcases, blankets, bed, table & bath linen, napkins & banners being goods included in class 24.
3245940  27/04/2016
SANHA FASHION
trading as ;RETAIL
DOOR NO TM 7/377 M1 TO M3, TIRUR POST, MALAPPURAM DT, KERALA ,INDIA- 676101
SALE OF TEXTILE & TEXTILE GOODS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.G. MADHAVAN UNNI, ADVOCATE.
4TH FLOOR, PLAZA TOWER, MAIN ROAD, KOTTAKkal POST MALAPPURAM - 676503, KERALA.
Used Since :01/04/2013

CHENNAI
TEXTILE & TEXTILE GOODS
3246102    28/04/2016
AMIT SUKHILJA
trading as ;M/s NAMOH TRADERS
13/1, ASHOK NAGAR, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :27/04/2016

DELHI
SOFA COVER, BED SHEET, PILLOW COVER, TABLE COVER, BED AND TABLE RUNNERS AND ALL OTHER HANDLOOM
AND TEXTILE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
FIDEN

3246631  29/04/2016
PANKAJ KUMAR AGARWALA
AMIT MOUR
SANJAY KHETAWAT
SHIWAJI PD JAIWAL
PAWAN KUMAR AGARWALA
GANESH SHARMA
trading as ;SHREE BHAWANI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE: KOKJHAR, P.O & P.S. PALASBARI, MIRZA, DIST. KAMRUP, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS.
PARTNERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. PINKY BAGARIA AGARWAL, ADVOCATES
C/O AGARWAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MANDOVI APPARTMENT, 1ST FLOOR, 1A, G.N.B. ROAD, OPP. RABINDRA BHAWAN, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, PIN 781 003, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS FALLING UNDER CLASS 24.
3247633  29/04/2016  
WFB BAIRD AND COMPANY (INDIA) PVT.LTD  
trading as ;WFB BAIRD AND COMPANY (INDIA) PVT.LTD
PLOT NO.45, C.S.E.Z, KAKKANAD, COCHIN - 682037, INDIA.  
Manufacturer & Merchant
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA 
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004. 
Used Since :28/04/2016
To be associated with:
2914451, 2914458

CHENNAI
Textile and textile goods including Linen fabrics  
Linen blend apparel fabrics, cotton linen, natural fabrics, knitted, cotton  
and woolen fabrics; bed and table covers, handkerchiefs, towels, napkins, bath linen; furniture coverings, curtains
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SUPERWHITES BY CLUB BURGOYNE

3247635  29/04/2016
WFB BAIRD AND COMPANY (INDIA) PVT.LTD
trading as :WFB BAIRD AND COMPANY (INDIA) PVT.LTD
PLOT NO.45, C.S.E.Z, KAKKANAD, COCHIN - 682037, INDIA.
Manufacturer & Merchant
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.
Used Since :28/04/2016
To be associated with:
2604779, 2914458

CHENNAI
Textile and textile goods including Linen fabrics Linen blend apparel fabrics, cotton linen, natural fabrics, knitted, cotton and woolen fabrics; bed and table covers, handkerchiefs, towels, napkins, bath linen; furniture coverings, curtains
Trade Marks Journal No: 1767, 17/10/2016  Class 24

3248319  29/04/2016
SHREE GIRIRAJ TEXTILES
trading as : Chintan's
Shop No 5, 2nd Floor, 65/67 Ishwar Bhavan, Old Hanuman Lane, Mumbai - 400002, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 18/07/2014
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES; BED COVERS; TABLE COVERS, FABRICS, TEXTILE GOODS, AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILE GOODS, COVERINGS FOR FURNITURE, BED CLOTHES AND BLANKETS, KITCHEN AND TABLE LINENS
JOVEES HERBAL CARE INDIA LTD.
404, ROOTS TOWER DISTRICT CENTRE, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Pawan Kumar Pawan
A-52, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIRMAN VIHAR, DELHI 92
Used Since : 17/08/2004

DELHI
GOODS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
JOVEES

3250011  04/05/2016
JOVEES HERBAL CARE INDIA LTD.
404, ROOTS TOWER DISTRICT CENTRE, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Pawan Kumar Pawan
A-52, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIRMAN VIHAR, DELHI 92
Used Since :17/08/2004

DELHI
GOODS OF TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS
3256533    11/05/2016
GULABBEN CHETAN SAKHIYA
trading as ; C. K ENTERPRISES
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT
Used Since : 17/07/2015
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE.
SPUNWEB
3259073  16/05/2016
KARAM MULTIPACK PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 281 / 1, PLOT NO. 7/8, SHAPAR MAIN ROAD, B.H. 8 - B, SHAPAR (VERAVAL), DIST. RAJKOT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
NON WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS.
3259178  16/05/2016
CKP HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
1803-05, 18TH FLOOR, C - WING, ONE BKC, G - BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :14/12/2015
To be associated with:
3259134
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS
3260949   16/05/2016
SAURABH CHHABRA S/O. SH. TILOK CHAND CHHABRA
trading as ;SAURABH CHHABRA S/O. SH. TILOK CHAND CHHABRA
B/382, SHASTRI NAGAR, BHILWARA - 311 001, RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TECHNOLEG-IPR (ADVOCATES)
8, SAHARA SOCIETY, NEAR MALARPURA, BARKOSHIA ROAD, NEAR MARIDA BHAGOL, NADIAD - 387 001
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE PIECE-GOODS AND FABRICS INCLUDING SHIRTINGS, SUITINGS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, HANDKERCHIEF, TABLE CLOTH OF TEXTILE, PILLOW COVER, BED SHEETS, TISSUES, CURTAINS, TOWELS, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE, WOOLEN FABRICS, WOVEN FACRICS, CLOTH MATERIALS FOR WOMENS WEAR
AUTHENZAA
3260950   16/05/2016
SAURABH CHHABRA S/O. SH. TILOK CHAND CHHABRA
trading as ;SAURABH CHHABRA S/O. SH. TILOK CHAND CHHABRA
B/382, SHASTRI NAGAR, BHILWARA - 311 001, RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TECHNOLEG-IPR (ADVOCATES)
8, SAHARA SOCIETY, NEAR MALARPURA, BARKOSHIA ROAD, NEAR MARIDA BHAGOL, NADIAD - 387 001
Used Since :01/04/2015
To be associated with:
3260949
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE PIECE-GOODS AND FABRICS INCLUDING SHIRTINGS, SUITINGS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, HANDKERCHIEF, TABLE CLOTH OF TEXTILE, PILLOW COVER, BED SHEETS, TISSUES, CURTAINS, TOWELS, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE, WOOLEN FABRICS, WOVEN FACRICS, CLOTH MATERIALS FOR WOMENS WEAR
3264323    20/05/2016
VIJAY DESIGN INSPIRATIONS PVT. LTD.
D-19, UPSIDC, SITE-4, BEHIND MSX MALL, NEAR PARI CHOWK, GREATER NOIDA-201306, UP.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :03/05/2016

DELHI
HOME FURNISHING ITEMS, TEXTILE MADE UPS